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EIREconomics

Asian financial
storms hit Germany
by Lothar Komp

The February 1998 euphoria on the Frankfurt stock market, possible consequences of the Asian financial storms on Ger-
many’s export industry, particularly in view of the upcomingwhich led to new historic records of the DAX index, is based

on three fatal illusions: First, the financial meltdown in Asia Federal elections in autumn. One indication of this was the
one-week visit by the president of the German savings banksis being presented to the small investor as a geographically

limited phenomenon, and not as a symptom of fundamental association, Horst Koehler, a former Assistant Finance Minis-
ter of Germany, to Indonesia, starting on Jan. 19. The Koehlerflaws in the global financial system. Therefore, apart from

discussing minor reforms of International Monetary Fund mission, which included negotiations on a debt rearrangement
between German creditor banks and their Indonesian debtors,(IMF) policies, “business as usual” is supposed to resume

after a few billion deutschemarks in loans to Asia are written was initiated, at least in part, by Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
Another signal of the German government’s concern, was anoff. Second, even in respect to a geographically limited “Asia

crisis,” the propaganda line of IMF Managing Director Mi- internal paper prepared by the German Finance Ministry for
Finance Minister Theo Waigel’s Feb. 16-20 visit to Southchel Camdessus, that “the worst is over,” is being echoed by

the vast majority of economic media. Third, what happens in Korea, Indonesia, and Thailand. According to press leaks, the
paper warns of a “collapse of trade and trade financing,” asAsia is suddenly being portrayed as having almost no rele-

vance for Germany’s economic future. For more than a de- the Asian financial meltdown continues.
cade, neo-liberal (free trade) theorists had praised the Asian
“tiger” economies as the globalization-age alternative to the New risks for the budget

The default of creditors, or even of entire nations, would“out-dated” postwar German success model of a machine-
tool-driven economy with large per-capita investments into have an immediate effect on the German national budget,

because of the Hermes instrument of Federal guarantees forlabor, production facilities, and infrastructure. During the
same time period, the Asian nations, with their populations exports and export credits. A spokesman for the Hermes desk

of the Economics Ministry told EIR, “We are not reactingof about 4 billion, correctly had been described as having
gigantic potential for the German capital goods industry (see hysterically, but there are obviously new risks for the Fed-

eral budget.”Table 1). Now, for the sake of the “no impact on Germany”
theory, Asia has been removed to a different planet, in public Since the early 1960s, the so-called Hermes guarantees

for exports and export credits of German companies to pri-opinion. However, as 1998 continues along, all three illusions
are ready to burst. marily developing countries have played a crucial role in the

buildup of the German high-tech capital goods industry, cov-Contrary to some ludicrous announcements by German
Economics Minister Jürgen Rexrodt (Free Democratic Party), ering, until the early 1980s, approximately 10% of all German

exports. Since then, this figure has been reduced to aboutthe German government is indeed very concerned about the
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

German budget exposure, for the top 10German exports to East Asia
(billions of deutschemarks) countries, as of year-end 1996

(billions of deutschemarks)
1990 1996 change

CIS (excluding Russia) 23.0China 2.494 7.255 +191%
Russia 19.1Hong Kong 1.954 4.241 +117%
Brazil 17.4Indonesia 1.515 2.657 +75%
Iran 12.9South Korea 2.922 6.558 +124%
China 12.7Malaysia 1.034 2.810 +172%
Indonesia 12.1Philippines 0.601 1.311 +118%
Argentina 10.2Singapore 2.040 3.861 +89%
Turkey 8.9Taiwan 2.429 4.456 +83%
Iraq 7.7Thailand 1.406 3.514 +150%
India 7.7Vietnam 0.148 0.341 +144%

Source: IFO, EIR

and other banks. In mid-January, Bayerische Landesbank
fired the head, as well as other leading employees, of its opera-5%. Nevertheless, by the end of 1996, the overall volume of

outstanding export deals covered by Hermes guarantees had tion in Singapore. The Singapore office is the bank’s biggest
operation in all Asia, bigger even than its Tokyo office; inreached DM 189.9 billion (more than $100 billion, at today’s

exchange rate). On top of this, there is another DM 62.6 bil- 1996, it had 73 employees running a business volume of
DM 9.8 billion. The activities of Bayerische Landesbank inlion in outstanding Hermes guarantees on interest rate pay-

ments of export credits. Singapore not only cover investment banking and export and
project financing, but also real estate trading and foreign ex-Therefore, the total underlying volume of Hermes risks

by the end of 1996 stood at DM 252.6 billion. Out of this, change and derivatives transactions.
The degree of nervousness of German bank managementsDM 65.7 billion belongs to Asian developing countries,

DM 42.0 billion to the successor states of the former Soviet is underscored by the charges that they have leveled recently
against the U.S. rating agencies Standard & Poors andUnion, DM 33.2 billion to Ibero-America, DM 23.2 billion

to Africa, and DM 9.3 billion to eastern and southern Europe Moody’s, accusing them of “complete failure” in not foresee-
ing the outbreak of the financial crisis in Asia, up to allega-(see also, Table 2).

Preliminary figures for the Federal exposure due to tions of “political conspiracy.”
There are conflicting estimates on the overall loan expo-Hermes guarantees for the end of 1997 have already been

announced by the German Economics Ministry: DM 14 bil- sure of German banks in the troubled Southeast Asian coun-
tries, including: a report by the French bank Paribas fromlion for Indonesia, DM 6 billion for Thailand, DM 2.8 billion

for the Philippines, DM 2 billion for South Korea, and DM 2 November 1997; the official figures by the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements (BIS), which, however, are for the endbillion for Taiwan. When the Finance Ministry presented a

report on the Hermes guarantees to the German Parliament’s of 1996; and, the January 1998 study by the Munich-based
economic research institute IFO. However, the rough dimen-Budget Committee on Dec. 22, 1997, which concluded with

a rather optimistic view on the projected impact on the 1998 sion of these loans is now beyond doubt: about DM 200 bil-
lion, and, most probably, a few billions more (see Table 3).budget, the report was flatly rejected by the committee as

“unrealistic.” Since then, the Dec. 23-24, 1997 near-default And, roughly 60% of these loans on average are short term,
whereas in the case of South Korea, the short-term loans com-of South Korea, and the debt moratorium in Indonesia in

January 1998, have added further confirmation of that as- prise as much as 75% of the debt portfolio.
The IFO institute estimates the East Asian loan exposuresessment.

of German banks, excluding loans to Japan, at DM 218 billion
(roughly $122.7 billion), which is more than that of U.S. orBanks preparing for huge write-offs

Meanwhile, the German private banks are preparing for other European banks, and is only topped by the exposure of
the Japanese banking system. It was emphasized by the IFOhuge write-offs. Deutsche Bank has announced that it will

set aside DM 1.4 billion in reserves for non-performing Asia that the German loans to Indonesia, Thailand, and South Ko-
rea started to rise sharply beginning in 1995, a rise whichloans. Similar measures have been taken by Commerzbank

(DM 1 billion), Bayerische Landesbank (DM 500 million), further increased during 1997. In a scenario published by the
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opment of real world economic chaos.” A particularly worri-
TABLE 3

some factor was emphasized on Feb. 13 by Deutsche BankLoans of German banks as of September 1997
board member Josef Ackermann, whose responsibility is for

(billions of deutschemarks)
Asia. Among the primary factors which are playing an esca-

Country Total Short-term lating role in the financial disasters of Thailand, South Korea,
and Indonesia, he mentioned the huge derivatives exposures.

China 15.1 6.1
Ackermann noted that the volume of derivatives contracts has

Hong Kong 63.3 38.0
sharply risen during 1997 all over the Asian markets, “more

Indonesia 13.9 4.3
than ever before.”

Malaysia 5.0 2.2

Philippines 2.1 0.2
German banks in the derivatives trap

Singapore 80.0 69.3
Also, the lawsuit between the South Korean brokerage

South Korea 19.9 11.4
house S.K. Securities and J.P. Morgan, involving failed deriv-

Taiwan 5.0 4.4
atives contracts (as we show in an accompanying article, only

Thailand 14.4 5.5
the tip of the iceberg of the effects of the Asian currency

Vietnam 0.5 0.1
collapse on the gigantic derivatives bubble), is pointing to-

Total 217.8 141.5
ward a much bigger risk for the German banks than just their

Source: IFO Asian loan business.
While the German banks have essentially frozen their

loans to the domestic industrial sector at about DM 320 billion
between 1991 and 1996, the nominal volume of outstandingSchroeder Muenchmeyer Hengst (SMH) bank, 10% of the
derivatives contracts by German banks skyrocketed in theGerman bank loans to Asia would become non-performing,
same time period.causing 1998 profits to fall by 60% at Deutsche Bank, 51% at

In October 1997, the Bundesbank (German central bank)Dresdner Bank, 70% at Commerzbank, and 67% at Bayeri-
published a report, entitled “The Off-Balance-Sheet Businesssche Vereinsbank.
of German Banks,” which gives a detailed account of theIn early February 1998, the chief economist of Deutsche
overall derivatives activities of the German banks. By the endBank, Norbert Walter, who in the past had downplayed the
of 1996, the bets by German banks on future interest rates,impact of the Asian disaster on the European economies, was
foreign exchange values, stock prices, and indices reachedcorrecting himself, now saying that we are probably heading
the unbelievable amount of DM 16.8 trillion. This was ainto a world economic crisis. He warned that if efforts to
growth of 61% compared to the year before. By June 1997, the“prevent a meltdown of the Japanese financial sector” failed,
off-balance-sheet liabilities of German banks already stoodor if the political stability provided by the “China anchor”
at DM 21.7 trillion, more than six times the yearly Grossbroke its mooring, the Asian crisis would “grow into a devel-

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
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TABLE 4

Derivatives (D), balance-sheet volume (B),
and core capital (C) of German banks
at end of 1996
(billions of deutschemarks)

Bank D B C D:C

Bankgesellschaft Berlin 642 337 8.3 77

Bayerische Hypo 377 339 14.6 26

Bayerische Vereinsbank 447 404 10.8 41

Commerzbank 1,683 448 13.5 125

Deutsche Bank 4,547 886 29.7 153

Dresdner Bank 1,388 561 15.2 91

Westdeutsche Landesbank 716 471 12.6 57

TABLE 5

Derivatives volume of German banks
(billions of deutschemarks)

Bank 1994 1995 1996

Bankgesellschaft Berlin 147 316 642

Bayerische Hypo 176 229 377

FIGURE 3

German banks’ off-balance-sheet liabilities*
(trillions of deutschemarks)

* Nominal value of outstanding contracts at year-end.
† June 1997.

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank.
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Bayerische Vereinsbank 447 651 958

Commerzbank 608 1,112 1,683

Deutsche Bank 2,186 2,367 4,547
Domestic Product, compared to a balance-sheet volume of Dresdner Bank 733 919 1,388
only DM 8.7 trillion. Westd. Landesbank 534 510 716

Since 1986, the ratio between off-balance-sheet to bal- Total 4,831 6,104 10,311
ance-sheet activities of German banks has thereby risen from

Source: BIS, IOSCO.25% toward 250%.
While these are accumulated figures for the whole Ger-

man banking sector, every November the BIS publishes an
estimate of the derivatives exposure of top international
banks, including seven German banks. For Deutsche Bank,

Documentationthe BIS gives a derivatives exposure of more than DM 4.5
trillion for the end of 1996, which is 153 times the bank’s core
capital (Figure 1). In other words, if Deutsche Bank were to
face an average loss of 1% on all its outstanding derivatives,
the entire core capital of the bank would be wiped out (see Tietmeyer: systemic risks,also Figure 2).

On Feb. 5, German S&L association president Koehler, but no ‘cure-all’ possible
confronted with an intensifying campaign by the German pri-
vate banks and the European Commission to fully privatize

On Feb. 5, Bundesbank President Hans Tietmeyer spoke atthe S&Ls, urged German bankers, at a conference in Frank-
furt, to learn the lessons from the financial crisis in Asia. a conference in Hamburg, on the theme “Money and Cur-

rency in the Age of Globalization.” After presenting anThis means, he explained, that Germany should not copy the
“Anglo-American financial system,” which is dominated by alarming picture of the world financial crisis, he concluded

that nothing can be done about it, that there is no Patentre-“short-term thinking” and “off-balance-sheet business.” It
seems, such requests are coming a few years too late (see zept, or cure-all, for the crisis. The speech provides a clinical

insight into the mental self-paralysis of those leading finan-Tables 4 and 5, and Figure 3).
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cial figures who are not engaged in the ideology-driven total Tietmeyer also emphasized the need for “re-thinking the
fundamental role of the IMF.” In a rather sarcastic way, hedenial of reality.

Tietmeyer admitted that there are very serious problems said that he would not want to comment on the recent IMF
“rescue” programs, and whether the programs and theassociated with “the ever more globally operating financial

markets.” Due to the full convertibility of almost all currenc- attached conditionalities had always been appropriate. “In
any case, we cannot allow international organizations like theies, and the liberalization of capital transactions, “the flow of

capital and the volume of foreign exchange transactions have IMF to turn into a life-preserver for reckless private invest-
ors,” he said.rapidly increased—much more strongly than the trade of

goods.” The volatility on financial markets has, even more, However, said Tietmeyer, “there is surely no magical
cure.” He noted that, “due to volatile foreign exchange valuesbeen fostered by the huge liquidity available internationally

and by “new instruments,” i.e., derivatives. The recent disas- and burst speculative bubbles, calls for re-regulation” of the
global financial system have become “remarkably loud” inters in Southeast Asia, he said, “have demonstrated again,

how fast the international investors are withdrawing their cap- recent times. In particular, he mentioned “three proposals”
for financial market regulation: “A deliberate restrictionital, once the confidence in the currency and the domestic

policy of a country begins fading away. Within days, even of the convertibility of currencies; different foreign exchange
ratios, for trade-related transactions, and for pure financialhours, dramatic movements and dangerously contagious pro-

cesses can take place.” transactions; or, a taxation of worldwide financial flows.”
All three proposals were clearly rejected by Tietmeyer. InTietmeyer also acknowledged the “herd instinct” of mar-

ket participants, which leads to all sorts of “short-term exag- most cases, he claimed, “excessively volatile foreign
exchange prices” are “caused” by flaws in domestic eco-gerations.” He added, “The strong worldwide interconnection

offinancial markets is nowadays causing the danger, that even nomic policy. “But, such dissonances cannot simply be man-
aged by a worldwide system of fixed exchange rates or bylocal ‘fires’ could rapidly spread and ‘inflame’ other troubled

financial markets. Out of this, systemic risks with regional, in setting up reference zones for foreign exchange values,”
he said.the worst case, even global dimensions, could emerge.”

The LaRouche case “represented a
broader range of deliberate
cunning and systematic
misconduct over a longer period of
time utilizing the power of
the federal government than 
any other prosecution by the U.S.
Government in my time or to my
knowledge.”

—Former U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark
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Thailand, and is currently embroiled in a legal fight with S.K.
Securities of South Korea, over $300 million in derivatives
losses.

Chase Manhattan Corp., with $7.9 trillion in derivativesDerivatives losses:
as of Sept. 30, is also feeling the heat. Chase reported $160
million in trading losses in October, and a sharp drop in trad-the tip of the iceberg
ing revenues in the fourth quarter, noting that “losses in
emerging markets securities offset strong foreign exchangeby John Hoefle
revenues.”

Citicorp, which had $3 billion in derivatives as of Sept.
Lyndon LaRouche and EIR have warned, since the spring of 30, also reported problems. “It was anything but a normal

quarter,” Citicorp Chairman John Reed stated. “The Asian1993, that the attempt to prop up the bankrupt international
financial system through the use of off-balance-sheet deriva- turmoil reduced our pre-tax profits by about $250 million.”

The losses are also mounting in Europe, where Nationaltiveswould lead toacatastrophiccollapseofvirtually allof the
world’s financial and monetary systems. At the time Westminster Bank and the Union Bank of Switzerland have

been hard hit, with market rumors that UBS had lost as muchLaRouche issued his first warning, there were some $50 tril-
lion in derivatives outstanding worldwide, of which about $15 as $1.3 billion.

More losses are certain to surface. The Korean newspapertrillion were held by U.S. institutions. Today, there are some
$125-150 trillion in derivatives worldwide, three to four times Hankook Ilbo said on Feb. 12 that South Korean financial

institutions may have lost as much as $5 billion over the pastthe gross world product (or world GDP), of which about $40
trillion are held by U.S. institutions, five times the U.S. GDP. few months, and the New York Post’s John Crudele noted on

Jan. 9 that the best guess is that Koreans have invested someTofeedthisbubble,hasrequiredenormousamountsofcapital,
much of which has come from the cannibalization of the pro- $48 billion in derivatives.

The dispute between Morgan and S.K. Securities is indic-ductive sector of the U.S. and other national economies. Pools
ofcapitalhavebeensystematically identifiedand lootedby the ative. While the particular details are the subject of legal suits

in Korea and the United States, what is clear is that S.K.international financial oligarchy, to feed the bubble; it is this
combination of theft and diversion of capital from productive Securities and two partners borrowed millions of dollars to set

up funds to speculate in Southeast Asian currency derivatives,investment, which has led us to the brink of disintegration, and
what has triggered the so-called “Asian contagion.” investments which produced some $300 million in losses.

S.K. Securities has filed suit in Korea, claiming it was victim-While the effects of this systemic crisis on the Asian coun-
tries has been widely publicized, the damage done to the ized by Morgan, while Morgan filed suit in New York, de-

manding payment and asserting that U.S. law, not Koreanglobal financial institutions is only slowly percolating into
view, through year-endfinancial reports and a host of “reorga- law, should apply.

The derivatives losses are growing so rapidly that evennizations” at financial institutions.
the Washington Post, which economic coverage is mainly
designed to brainwash the government about the “fundamen-Losses mount

Take J.P. Morgan & Co., for example. In January, Morgan tal soundness” of the U.S. economy, was forced to admit
on Jan. 21 that problems do indeed exist. “There is a themeannounced a huge jump in its non-performing derivatives

holdings in the fourth quarter of 1997, designating $587 mil- emerging,” Mitchell Securities analyst Charles Peabody told
the Post. “Derivatives are a potential problem. How big, welion of assets—primarily in a type of derivatives known as

swaps—as non-performing, and raising its credit-related non- don’t know. . . . There is more fallout to come.”
“This is just the beginning of the problems related to Asiaperforming assets to $659 million, from $84 million on Sept.

30, 1997. Morgan’s proprietary trading unit saw its total re- for the banks,” added Marc Perkins of Perkins Capital Advis-
ers. “People have to realize that these derivatives expose theturn drop to $22 million for the fourth quarter, compared to

$228 million in the fourth quarter of 1996, with 30% of that banks to credit risks if people on the other side of a deal
decide they don’t want to pay up. Credit risks to these banksdrop attributed to problems in Indonesia, South Korea, and

Thailand. are rising.”
Reality is even starker: The problem facing the derivatives“Losses from managing equity derivatives during a period

of significant market volatility were primarily responsible,” markets is that the derivatives debts can’t be paid, because the
money to pay them doesn’t exist. That puts the big derivativesthe bank stated.

Those losses are only the tip of the iceberg. Morgan, institutions—in the United States, Japan, Germany, France,
England, Switzerland, Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, andwhich had $6.2 trillion in derivatives holdings as of Sept. 30,

1997, has admitted to $900 million in derivatives exposure in Australia—sitting at ground zero of the largest financial ex-
plosion in history.Indonesia, $3.4 billion in South Korea, and $1.1 billion in
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Strategic Map

Ides of March comes
to financial markets
Contrary to the public claims of government of�cials and
bankers, the crisis that struck Asia last fall is by no means
over. Beware the Ides of March!

1.Venezuela: On Feb. 16, Finance Minister Freddy
Rojas announced $2.5 billion in cuts in public spending, be-
cause of the sharp drop in the international oil price. The
government is considering a Value Added Tax, which had
been eliminated in 1994. Capital �ight was $820 million for
the �rst three weeks of January. Interest rates are 35-40%,
which threatens to blow out the banks. Moody’s has down-
graded Venezuelan debt paper from “stable” to “negative.”

2. Brazil: Brazil squeaked by the October-November
1997 crisis by doubling interest rates, slashing the govern-
ment budget, and announcing plans to privatize about $30
billion in state assets in 1998. But the crisis continues. Public
debt stood at $228 billion in November 1997. Nearly $200
billion of this is short-term paper, and $60 billion comes due
in the �rst quarter of 1998 alone; $35 billion is in dollar-
denominated NTN-Ds. The private foreign debt is reported
to be well over $100 billion. Foreign banks are lending di-
rectly on the domestic market, building up de facto foreign
obligations for the country, which may total as much as an-
other $40 billion. The Brazilian derivatives market is the
fourth largest in the world, with a 1997 negotiated volume of
nearly $7 trillion.

3. Mexico: The collapse of the oil price has brought of their capital comes from share values on the Tokyo stock
to ruin Mexico’s carefully laid �nancial plans. The govern- exchange. The government adopted an unprecedented $238
ment has announced budget cuts of close to $2 billion, the billion domestic bailout package, for the purpose of selec-
gradual devaluation of the peso is picking up speed, and inter- tively buying shares, backing deposits, and doing other things
est rates on government paper are starting to rise again. The to prop up banks and �nancial entities.
purchasing power of wages fell by 14.7% in 1997, while the

5.SouthKorea: The South Korean won collapsedof�cial minimum salary of 30 pesos per day (about $3.50)
by 95%, from 700 per dollar to 1,600 in late 1997, underbought only 6 out of the 34 products in the of�cial market
speculative attack by hedge funds, causing foreign banks tobasket of consumer goods. About 70% of the workforce make
call in over $24 billion in short-term loans. Those were rolledless than three minimum salaries.
over on New Year’s Eve; a 90-day to three-year stretch-out
was subsequently arranged, but some $25 billion in short-4. Japan: Japanese banks, the world’s largest, sit on

$1 trillion in bad loans to the Tokyo real estate bubble, to term loans are due in March. The won has been stabilized by
harsh IMF conditions of 30% interest rates, 1 million layoffs,which have just been added, formerly good loans to compa-

nies in the rest of Asia, just made bad by �nancial crises. On and a rewrite of ownership laws, allowing foreign investors
to buy up Korean assets. The harsh rates and lack of credit,March 31, Japan’s banks must declare their annual �nancial

�gures. They are under pressure to show an adequate ratio of however, will soon send another 50,000 companies into bank-
ruptcy, snowballing the Korean banks’ bad loans.their capital to their loan assets, when much of the book value
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6.Thailand:The Commerce Minister says that Thai- ued nearly 80% since July 1997. The rupiah at 9,500:$1 (on
Feb. 24) means that virtually the entire corporate sector island won’t hit bottom before mid-1998. Some 80-90% of $72

billion private sector foreign debt was rolled over for only bankrupt. Emergency aid from the World Bank has �nanced
medical imports, which now cost 500% more. Per-capita in-three months at the end of December 1997. By mid-1998, 15

state-sector �rms must �nalize privatization plans. Four of 15 come is down 43% since 1998. Food-price riots are spreading.
commercial banks have been taken over by Bank of Thailand 8.Russia:Portionsof the$56billioninGKOs(govern-for failure to meet capitalization plans against non-perform- ment treasury borrowings) come due periodically, and are car-ing loans. The IMF’s third letter of intent abandons 1% budget rying variable interest rates, which saw a high of over 40%surplus, but hikes bank capital requirements against bad (annual rate) in early February. Paycheck arrears continue forloans. Thailand is seeking urgent trade �nancing credits from millions.InordertomeetaJan.1deadlineforstate-sectorwageJapan, the European Union, and the United States. Thailand arrears, the government borrowed in the range of $800-950has received only $7.9 billion of a $17.2 billion IMF 1997 million abroad. The international oil price collapse is creating“bailout” package. havoc; 75% of the value of Russian exports comes from oil,

gas, and commodities. In February, an IMF team was in Mos-7. Indonesia: Moratorium on $74 billion in private
foreign debt still in effect, as Indonesia goes into a Presidential cowfor twoweeks,demandingdeepbudgetcuts,and tradeand

tax bene�ts favoring foreign over national interests. But as ofelection period March 1-11. Foreign reserves are at $17.7 bil-
lion,down$2.3 billionsinceJanuary.The currencywasdeval- late February, theDuma had refused to pass the budget.
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The one and only problem with the IMF
William Engdahl recounts the history of the International Monetary Fund,
and tells why it must be replaced.

One of the least-understood aspects of the ongoing financial pull their money out of all Indonesian banks, in fear of
losing everything.and monetary crisis spreading out from Asia, has been the role

of the International Monetary Fund in that crisis. Its defenders The IMF memo admitted, after the fact, “These closures,
however, far from improving public confidence in the bank-claim that without the swift response of the IMF to the crises

in Thailand, then in Indonesia, and then in South Korea, the ing system, have instead set off a renewed ’flight to safety.’ ”
The memo noted that Indonesian citizens abruptly withdrewAsia crisis would by now have become a global systemic

crisis whose consequences would be incalculable. a crippling $2 billion out of the banking system within days
of the bank closings.But careful examination of the IMF’s role today, not only

in Asia, and an examination of the historical evolution of this By the end of November, the result was a crisis in which
two-thirds of all Indonesian banks “had experienced runs onmost important supranational agency, leads to the far different

conclusion that there is one, and only one thing wrong with their deposits,” according to the IMF. The situation became
so critical, that the Indonesian Central Bank was forced tothe IMF: It’s no damn good. It must be dissolved, and must

be replaced with an entirely new organization appropriate to pump money into the banking system to avert a complete
collapse—a huge sum, “equivalent to about 5% of GDP inthe principles of fostering national sovereignty and increasing

per-capita economic prosperity on the planet. the past two months,” the IMF memo stated. That flood of
money, in turn, weakened Indonesia’s currency, the rupiah,Since the outbreak of the Thai currency crisis in May

1997, the IMF has been at the forefront of organizing over to a point where currency panic set in by late December,
a situation which Indonesia at present has little prospect of$120 billions in emergency rescue funds to try to contain

panic, and prevent it from detonating a global systemic crisis. resolving alone.1

Pouring even more gasoline onto the Asian fires, the IMFThe results, as of this writing, are worse than a failure, they are
catastrophic. The IMF “conditionalities” medicine, in fact, has ordered Indonesia, Thailand, as well as the far larger

South Korean economy, all to follow the orthodox IMF reciperather than curing the patient, has nearly killed him in each
case, and now threatens to take the rest of the world’s fragile for getting emergency IMF money: Cut budget deficits, cut

inflation, close weak banks, eliminate state controls on thefinancial system down with it.
On Jan. 13, details from a confidential IMF memorandum, economy, and remove state price subsidies on food and fuel

and other necessities.prepared for Fund Managing Director Michel Camdessus and
senior IMF management, were leaked to the public. The In Indonesia’s case, the IMF has demanded seven basic

conditionalities to get a $39 billion bailout package: Keepmemo outlined in minute detail, how, in the case of Indonesia,
IMF policies had turned a difficult situation into an impossible inflation below 20%, but avoid an economic recession; hold

down the state budget to not more than a 1% of GDP deficitone, one which today threatens to detonate yet a new round
of instability in Asia and beyond. (Germany’s is 3% of GDP); move special off-budget govern-

ment expenses onto the official budget; cancel many “waste-
ful” public projects; make the central bank independent inThe Indonesia debacle

Last November, when most people still foolishly be- monetary policy, so that it can raise interest rates as high as
necessary to defend the rupiah; restructure banks and compa-lieved that the Asia crisis was not of a dimension to pose a

global threat, IMF Washington headquarters ordered the nies; and break up trade associations, such as in timber.
These seven IMF demands are utterly irrelevant to Indo-closing of 16 insolvent banks in Indonesia, including one

bank owned by the son of President Suharto. The argument nesia’s actual currency crisis. In fact, once imposed, the IMF
conditionalities will aggravate the currency crisis, by puttingin IMF headquarters, was that the move was needed to

“restore confidence” in the Indonesian financial system. As
the confidential IMF memo detailed, the move inspired panic 1. David E. Sanger, “IMF Now Admits Tactics in Indonesia Deepened the

Crisis,” New York Times, Jan. 14, 1998.instead, as tens of thousands of Indonesians lined up to
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U.S. Treasury Secretary
Henry Morgenthau
opens a session at the
Bretton Woods
International Monetary
Conference, 1944. The
IMF’s original mandate
was limited to stabilizing
the currencies of war-
ravaged Europe; its role
as a debt policeman and
enforcer of fascist
austerity emerged later,
after the financial shocks
of the 1970s.

the economy into severe recession and weakening export car- tary Fund. On Dec. 27, 1945 the IMF began operation. Each
member would contribute to a central fund, based in Washing-tels which had previously organized hard-currency dollar ex-

ports. All this, even after the IMF created the earlier bank ton to assure that it would win the confidence of its member-
states in the postwar period. The Fund then should lend, inpanic.

The currency collapse which has resulted, has in turn cre- special circumstances, according to agreed-upon conditions,
to its members-nations in need.ated the full-blown foreign debt crisis, as domestic banks and

companies found, in a space of weeks, that the rupiah had The infamous IMF “conditionalities” policy for procuring
emergency loans, was finally cast into a rigid formula at thefallen by 84% against its dollar level of last August.

Unlike in Mexico or other countries of Ibero-America, end of the 1950s, and remains in force to this day. Over the
past four decades, the entire IMF bureaucracy has been culti-which were forced to turn to the IMF during the 1980s debt

crisis, the East Asian economies as a group did not suffer from vated and recruited internationally from those who ideologi-
cally support this monetarist orthodoxy of IMF conditional-any of the same inherent problems when the crisis suddenly

hit last year. They had no chronic budget deficits, no chronic ities.
The prospective recipient of IMF money must convinceinflation, let alone hyperinflation, no unstable macroeco-

nomic policies, and most of their debt was not state debt (as IMF inspectors that it is implementing policies of “establish-
ing or maintaining the enduring stability of the currenciesin Argentina and Brazil), but rather private loans.

How can the IMF be capable of such manifest incompe- concerned, at realistic rates of exchange.” “Realistic,” of
course, is defined by the IMF. The focus on the vital exchangetence? It is not by accident or oversight. Indeed, they have

worked hard over years to perfect their incompetence. rate allows the IMF to control a country’s fiscal policy, gov-
ernment expenditure, tax policy, and public enterprise pol-
icy—in short, every aspect of national economic life. Yet, asBeginnings in Bretton Woods

The International Monetary Fund, arguably the single the Asia crisis has proven, the IMF is irrelevant to the actions
of highly leveraged offshore hedge fund speculators, such asmost powerful financial institution in the world today, is also

the least understood. It is a product of the July 1944 Bretton George Soros, who cause devastating currency chaos with-
out warning.2Woods, New Hampshire international monetary conference.

That conference, convened by President Franklin Roosevelt The Fund lends under a “standby arrangement,” rather
to prepare the basis of postwar economic reconstruction, saw
44 nations gather with the United States to sign what were 2. Per Jacobsson, International Monetary Problems, 1957-1963 (Washing-

ton, D.C.: IMF, 1964), p. 20.called the Articles of Agreement of the International Mone-
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than a lump-sum loan. This gives the IMF ongoing political world, especially Western Europe. These two plans eventu-
ally became the basis of the IMF and World Bank.control over the recipient government, to force the country to

swallow its harsh medicine, or else face losing the remaining Keynes’s British plan, on the other hand, had advocated
the creation of a Clearing Union, and a new supranationaltranches of the loan. As the IMF refers to it, this technique

strengthens the hands of the IMF to induce the country “to currency, which he termed the “unitas.”
In the early 1950s, during Joe McCarthy’s “red scare”implement more energetically policies designed to maintain

the monetary stability and liberal payments system required.” in the United States, Harry Dexter White was charged with
having been a “communist sympathizer,” and even a commu-That is, strict control of credit and full convertibility of the

currency—precisely what the IMF is demanding with such nist spy, a charge which undermined White’s role in negotiat-
ing the U.S. terms of Bretton Woods, and his later as head ofdevastating consequences in Asia today.

The United States, as the IMF’s largest member economy the American Mission to the IMF. All subsequent evidence
indicates that White had negotiated as part of an overalland as the largest holder of gold reserves after the war, contrib-

uted the largest quota into the Fund, and as a result, it initially American position at the time, for the creation of an IMF
which would be appropriate to the task then at hand, inheld 31.5% of the voting rights. Today, while still holding the

largest share, the U.S. vote has been diluted to 17.8%. keeping with President Roosevelt’s vision of a non-imperial
postwar world.The United Kingdom and five founding members from

its British Commonwealth and the British Empire, including Given what has subsequently emerged about the role of
London’s U.S. embassy in fomenting McCarthy’s red scare,India, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada,

together held the second-largest bloc at Bretton Woods, some it is likely that London channels had deliberately fed the name
of Harry Dexter White to McCarthy and J. Edgar Hoover’s27% of the initial total IMF voting shares, a very heavy weight

which had been urged upon the United States by British Prime FBI in Washington, in order to weaken the U.S. role in the
new IMF organization. White, like many around FDR, wasMinister Winston Churchill and economist John Maynard

Keynes, represent His Majesty’s Treasury. Churchill and certainly no Anglophile. In November 1945, White had
drafted a memorandum to Morgenthau, in which he wrote,Keynes had argued that Britain’s vast colonial Empire justi-

fied such an influence, despite the bankrupt state of Great “It matters little what our political relationships with England
becomes or what happens in the Balkans or the Far East,Britain itself in 1944-45. By contrast, France, which also

could boast a large colonial empire at that time, received a if the problems between the United States and Russia can
be solved.”mere 5% of total voting rights in the new IMF. Churchill’s

Atlantic “special relationship” was still powerful in 1944.3 The Soviet Union had been among the initial participants
at Bretton Woods, but later, Stalin declined to join the IMF.

The attacks on White as a communist spy had servedThe witch-hunt against Harry Dexter White
The original IMF articles were the result of months of to weaken American influence on the determination of IMF

policies. It soon became unwritten law, that the managingintense arguing and debate between the two major convenors
of the Bretton Woods conference, the United States, repre- director of the IMF must always be a European, preferably a

French monetarist, such as currently, with Michel Camdes-sented by Treasury Undersecretary Harry Dexter White, and
Britain, represented by Keynes. In the end, Britain had to cede sus, and, before him, Jacques de Larosière, and before him,

Pierre-Paul Schweitzer—all from the Bank of France. Thosemajor points to the U.S. plan devised by White, whose initial
proposal to Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau and Presi- three French central bankers have controlled IMF policy since

1963, with the exception of a five-year stint by a Dutch mone-dent Roosevelt called for creation of a Stabilization Fund to
prevent a repeat of major currency crises, as had occurred tarist Sufi, Johannes Witteveen, from 1973-78.
during the 1930s. White’s Stabilization Fund was to work
together with a Bank for Reconstruction and Development, to The IMF’s original mandate

Atfirst, the mandate of the IMF had been clear to all majorprovide long-term reconstruction dollar loans to the postwar
powers in 1945. It was to concentrate on stabilizing the major
industrial economies of the postwar world, and little else.

3. See “Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund,” Wash- U.S. Treasury working papers spoke of U.S. aims at Bretton
ington, D.C.: IMF, 1988. Britain’s “special relationship” was primarily a

Woods, to create a multinational fund that would “prevent thecoziness with Anglophile circles in the U.S. financial centers; that coziness
disruption of foreign exchanges and the collapse of monetarywas not, however, shared by President Franklin Roosevelt, who viewed the

British Empire as the mortal enemy of the United States, and had vowed to and credit systems; to assure the restoration of foreign trade,
eliminate it, and all other empires, from the planet, following the war. See and supply the huge volume of capital required for reconstruc-
Elliot Roosevelt’s account of his father’s harsh conflicts with Churchill, in tion, for relief and for economic recovery.”
Elliot Roosevelt, As He Saw It (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1974).

There was no debate at Bretton Woods on how the IMFRoosevelt’s intent was foiled by his death on April 12, 1945, and by his
would assist the developing economies of the world. It wassuccessor Harry S Truman, who became a willing dupe of the very powers

Roosevelt had vowed to destroy. never considered part of the role of the IMF. The assumption
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was that the recovery of the European economies would pull Following the two oil shocks of the 1970s, countries of
the developing sector, as well as Poland and certain otherthe developing economies up along with them.

In short, the IMF was conceived in order to stabilize the countries of the Warsaw Pact, all had begun to borrow huge
sums from the London-based Eurodollar banks. The loanscurrencies of the war-ravaged economies of Europe, which at

that time was the major task confronting the United States. were taken in order tofinance the sudden and growing balance
of payments problems created by the arbitrary 400% hike inThis fact is central to the case today for dissolving the

IMF. their cost of oil imports.
The London Eurodollar banks, aware of the severe condi-The mandate of the IMF, when it was founded, was to deal

with “temporary” balance-of-payments problems of member tionalities posed for these countries were they to seek emer-
gency balancing loans from the IMF, offered the borrowingcountries. This was to be done by drawing on the pool or fund

of contributions of member countries to come to the aid of country generous private loans from the offshore Eurodollar
market. That market, centered in London, had arisen froma requesting member. The loans were to be for short-term

problems, and fully repaid within five years. what President Nixon’s Secretary of State, Henry A. Kis-
singer, called “recycling of petrodollars,” the huge dollarIn 1945, the United States’ concern was to rapidly restore

levels of international trade among leading nations of Europe windfall accruing to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries from the oil shock. The cynical banks reloaned theand with the United States. Most directly, Britain had the

difficult task of dealing with a deficit in its balance of pay- deposits from the oil exporters to the victims of the 400%
price hike which Kissinger had personally helped to engineer,ments caused by the collapse of industrial exports and destruc-

tion of production during the war. To restore “equilibrium” along with the same bankers. Citibank Chairman Walter
Wriston justified the huge lending to Ibero-American govern-in its balance of payments, it could either exhaust its precious

foreign currency reserves, or liquidate British investments ments with the quip, “Companies can go bankrupt, but
states, never.”abroad for cash.

To Britain, the idea of a pool of the reserves of many The small print on the petrodollar loans all contained an
explosive clause: Interest on the loans would “float” accord-nations, above all of America, was a way out of its postwar

dilemma. The borrowing would allow Britain to finance ur- ing to rates on the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
market. Before British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’sgently needed industrial imports to restart production and

repair war damage. Hence the central notion of IMF loans to June 1979 interest rate shock, followed four months later by
Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker’s rate hike in the“restore equilibrium” in a country’s balance of payments. The

war had destroyed the essential equilibrium, as it was seen. United States, the London loan rates were seen as a “bargain.”
By the end of 1979, the LIBOR rates on Third World Eurodol-For France and other countries of war-torn Europe, similar

considerations were primary. lar loans had jumped almost 300% in a matter of weeks. The
fuse of the “Third World debt bomb” had been lit.4A member in a short-term balance-of-payments crisis

could apply to the Fund for a stabilization loan of up to five
years. This would give time to restore damaged industrial IMF becomes a debt policeman

When that debt bomb exploded in August 1982, as Lyn-export capacity and to restart the economy. The IMF was
intended for the advanced, mature industrial economies of don LaRouche had predicted (see article in this issue, p. 29),

with the announcement by Mexico to Washington that it wasBritain and continental Europe, which possessed more than a
century of experience with modern industry, skilled labor, unable to pay its next dollar loan installment to New York

banks, the IMF was transformed from a moribund relic ofand advanced financial systems. It was assumed that they, in
turn, would regulate trade with their colonies. postwar reconstruction, to the agency enforcing savage aus-

terity and forced cuts in living standards.
Following the Mexico default in 1982 and the ensuingA fundamental shift in policy

The Fund continued to function as lender of last resort to world banking crisis, London and New York banks led a
concerted effort to loot the debtor countries, to enforce repay-member countries of the Organization for Economic Cooper-

ation and Development, up until 1977, when the last such ment of (in fact) illegitimate levels of debt service, beyond
anything they had ever dreamed possible. On the insistenceIMF loan was taken by Italy. Since that time, the IMF has

never again made any loan to any major industrial OECD of the administration of President Ronald Reagan, Paul
Volcker’s Federal Reserve Bank, and the New York creditormember. At that point, following the British-orchestrated oil

shocks of the 1970s, the rational decision would have been
for the United States and other members to administer to the

4. For details on the role of Kissinger and the secretive Bilderberg Group atIMF a “death with dignity,” and to dissolve the institution as
their May 1973 Saltsjoebaden, Sweden meeting in planning the 1973-74 “oil

an one no longer relevant to the world’s economic needs. shock,” see William F. Engdahl, A Century of War: Anglo-American Oil
But certain influential persons had other tasks in mind for Politics and the New World Order (Wiesbaden, Germany: Böttiger Verlag,

1993).the IMF.
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banks, the IMF developed a new program of strict “condition- (LDC) debtors. With IMF controls on the domestic economy,
the banks lent only enough to guarantee that the debtor canalities” to be imposed by the Fund on Third World debtor

countries. service interest on the debt. Under U.S. law, so long as interest
payment is current, banks can claim the totality of the debt asThese conditionalities were developed by an IMF official,

Irving Friedman, who later became a top executive with Citi- assets on their books for purpose of other lending, even if they
never get a penny of the principal.corp. Friedman stated in an interview in late 1988, “My

thought was, we would hold out the use of the Fund resources No new direct bank loans to Third World debtor countries
occurred after 1982, until a new phase began in the earlyas a kind of carrot to countries. You first have a very serious

review of the country’s economic situation. You identify the 1990s. Yet, the total amount of external debt owed in dollars
for the 109 countries ballooned to more than $1.6 trillion bysource of the difficulties, you point out what things have to

be changed.” 1994, an increase of some $1.2 trillion since 1980.
The IMF formula was invariably the same: The debtor

country was forced to slash imports, severely devalue its do- Crowbar for globalization
A marked shift in the IMF’s and World Bank’s rolemestic currency (ensuring that the relative dollar-denomi-

nated debt increased by multiples), and impose draconian cuts emerged in October 1985, when U.S. Treasury Secretary
James Baker III called a meeting in Washington of the headsin government subsidies for food and other necessities, while

opening vital areas of its national economy to foreign take- of Chase Manhattan, Citicorp, and the nation’s other large
international banks, together with Federal Reserve Chairmanovers on the cheap, justified as “free market reforms” by the

IMF. Volcker. They worked out a strategy of using the funds and the
powerful institutional pressure of the IMF and World Bank, inSince 1982, the IMF “structural adjustment programs,”

as they termed them, have been a precondition for the com- coordinated manner, not just to ensure collection of the old
debts, but to impose new demands for market liberalization,mercial banks to enter into “loan-restructuring agreements”

between the private banks and the debtor country. privatization of state industry, and other measures, on Third
World debtor countries—what today is termed “global-The IMF, for example, forced Mexico to slash govern-

ment spending, eliminate state food and other subsidies, and ization.”
The World Bank was transformed, in the late 1980s, intodevalue the peso from a rate of 12 to the dollar in 1982, to

an incredible 3,300 to the dollar, before the “new” peso was an arm of the industrial globalization process. Many Third
World governments and their civil servants at the Worldintroduced in early 1993. Imports of medicines, industrial

goods, and the like just stopped cold. People died without Bank, feebly protested at the time, that the bank was being
turned into a crass tool of multinational expansion into cheap-need. The creditor banks continued to collect the debt.

The London-based Eurodollar creditor banks, organized labor developing markets.
In his Sept. 27, 1993 address to the annual IMF and Worldin a “creditors’ cartel” of banks (dubbed the Ditchley Group

for their first meeting at Ditchley Park outside London), Bank meeting, Michel Camdessus warmly praised the process
of globalization then fully under way: “The most significantspoke piously of the “responsibility” to honor debts, while

threatening that a defaulting debtor would never see a penny development of the closing decades of this century, is the
phenomenon of globalization, which is transforming our eco-of foreign credit. It was a hollow threat, which was remark-

ably effective. nomic life.”
World Bank loans were redirected away from earlier as-According to World Bank figures, in 1980, total external

debt, private and public, of more than one-year maturity, for sistance to developing lands to build needed infrastructure,
such as hydroelectric dams or power plants, instead to be used109 developing countries, stood at $430 billion. Since 1980,

these 109 countries have paid an impressive amount to their as incentive grants—“carrots”—to push globalization and
force the opening of developing economies to large multina-creditors. Repayment of interest alone between 1980 and

1986, totalled $326 billion. Repayment of principal on the tionals.
Liberal new currency convertibility rules imposed by thesame debt totalled another $332 billion. Thus, in sum, these

109 developing countries repaid $658 billion between 1980 IMF and World Bank meant that foreign multinationals were
able to withdraw profits out of the country with no restric-and 1986 on their original debt of $430 billion. Yet, the total

external debt outstanding, according to official World Bank/ tion—a critical feature, allowing George Soros’s Quantum
Fund and other offshore hedge funds to trigger the Asia cur-IMF figures, was $882 billion by 1986! The scheme was sim-

ple “IMF bankers’ arithmetic”: The more you pay, the more rency crisis in May 1997.
The IMF and World Bank became the institutional “crow-you owe, owing to floating interest debt, and the economic

impact of IMF conditionalities. bar” for the new globalization. No IMF “approval” was given
a debtor country in the pastdecade, unless they hadfirst agreedBank reschedulings since 1982 have added hundreds of

billions to the total outstanding debt of what are now known to impose the agenda drawn up by multinational U.S. and
European banks and industry, namely, massive local currencyas “Third World,” or, more callously, less developed country
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devaluation against the dollar, and opening of domestic mar- state banks played a leading role in at least the initial specula-
tive attacks against East Asian and Hong Kong currencies.ket protection and wholesale privatization of state industries,

allegedly to reduce the state budget. “The Paris bankers I speak with aren’t worried about Asia
losses,” one French banker told EIR. “They simply say, ‘TheThe new IMF policy has created what James Morgan of

BBC approvingly termed a “neo-colonialism”: colonialism IMF will bail us out if necessary.’ ” They appear to have
confidence that Michel Camdessus is working in their in-of stateless global banks and multinational companies, under

the protection of the IMF and World Bank, much more effi- terest.
Regardless of whether such is the case, the reality is thatcient than the colonialism of national powers such as Britain

or France in the last century. from top to bottom, the IMF today bears no resemblance to
the agency envisioned by FDR and others in 1944 at BrettonAs a consequence of a full decade of credit cutoff and

economic pressure from the IMF, developing countries were Woods. The IMF is rigidly monetarist in policy. Even the
senior Americans in the IMF are “Chicago School” Miltonforced into the desperate position of actually demanding par-

ticipation in this globalization of their economies, and loss of Friedman monetarists, such as former Milton Friedman stu-
dent, IMF Director of Economic Studies Michael Mussa, andnational economic sovereignty.

Beginning the early 1990s, the IMF policy was extended Deputy IMF Managing Director Stanley Fischer, a former
University of Chicago economics professor. The man into the economies of the former Soviet Union, as well as to

Poland and other parts of Eastern Europe, with devastating charge of IMF policy in Russia and eastern Europe since
1990, John Odling-Smee, is a monetarist who came fromconsequences. The aim was geopolitical and economic: to

ensure a weak, balkanized, foundering Russia, and to pry open Thatcher’s U.K. Treasury.
The time is long past due for convening a New Brettonthe centralized economies of the Warsaw Pact to looting and

globalization, using the IMF as it had worked in Ibero- Woods conference. For the present IMF, to paraphrase the
charge of Oliver Cromwell to Britain’s Long Parliament threeAmerica. One minor problem—namely, the fact that many

Warsaw Pact countries were not IMF members—was rap- centuries ago, “You have been sitting here too long for any
good you have done. In the name of God, go!”idly solved.

At the June 1990 Group of Seven Economic Summit in
Houston, President George Bush, at the urging of Britain’s
Margaret Thatcher and France’s François Mitterrand, agreed
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to place the IMF in control of the entire economic restructur-
ing process in the Soviet Union, as it had done in 1989 with
Poland and Yugoslavia. In the case of the IMF demands on
Yugoslavia, that had been a major factor in creating the grave
economic rifts which fed the genocidal Balkans wars some
months later.

The G-7 was so eager to put the IMF in control of the
process, that they waived the requirement that the Soviet
Union first join the IMF. It was granted special “associate
member” status, so as to allow the IMF to dictate policy. The
incompetent Jeffrey Sachs was brought in to implement IMF
privatization, via his infamous “shock therapy,” as an integral
part of the process.

‘In the name of God, go!’
At this juncture, there is every argument for the U.S. Con-

gress not merely to deny the requested IMF quota increase
which is currently under debate, but to abolish the institution
entirely. While there clearly are factions inside the IMF op-
posed to the policies of monetarist destruction, the managing
director is firmly in control.

It has not escaped the notice of some in Asia, that the
consequences of the Asia crisis will likely be as one London
banker termed it, “to eliminate the Asian industrial competi-
tive threat for European industry for at least a generation.” It
is well-known that French industry is especially alarmed at
its competitive disadvantage, and some charge that French
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The changing envelope for life
One thing scientists have recently learned, is that oneBook Review

should not be too hasty in making absolute statements about
where life can and cannot exist. Author DiGregorio has done
an excellent and exhaustive job of seeking out and summariz-
ing the research that has been done in the past few years,
which indicates that life can exist under many conditions thatThe continuing puzzle
were previously thought to be prohibitive, including condi-
tions one would find on Mars.of life on Mars

None of the experiments on the Viking landers indicated
the presence of organic materials on or near the surface of

by Marsha Freeman Mars. There are varying, though not convincing, explanations
for this finding. But could life exist that requires neither or-
ganic material, nor the ability to photosynthesize?

DiGregorio reports that in 1995, Drs. Todd Stevens and
Mars: The Living Planet James McKinley, from the Pacific Northwest Laboratory in
by Barry E. DiGregorio the state of Washington, discovered anaerobic bacteria living
Berkeley, Calif.: Frog, Ltd., 1997 on nothing but basalt rock and oxygen-free water at a depth
365 pages, hardbound, $25 of 1,500 meters, in the groundwater in Columbia River ba-

salt acquifers.
These rock-eating bacteria were subsequently named

Subsurface Lithoautotrophic Microbial Systems, indicating
an organism that manufactures organic nutrients from inor-On July 20, 1976, seven years to the day after the first astro-

nauts landed on the Moon, the Viking I spacecraft landed on ganic substances, such as volcanic basalt rock. According to
DiGregorio, Dr. Stevens stated that the Viking life scienceMars. Its sister ship, Viking II, landed six weeks later.

Aboard both spacecraft were instruments given the task experiments would not have been able to detect such life
forms, if they exist, on Mars.of trying to answer one of the most profound questions that

had been posed to science: Did life develop on any planet in It is now broadly believed that there may be liquid water
beneath the surface of Mars. While it is too cold and thethe solar system, beside the Earth?

Mars was the best candidate, because, like the Earth, it atmosphere is too tenuous for liquid water to exist on the
surface of Mars, there is no doubt that Mars was once, andappeared to have had a warm and wet past. Also, like the

Earth, the inclination of Mars’s axis of rotation produces sea- may still be, a geologically active planet, with volcanoes and
other attributes that could warm the frozen soil under thesons, and it is neither too far from nor too close to the Sun to

preclude the possibility of incipient life forms. It was also surface, to enable water to exist in a liquid form.
But, many have pointed out, there is little radiation shield-known that Mars, unlike the nearby Moon, has an atmosphere.

One of the three scientific instruments aboard the Viking ing on Mars, due to its thin atmosphere and lack of an ozone
layer, and the ultraviolet radiation would be lethal to life. Inlanders had been developed by Dr. Gilbert Levin. His Labeled

Release Experiment placed a drop of radioactive nutrient on Mars: The Living Planet, DiGregorio points out that on Earth,
organisms have developed a variety of methods of protectinga sample of Martian soil, and measured the gas coming out of

it. Radioactive gas evolving from the soil sample suggested themselves from UV radiation.
For example, there are organisms that encapsulate them-the presence of life. For 20 years, Dr. Levin has insisted that

the results show that there is life on Mars. For most of those selves in water for protection. Others use a process of biomin-
eralization, where the incorporation of a small particle of iron,two decades, the overwhelming majority of the scientific

community insisted that there was no life found by Viking, in produced by the organism itself, protects it from ultraviolet
light. It has also been observed that snow algae store dust andlarge part because the conditions on Mars today could not

support life. metals within their cell structure to use as nutrients, as well
as for protection from solar UV.No one has come up with a plausible explanation for the

results Dr. Levin’s experiment sent back to Earth. But more In addition to the cosmic rays and UV that bombard the
surface of Mars from space, there is also, most likely, theimportant than the skepticism with which his work has been

treated, not many in the scientific community have been inter- constant decay of radioactive materials intrinsic to the Mar-
tian soil, which, it has been argued, could be lethal to life.ested in developing new experiments on current Mars mis-

sions, which Dr. Levin has suggested, to continue the search DiGregorio reports that in 1989, a radiation-resistant mi-
croorganism was discovered living inside the core of thefor the truth.

This book is Dr. Levin’s story. Three Mile Island nuclear reactor in Pennsylvania. These cells
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apparently survive the extreme radiation environment by pro- make it to Mars, or even out of Earth orbit, but Dr. Levin has
also proposed experiments that should be included in the Marsducing enzymes that repair their DNA, carrying on constant

“damage control” as they are metabolizing. landingmissions thatNASAhasplannedover thenextdecade.
Levin proposed that the Thermal and Evolved Gas Ana-Any scientist worth his salt would certainly now conclude

that it is surely too early—that our information is too scant— lyzer, already slated to be flown on the NASA Mars Surveyor
’98 lander, be modified to include a life detection experiment.to close the book on the possibility that there is, today, life

on Mars. That proposal was not accepted. Initially, Levin was told that
searching for life on Mars was not part of that mission.

After the August 1996 announcement by scientists thatHow to look for life on Mars
Dr. Levin has not been discouraged by the lack of support they believed they saw evidence for past life on Mars in Mars

meteorite ALH84001, Levin proposed his experiment again,and disagreement he has encountered from nearly the entire
exobiology profession. He has continued to propose new ex- but was told that the process required to sterilize the space-

craft, so that any positive indication of life would not comeperiments that could be placed on spacecraft to gather data on
this crucial question of life on Mars. from Earth contamination, was too expensive.

But the excitement over the Mars meteorite, which led toHe has focussed on one unique characteristic of living
systems: the fact that they are chiral (left- or right-handed). renewed interest in future manned missions to Mars, has also

renewed scientists’ interest in life science experiments onThe United States contributed the Mars Oxidant Experiment
to the Mars ’96 lander that was developed by the Russian upcoming unmanned Mars missions.

This excellent book is a fitting tribute to a man who hasSpace Agency. Designed to identify and measure oxidants
in the Martian soil, MOX included a fiber coated with two stubbornly insisted for more than 20 years, that scientists

should be searching for the truth, and should be mobilized toversions of an amino acid with opposite handedness, pro-
posed by Dr. Levin. If the Martian soil reacted to the left- find answers to puzzles that they cannot answer. If that kind

of drive is applied to this puzzle of life on Mars, mankind mayhanded isomer of the amino acid, Levin proposed, it would
indicate the presence of life. be able to begin to put some of the pieces together, even before

we are on the way to Mars, to find out ourselves.Unfortunately, the Russian Mars ’96 spacecraft did not
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Business Briefs

Finance newfigurespublishedby theFederalStatisti- to stimulate the economy,” one source was
cal Office, orders for German construction quoted. “For example, credit might be fur-

ther relaxed for selected areas and morecompanies fell in 1997 for the fourth yearMahathir: Speculators
in a row, which has never happened before. loans would be given to home-buyers. Inviolate human rights Orders in 1997 were down by 7% compared strength and scope, the stimulation program
to the year before, following a similar drop may be comparable to Roosevelt’s New

Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin in 1996. Deal.”
Mohamad renewed his attacks on specula- During 1996-97, average yearly em- The policy is to be discussed at the NPC
tors, at a dinner on Feb. 9 in Kuala Lumpur, ployment in the construction sector fell from meeting, which opens on March 5. Inflation
the capital, honoring visiting Lebanese 1.412 million to 1.221 million. In western could be prevented if speculation is cur-
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, the Straits Germany, orders for housing construction tailed, the sources said. The perspective is
Times reported. “Now, after so many years fell by 9.2%. The downturn of construction to carry this program out over the coming
of profiting from our economic policy, we investment has already reached depression- five years.
are told that our ways were wrong and have like dimensions in eastern Germany, where Zhu Rongji has been emphasizing the re-
caused them to lose confidence. By pulling total orders last year fell by 14.1%; orders employment of laid-off state industry work-
out their capital and by other ways at their for aboveground construction fell by 19%, ers. In a speech in the industrial and port city
disposal, they have taken away the wealth out of which orders for housing construction of Tianjin on Feb. 15, he said that China’s
that we had built up, leaving us practically went down by 19.3% and orders for private goal of successful reform of the state sector,
destitute,” he said. business buildings by 22.8%. especially of those unprofitable enterprises,

“It is the market forces let loose by cer- While there is still a backlog in construc- by 2000, depends on the nation’s ability to
tain governments which did this,” Mahathir tion investments in eastern Germany in pub- re-employ the workforce. About 10 million
charged. “Shouldn’t these governments be lic infrastructure and housing construction, people have been laid off in the past two
accused of violating human rights and action the number of empty office buildings, hotels, years, because of the large numbers of re-
taken against them?” he asked. He blasted retail stores, and high-priced apartments is dundant workers in most state enterprises,
as “self-righteousness and hypocrisy” those skyrocketing. In the first years after reunifi- and the flawed policies in the early 1990s,
who preach human rights, while accusing cation, construction was the primary engine when there was duplication of construction
Southeast Asian nations of cronyism, nepo- for overall economic activity in eastern Ger- projects and creation of many underfunded
tism, and lack of transparency. Every sin at- many. Now, both public and private industry enterprises, he said.
tributed to Southeast Asia has already been are sharply reducing investments. Accord-
committed by those who preach good gover- ing to estimates, about 20% of construction
nance, he said. Responding to suggestions capacity, and up to50% of production capac-
by U.S. Congressmen that International ity forcertainbuilding materials, arenowun- UkraineMonetary Fund programs be linked to hu- utilized and will soon collapse.
man rights issues, he said, “But what about Coal miners’ proteststhe rights of the millions of workers who
have lost their jobs and become destitute? could topple government
Devalution of their money has deprived Chinathem of their livelihood.”

Tens of thousands of coal miners rallied inMahathir expressed disappointment that
Kiev on Feb. 20, demanding that the pro-In-Program mapped out basedMalaysia would have to renege on commit-
ternational Monetary Fund government payments to participate in the reconstruction of on Roosevelt’s New Deal several months of wage arrears. ProtestsLebanon, due to the financial crisis. “The
were also reported from the Donbass miningcarpet has been pulled from under our feet,”

Chinese Executive Vice Premier Zhu region. Back wages have already reached thehe said.
Rongji is mapping out a program for the equivalent of more than $1 billion in the min-

ing sector alone, while total wage arrears, ac-economy modelled on President Franklin
Roosevelt’s New Deal, the Hong Kong cording to a report by the Central Bank, are

more than $2.7 billion.South China Morning Post reported on Feb.Germany
19, from Communist Party sources. The protests are expected to grow as the

campaign for the March 29 elections forThe sources said that Zhu Rongji, whoConstruction sector
will succeed Li Peng as Prime Minister in Parliament heat up. Oleksandr Stoyan,

in ‘greatest crisis’ early March when the National People’s spokesman for the Organization of All-
Congress (NPC) meets, is studying the poli- Ukrainian Unions, which organized the pro-

test, called for the government to use moneyGermany’s construction sector is facing its cies of Roosevelt and John Maynard
Keynes. “There will be large-scale infra-“greatest crisis in the postwar period,” the raised in a recent Eurobond issue for the

arrears. The government acquired $412 mil-federal association of the German construc- structure, public works, and housing pro-
grams, together with other fiscal measurestion industry said on Feb. 20. According to lion in that issue; the state is reported to
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Briefly

PROTECTIONISM is needed by
developing nations to gear up their
production, Jochen Borchert, Ger-

owe about 5.2 billion hryvna ($2.65 billion) to preserve both the skills of the people in- man Agriculture Minister, told a
in wage arrears. volved, and capabilities for the future. The panel of the German parliament on

Many western observers see a resem- main task will be to design standardized ba- Feb. 18. “If a developing country
blance between the intensity and spread of sic assemblies and key components of nu- wants to gear up its production, it has
protests among labor against the govern- clear units with an output of 50-100 kilo- to make the political decision to es-
ment and its policies now, and the situation watts, and aservice life offive to seven years. tablish protectionist measures. . . . It
in 1993, when mass strikes in the Donbass The comparable U.S. program, the SP-100 does not work without protection-
forced the government to resign. Ironically, reactor, was cancelled in the early 1990s be- ism,” he said.
in 1993, Ukraine’s Prime Minister was Leo- cause there was neither a defense mission for

the technology, nor a civilian space explora-nid Kuchma, who, today, is Ukraine’s Presi- CHINA AND RUSSIA signed five
dent. It is expected that the March 29 elec- tion (Moon or Mars) mission. Instead, the agreements in Moscow on Feb. 17, in
tions will be the end for the government of U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense Organization areas of ongoing economic coopera-
Prime Minister Valeri Pustovoitenko, which and Defense Nuclear Agency took the Rus- tion: a ship-building project, the set-
has never had the nation’s confidence since sians up on their offer to share their Topaz tlement of Russian debts to China, in-
it was appointed by Kuchma. space nuclear reactor technology. That pro- creasing the volume of bilateral trade

Pustovoitenko’s fall would presage the gram was killed last July, at the suggestion of in 1998, easier access for Russians to
end of Kuchma’s tenure. In the Presidential the National Research Council, also because Chinese border towns, and construc-
elections in 1999, one of the candidates there was no mission envisioned for the tech- tion of a new railway border-crossing
against Kuchma may be Member of Parlia- nology. in the Far East.
ment Natalya Vitrenko, co-initiator, with The decree lists international coopera-

tion as one of the goals of the new initiative,Helga Zepp-LaRouche, of the call for a New SOROS-ALLIED hedge funds are
Bretton Woods Conference. and states that applications of new technol- bragging that they are about to launch

ogy could involve radar surveillance, space a major attack against the Japanese
manufacturing, a lunar base, and long-term yen, sources have told EIR.
space expeditions.

Space POPE JOHN PAUL II, in a meet-
ing with the political leadership of the
Rome province on Feb. 21, stressedPrecious MetalsNew Russian directive
that the lack of housing and jobs arefor nuclear research among the most dramatic problems toSoros moves in on
be solved. Later, in announcing his

Bolivian silver minesOn Feb. 2, Russian Federation Chairman new “family policy,” he said that the
Viktor Chernomyrdin signed Government lack of economic opportunities, hous-

ing, and a development policy are theDecree No. 144, “On the Concept for the De- Thomas Kaplan, the president of Apex, an-
nounced that the company has acquired thevelopment of Space Nuclear Power Engi- cause of the drop in birth rates and

marriages.neering in Russia,” which outlines a 12-year largest silver reserves in the world, located
in a remote region of Bolivia, Associatedprogram to develop next-generation techno-

logies in space nuclear power, Rossiyskaya Press reported on Feb. 18. Through a $325 VIETNAM devalued its currency,
the dong, 5.3% on Feb. 16. On Feb.Gazeta reported on Feb. 11. million investment in the San Cristóbal

mine, where the reserves are located, ApexAs is summarized in the decree, the Sovi- 13, Prime Minister Phan Van Khai in-
structed all domestic and foreignets had pioneered this field from 1960 to expects to become the world’s fourth-

largest silver producer. Kaplan predicts that1990, when virtually all work stopped “ow- companies to deposit foreign cur-
rency holdings in credit institutions.ing to the complex economic situation as Bolivia will also increase its mining exports

by one-third.well as the change in the world geopolitical The government has also signalled its
intent to clamp down on foreign ex-situation.” During the program, nuclear re- Global speculator George Soros has

26% control of Apex; Paul Soros and Quan-actors to provide on-orbit electrical power change trading, and to place further
restrictions on banks.were tested and deployed in satellites for ra- tum Industrial Partners also own percent-

ages of the company. Kaplan, meeting withdar imaging and other military applications.
More recently, the major driver to develop President Hugo Banzer and other cabinet THE U.S. TRADE deficit for 1997

grew to $113.8 billion, the worst innuclear power to supply both electricity and members in Bolivia in February, said he
hoped that the mine “will become one ofpropulsion has been for directed energy nine years. For hard commodity

goods, the U.S. ran a deficit of $198.9weapons. the great silver-zinc projects in the world.”
Mining companies Kraerner Metals, BehreThe new program, which was designed billion, the highest ever recorded.

(The United States ran a surplus onby the Ministry of Atomic Energy, the Rus- Dolbear, and Pincock Allen and Holt have
confirmed the existence of the silver re-sian Space Agency, the Ministry of Defense, services account of $85.2 billion.)

and other government agencies, is designed serves.
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EIRFeature

Will the April
22-nations
effort succeed?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

February 26, 1998

On Sunday afternoon, February 22, 1998, I dispatched the attached message to our
Leesburg editorial office, for publication in the Monday morning edition of our
daily (internal) briefing. The point was, neither the British nor Israeli governments
would sit quietly for President Clinton’s negotiation of a peaceful diplomatic solu-
tion in the Iraq crisis.

It had been the Israeli government of Prime Minister Netanyahu, which had
organized the planned “smart-smart weapons” attack on Iraq (and also Iran targets)
as early as October 1997. As Britain’s Prime Minister Tony Blair has insisted,
loudly, it was the British monarchy, not the Clinton administration, which insisted
upon the U.S. bombing Iraq. Neither would tolerate President Clinton’s endorse-
ment of a diplomatic solution.

Knowing the British imperial mind as well as I do, I was certain, that Arab
terrorist organizations harbored in, and directed from London would issue terrorist
threats against U.S. persons and interests as early as Monday, February 23. Know-
ing the Israeli forces behind Netanyahu as well as I do, I was certain that Netanyahu
would issue a threat of Israeli air- or missile attacks on Iraq, and possibly also Iran,
as early as the same Monday. It happened exactly as I anticipated, and when I
anticipated it would happen.

There were three reasons I issued that Sunday warning. First, by my stating
what both London-controlled Arab terrorists and the Netanyahu government would
do, when those agencies reacted as I had warned, on Monday, they demonstrated
to anyone who is not a virtual idiot, that it was London and Israel which forced the
threat to bomb Iraq down the throat of U.S. President Clinton.

I also knew why London would unleash its Arab terrorist threats against the
United States. London’s intention is to use terrorist incidents by ostensibly Arab
terrorist groups (directed by London), as a way of, hopefully, provoking U.S. forces
stationed in the Mideast into a “revenge bombing” against Iraq. In any case, should
that trick fail, London’s motive for pushing the bombing of Iraq, was never Iraq as
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Left to right: President Franklin D. Roosevelt; Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
(at a conference in February 1997, calling for a New Bretton Woods
System); and U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton. “The British
monarchy’s fear is,” writes LaRouche, “that under conditions of
impossible crisis, such as those in the process of erupting now, President
Bill Clinton might resurrect the American patriotic matrix, and act in a
crisis, as Roosevelt would have done.”

such. For London, Saddam Hussein is simply an expendable
diplomatic card, which they can, and will use to attack Iraq, The terrorist threat
or will assassinate, or not, whenever it pleases them. London’s
motive, then, and now, has been to weaken U.S. authority and

This urgent memorandum was conveyed by Mr.influence around the world, to the degree that nations would
shun cooperation with the Clinton administration in the pro- LaRouche to his associates on Feb. 22:
jected 22-nation April meeting on the subjects of financial
and monetary reform. The question is, should President Clinton accept a rec-

ommended diplomatic resolution of the Iraq crisis, how
will the British and Israeli governments react? OneThe global monetary crisis

Presently, the next round of the same global, systemic must remember, that the recent threat to bomb Iraq (and
Iran) originated with Israeli circles close to Israelicrisis which erupted late October 1997, is onrushing. At the

moment, the global financial and monetary situation is out of Prime Minister Netanyahu, whereas the proposal that
the U.S. commit itself to bombing Iraq came from theeffective control by the world’s leading central bankers. The

financial and monetary crises which erupted in Asia, Europe, British monarchy.
There are two threats to be considered. Either, orand the U.S.A. during the period from the middle of October

1997, through, approximately the middle of January 1998, both the British or Israelis might react. Either, or both
might resort to terrorist acts intended to provoke bomb-were child’s play by comparison with those expected to erupt

as early as mid-March. In the meantime, all of the so-called ing-reprisals against Iraq, or, the Israelis might act pre-
emptively, with a bombing against Iraq, and possibly“bail-outs” and “reforms” undertaken in Asia, have proven

themselves, each and all, medicine that is far worse than the also missile attacks against key points in Iran.
Terrorist actions by “Arab terrorist” groups har-disease.

On the subject of the financial, monetary, and economic bored in and steered from London, and, or Israel, or
Israeli “preemptive” bombings of sites in Iraq, and pos-situation, during the recent weeks, virtually all of the world’s

governments and daily news media, the U.S. included, have sibly also Iran, remain highly likely reactions to any
threatened “outbreak of peace.” Only a publicly statedbeen lying far more than usual. The fear is, that letting the

truth out will spark a mass political panic those governments firm commitment by the U.S.A. to punish Britain or
Israel if such capabilities harbored by either are used,can not control.

This crisis is no business-cycle crisis. It is no Asia crisis. It can render such dangers less likely.
is a global crisis, which will hit the U.S. financial markets just
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as surely, and just as ferociously as it has already struck all of national cooperation in fostering a set of much-needed infra-
structure development projects, which will supply the dy-the nations, excepting China, in East and Southeast Asia. It is a

systemic crisis, a crisis which inevitably dooms the world’s namic for a general recovery of the privately owned
agricultural and industrial sectors.entirefinancial and monetary system in its present form.

The proposition facing all sane governments today, is: The hard core of the British monarchy has the murderous
intent, that no such reform shall occur. In the eyes of theThe Titanic (the world’s presently existingfinancial and mon-

etary system) is sinking; nothing can save it. Can we save the British monarchy, what I have just summarized is an echo of
the program of post-World War II global reforms, which apassengers (the people), the nations, and the physical (not

financial) economy of those nations? The answer is: Yes; it horrified Prime Minister Winston Churchill knew that Roose-
velt would have implemented had he lived. The British mon-could be done, and that quickly; but, only if the knowledge

and the will to act appropriately are summoned. This is possi- archy’s fear is, that under conditions of impossible crisis, such
as those in the process of erupting now, that President Billble, only if the presently sitting President of the U.S.A., Bill

Clinton, changes his policy, in time, and acts to bring together Clinton might resurrect the American patriotic matrix, and
act in a crisis, as Roosevelt would have done.a group of nations which will ram through the needed reforms,

whether or not the British monarchy likes it. Therefore, the British and their Starr performers inside
the U.S.A., are determined to destroy President Clinton, andIn short, what is required, immediately, is a return to the

kinds of international and national financial and monetary to isolate the U.S.A. politically, as quickly as possible.
Presently, what appears to be the agenda for the an-regulation which were in force under the form of the Bretton

Woods agreements in operation during the pre-1959 period. nounced April meeting of representatives of 22 nations (or,
perhaps more) generally stinks. However, under conditionsOnly one modification need be added to those former Bretton

Woods policies: in light of the hopeless bankruptcy of virtu- of aggravated crisis, between now and then, those things can
be changed. The British monarchy would prefer that confer-ally all the world’s leading central banking systems, a system

of national banking, echoing the policies of U.S. Treasury ence never occurred.
That is why the British blackmailed President Clinton intoSecretary Alexander Hamilton, is indispensable for a recov-

ery. If you don’t approve of Hamilton, you have chosen, prob- threatening a bombing of Iraq. That is why London unleashed
the Arab terrorists under its control as soon as President Clin-ably, to die of economic chaos world-wide.

To make that reorganization of the world’s financial and ton’s apparent acceptance of a diplomatic solution surfaced.
That is why Israel is again openly threatening its “nuclearmonetary systems effective, we require a President who will

act as U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt did, under somewhat Armageddon” scenario for the Middle East—speaking of
“weapons of mass destruction.”analogous circumstances. We require a commitment to inter-

Concretely, a new, multinational collaborative effortWorld leaders focus on to finance a trade-rescue package came about during the
week of Feb. 17, coordinated by the United States, andthe financial crisis
involving six fellow Group of Seven members, and 11
other nations, including Mexico and Australia. At the Feb.

At the November 1997 Asia-Pacific Economic Coopera- 21-22 meeting of the G-7 in London, this ad hoc group
tion (APEC) meeting in Vancouver, Canada, President announced the formation of a new exportfinancing mecha-
Clinton pledged to host a world conference on reform of nism, intended to deploy some $10 billions this year, to
the financial system. Arrangements are now under way for finance Asian exports and imports, otherwise collapsing
this meeting to take place in Washington, D.C. in April. from currency blow-outs. However, this joint action is not
No exact date or agenda has been made available. A pre- typical of national responses to the financial breakdown.
meeting was held in Washington on Feb. 17, attended by Behind the scenes, there have been heated disputes
financial officials from 21 nations and Hong Kong (now over the role of the International Monetary Fund, and about
part of China), and also from the Bank for International the breakdown of the old Bretton Woods system. For ex-
Settlements and the World Bank. ample, journalist Marco Cecchini wrote in the Italian daily

In an address to the participants in the pre-meeting, Corriere della Sera on Feb. 19: “The seven most industri-
U.S. Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin said that there alized countries are, reportedly, discussing, following an
would be “wide-ranging discussions” in the coming American request, a general reshaping of the international
months, about how to change institutions to deal with ex- financial institutions, which includes . . . the downsizing of
pected financial crises. He spoke in general terms about the IMF, an institution that the U.S.A. never really loved.”
devising a new financial “architecture.” —Marcia Merry Baker
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Documentation

The conceptual parameters of
a New Bretton Woods system
by Susan Welsh

At a mid-Atlantic wartime conference in 1941, President ments. This collapse, he said, would lead to increased looting
of the developing nations, and austerity measures modelledFranklin D. Roosevelt confronted a furious Prime Minister

Winston Churchill, on the subject of British imperial rule in upon those of fascist regimes, in international economic rela-
tions and in the U.S. domestic economy.India and other colonies. Britain was stuck with eighteenth-

century views, he said, taking resources out of colonies and In 1971, when President Nixon took the dollar off gold,
the positive features of the Bretton Woods System were de-giving nothing back to the people. Roosevelt stressed the need

to develop industry, improve sanitation, and raise the educa- stroyed: the fixed-exchange-rate system and gold backing,
which allowed for stable international trade. All that was lefttional levels and standards of living in the colonies. “I can’t

believe that we can fight a war against fascist slavery,” he were the so-called Bretton Woods institutions, such as the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, which servedsaid, “and the same time not work to free people all over the

world from a backward colonial policy.” as looting mechanisms for financier capital, at the expense of
the developing sector in particular.That battle, over the right of all nations to economic devel-

opment, was the most crucial issue on the table at the close of Since that time, Lyndon LaRouche has been at the fore-
front of international efforts to bring about a new, just worldWorld War II, in 1944, when the Bretton Woods System was

formed. Former colonies, such as India, the “jewel” of the economic order. In the documentary section that follows, we
present some highlights of this decades-long battle by himBritish Empire, soon attained their independence, and their

people hoped for a better life. But, with the death of Roosevelt and his collaborators.
Our selection emphasizes some of the older documentsand the ascendancy of Harry Truman, British oligarchism got

a new lease on life; it remains locked in conflict with the and speeches which are not readily available, starting with
LaRouche’s call, in 1975, for an International DevelopmentAmerican System of economics to this day.

During 1959-60, Lyndon LaRouche made his first long- Bank, and proceeding in roughly chronological order. For
more recent elaborations of how to secure a worldwide eco-range economic forecast: that near or shortly after the middle

of the 1960s, we would see a series of major monetary distur- nomic recovery, see, for example, EIR’s Special Report on
The Eurasian Land-Bridge.bances, leading toward a collapse of the Bretton Woods agree-

principal world sectors, the industrialized capitalist sector,
the so-called development sector, and socialist countries. The1975: LaRouche calls for Bank would discount letters of credit and bills of exchange
authorized by treaty agreement among nations and self-con-Int’l Development Bank
stituted groups of nations, and would thus act as a rediscount
bank for those other letters of credit and bills of exchange

At a press conference in Bonn, West Germany, on April 24, generated in the course of supplying needs of final commodi-
ties producers producing for bookings issued under relevant1975, excerpted here, Lyndon LaRouche laid out his plan

for an International Development Bank. The proposal was international development bank treaty agreements.
For example, several key developing sector nations haveelaborated in a pamphlet titled “IDB: How the International

Development Bank Will Work.” demanded that the industrialized sector negotiate interlocking
agreements concerning three items: energy, raw materials,

We propose the immediate establishment of an International and food. Our essential criticism of this agenda is that it in-
cluded only three principal items, instead of the necessaryDevelopment Bank as a three-way agreement among the three
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four. The fourth item should be “development.” Our remarks trillion current transferable rubles annually, concentrated on
low-interest loans and grants with a typical maturity in theconcerning this example are not conjectural, provided that

suitable initiative proposals are generated by significant order of 10 to 15 years required for loans.
The apparent difficulty of conducting such programs isforces of the industrialized sector, key forces within the so-

called “Third World” will be prepared to immediately begin only apparent and not actual. To the extent that the industrial-
ized sectors can generate large surpluses in excess of immedi-working negotiations along the lines of such a four-point form

of general treaty agreement with the industrialized sector. ate reinvestment requirements within that sector, that portion
of surplus can be issued as credits and grants without adverseOn the basis of our own organization’s studies, and our

discussions of these studies with governments and leading economic effects. The only real problem involved is that of
raising the gross level of industrial outputs to the scale thepolitical forces within the “Third World,” we have deter-

mined to the point of certainty that the activities of an Interna- indicated undertaking requires. . . .
tional Development Bank in connection with present wishes
and consumption capabilities of the developing sector, would
be sufficient to generate a higher rate of industrial expansion
in the advanced sector than has been seen during the most The Colombo resolutionprosperous intervals of the past quarter century.

The feasibility of this proposed program demands under- of the Non-Aligned
standing of certain often neglected ABC’s of Political Econ-
omy. Without understanding those principles, we should all

The following is excerpted from the final resolution of thebe hopelessly caught in the worst disaster of human history.
The basic fact on which all political economy depends is conference of Non-Aligned nations, held in Colombo, Sri

Lanka, Aug. 19, 1976:the characteristic feature of economy. That is, that a proper
use of means of production and means of personal consump-
tion generates levels of output in excess of the prime costs Introduction

. . .The heads of state of the Non-Aligned countries con-incurred. The second basic fact, essential to this solution, is
that all general development, including industrial develop- sider that economic problems have become the most grave

in international relations. . . . The developing countries arement, depends upon creating a basis for growth in an abundant
supply of adequate nutrition at relatively low social cost. To victims of this world crisis. . . . It becomes more and more

evident that the present system cannot promote the develop-the extent that these two principles are observed in practice,
and advancing technology emphasized to that end, it is feasi- ment of the developing countries nor hasten the elimination

of hunger, disease, and illiteracy. . . . Also, the institution ofble to generate very large amounts of long-term credit without
inflationary effects. the new international economic order is of the highest political

importance. . . . The developing countries have as their pri-We emphasize that a combined concentration on both
industrial development and expanded food production are the mary task to break the resistance of those who oppose them-

selves to the struggle for the economies of the developingabsolute imperatives for this period. To the extent that long-
term development credit to the developing sector places prior- countries. . . .
ity emphasis on rapidly increasing the amount and social pro-
ductivity of world food production, any amount of credit can The New World Economic Order

1. The heads of state . . . are strongly convinced that alonebe issued over a 10- to 15-year term ultimately payable in
expanded food, in increased masses of productive labor, and a complete restructuring of international economic relations

will bring a solution to the world’s economic problems. Thein the social productivity of human labor generally.
The immediate problem the new bank will face is this. In weaknesses and repeated failures of the extant economic or-

der have been demonstrated by the recent series of crisesaddition to the immediate potential for substantially increas-
ing agricultural output and productivity generally, there are in the market economy countries: collapse of the monetary

system, the appearance of restrictive and protectionist poli-three regions of the developing sector which represent mas-
sive opportunities for increases in agricultural output. One of cies, recession, inflation, unemployment, etc. . . . Notably,

this state of crisis has also dramatically emphasized the funda-these, the Rio de la Plata region of South America, offers
short-term major benefits for development as an agro-indus- mentally interdependent nature of the elements constituent

of the world economy, and provided the necessary impetustrial region. The other two, the Sahel, and the India-Bangla-
desh-Pakistan region, represent potentially major world food- leading towards conceiving a new world economic order.

2. The heads of state . . . demand the establishment ofproducing regions, but will require 10 to 15 years of massive
engineering efforts and development to approach their enor- a new world economic order, which begs bold initiatives,

demands concrete innovative and global solutions, and is notmous surplus potentials. Therefore, our problem is to provide
a level of development equivalent to approximately a quarter compatible with the fragmentary and improvised reforms de-
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signed to keep the current economic difficulties in check. . . . Conclusion
[This] announces a new step for the establishment of the3. The heads of state denounce the unacceptable policy

and practice of the transnational corporations. . . . new world economic order, and in particular, this essential
element of such a new order, a new monetary and financial4. They reiterate the right of every country to exert its

sovereignty. . . . system. . . .
5. They reaffirm that alone such a complete restructuring

of international economic relations will provide a durable
solution. . . . They reaffirm their resolute determination to
obtain by collective action the establishment and implementa-
tion of a new world economic order, which is envisioned and Guyana’s Wills calls
enunciated in various resolutions. This order must, among
other things, include: for a debt moratorium

a) Fundamental restructuring of the whole apparat of in-
ternational trade so as to achieve an indexation, improve the

From the address of Guyanese Foreign Minister Fred Willsterms of trade. . . .
b) Deep restructuring of world production on the basis of to the 31st Session of the United Nations General Assembly,

Sept. 27, 1976. He prefaced this section of his speech bya new international division of labor through the following
means: improvement of the access of developing countries’ addressing the fact that previous UNGA resolutions to resolve

the conflict on Cyprus had not been implemented. See box inmanufactured products, transfer of technology. . . .
c) A radical overhaul of international monetary arrange- this section for more on Wills.

ments in vigor, which are characterized by the lack of a ratio-
nal equitable and universal system, the anarchy offloating, the The tragedy of Cyprus, Mr. President, is the tragedy of the

interference by other states in the affairs of a small state.growth of liquidity . . . inflation. . . . The new system should
abolish the dominant role of international currencies in deci- Techniques of destabilization are being mobilized against

governments which seek to free their economies from thesion-making, and forge a link between liquidity creation and
development finance. stranglehold of imperialist control—governments which

seek to create systems of development which would abolishd) Guarantee an adequate transfer of resources.
e) Urgently determine a satisfactory solution to the prob- hunger, disease, and poverty, which would restructure their

societies so as to provide their peoples with the quality oflem of public debt, especially for the least developed and most
affected countries. life for which they yearn. Mr. President, the immediate

objectives of such campaigns of destabilization are clear andf) Input, at favorable conditions, of the desired resources
and appropriate technology to permit investments ensuring unmistakable. They range from the comparatively unobtru-

sive change of key personnel to bloody events which some-growth of food production and means of agricultural produc-
tion in the developing countries. . . . times culminate in such tragedies as the assassination of

political leaders.
The techniques used are equally clear and unmistakable.Interdependence in the world economy

. . . International cooperation has today become an impe- The promotion of internal unrest with a view to the breakdown
of law and order; the fomenting of intra-regional conflictsrious necessity. . . .

The heads of state recognize that the introduction of a new through client states; thefinancing and organization of hostile
propaganda campaigns; the attacking of embassies and con-era of fair and balanced relations is the responsibility of all,

but falls more particularly upon those who retain economic sulates; the manipulation of international markets; the restric-
tions on export capabilities; the frustration of bilateral andpower. Furthermore, the creation of a new world economic

order implies, on the part of the developed countries, resolute multilateral aid; the subversion of economic objectives by the
machinations of transnational corporations—all this arsenaland efficient measures in all the main domains of international

economic relations. The developed world as a whole cannot of destabilizing techniques is aimed in the first instance at
ensuring the continuation of a relationship of dependencyany longer escape their responsibility under any pretext what-

soever, and can no more afford to misinterpret the fundamen- between developed and developing countries, and in the sec-
ond instance at yoking the legitimate aspirations of the peo-tally indivisible nature of the world’s prosperity.

The heads of state . . . therefore invite the developed world ples in developing countries to the strategic conceptions of
larger nations.to convincingly express their faith in the principle of interde-

pendence of the world, by adopting a series of measures that, Mr. President, most of the countries in the developing
world were former colonies of western Europe, and the radi-alone, will permit them to conduct authentic international

cooperation and the creation of the new world economic or- calization of their liberation struggle has therefore been in
anti-West terms. This does not necessarily mean that thoseder. . . .
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Wills: We shall win!

On Jan. 30-31, 1988, the Schiller Institute hosted a confer-
ence on the need for a new, just world economic system,
to replace the defunct Bretton Woods system. The confer-
ence, “Development Is the Name for Peace,” was held
in Andover, Massachusetts, and was chaired by former
Guyana Foreign Minister Fred Wills.

Following his crucial organizing for a new world
order at the May 1976 conference of the UN Council on
Trade and Development (Unctad) in Nairobi, and the
August 1976 Colombo conference of the Non-Aligned
Movement, on Sept. 27, Wills directly told the United Na-
tions General Assembly, “The time has come for a debt
moratorium” (see article in this section). Shortly thereaf-
ter, Wills found himself stripped of his post and forced into
exile. He died on Feb. 21, 1992.

What follows is from his closing remarks to the Ando-
ver conference.

and we shall always strike mighty blows over and over and
We have focussed here on the need for cultural optimism, over again, until justice returns, as the imperishable axis
and for revived insistence on the dignity of man, in a new of our human existence.
international economic order. I feel, as your chairman, When I was leaving the university, I was asked to go
that we shall win, because our cause is just, and frankly, and see a gentleman, Sir Jock Campbell, who is a big guy
because there is, in the present circumstances, no alterna- in the East India Company. The East India Company ran
tive to victory. Boston; we have several jokes about that. The East India

Our enemies have found themselves impaled on the Company was founded in 1600, they killed [Giordano]
horns of a cruel dilemma: They hate us, but they know Bruno in 1600, and the first settlers set sail for America a
they have to come to us. That’s the thing I like. They want few years after that. I asked this guy, what policies he felt
Lyndon LaRouche’s policies. They think they don’t want we should pursue. He told me, “the doctrine of regrettable
Lyndon LaRouche. They have this curious acrobatic kind necessity.” I’d never heard this. But I knew British capac-
of epistemology, that can separate a man from his policy. ity to use words, and the idea that you can hide reality,

We are blessed with myriad strengths. We focus so behind a facade of polysyllables.
much on what the enemy says about us, that we forget what I never understood it then, and it suddenly occurred
we are ourselves. The chief of our strengths is the creative to me when I was a minister of government. The prime
leadership, and the fertile intellects of Lyndon and Helga minister of Guyana was always saying, “Regrettably, we
LaRouche. We have, in the Schiller Institute, the formal have to do this. We have to ban the importation of milk.
embodiment of the soul of the human genius. We must Regrettably, we have to do that.” And then, I understood.
show ourselves worthy of such a heritage. That is what we are trying to stop.

It has been my pleasant duty to preside over this confer- I feel very strong and very invigorated by what has
ence, and now, to bring it to a close. But this is not a close. happened today. Every moment I have spent in the pres-
This is a phase change, to taking action outside—Dukakis ence of Lyndon LaRouche, I am quite proud to say, has
and Simon, Reagan and Bush, and what have you—this enriched my existence. I don’t know about you, but that’s
room. And this conference has been an oasis of sanity. I what it does for me.
wish, on your behalf, to tell Lyn and Helga, that we intend This has been fine. But we have to do more. I threaten
to be worthy of their leadership. And to tell our enemies, my enemies to live for another twenty years. And I intend
whom we know and, as I said, are here (and they always to die before Lyndon LaRouche. It’s been a good confer-
monitor what we do; I’ve known them for 60 years, and ence. We shall pursue, exploit, do what we have to do, and
believe you me, they don’t give up), that we shall never have no doubt about it, we shall win! And they know it.
fail, we shall never falter, we shall always open newflanks, Thank you.
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terms are pro-East. Similarly, Mr. President, most of these
countries have adopted socialism as an internal strategy of
development. This likewise does not indicate that they are
anti-West or pro-East. At Colombo the golden thread running Operation Juárez:
through the resolutions and discussions was the determination
of 85 countries not to sacrifice their sovereignty and indepen- Reorganize the debt
dence on the altar of ideological nicety. Mr. President, we of
the Non-Aligned Movement have in effect chosen not to be by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
for one side or the other. We have chosen to be ourselves.
At Colombo, Non-Aligned countries denounced all forms of

The following are excerpts from a book-length report byinterference and emphasized the need for unremitting vigi-
lance in this regard. Here in New York, at this 31st Session LaRouche, entitled Operation Juárez, dated Aug. 2, 1982,

which proposed a comprehensive global debt-reorganiza-of the General Assembly, I call on the Assembly to denounce
these activities, and I urge the international community to tion. The report was prepared following a June 1982 meeting

between LaRouche and Mexican President José López Por-consider in earnest, measures to safeguard the integrity and
sovereignty of small states and to discourage all attempts to tillo, in which the two discussed the debt crisis in Ibero-

America. On Sept. 3, López Portillo broke with the Interna-interfere with their right to pursue the paths they have freely
chosen for themselves. This, after all, is one of the fundamen- tional Monetary Fund and nationalized Mexico’s banking

system. During September and October, he sought to cooper-tal principles enshrined in the Charter to which we all sub-
scribe. ate with other major nations of Ibero-America, and with the

United States, along the lines of Operation Juárez, but wasBut Mr. President, the security of developing states is
inextricably linked with their economic survival and their rejected across the board.
economic advance. My delegation feels that there can be no
meaningful economic advance without the implementation A three-level approach to debt-reorganization

If presently prevailing policies of the U.S.A. and Westernof the New International Economic Order as adopted at the
Sixth Special Session. The Non-Aligned Movement and the Europe continue, it is presently just slightly less probable than

certainty that there will be a general financial “crash” withinGroup of 77—have tirelessly sought to bring home to those
in the developed world ever resistant to change, that the eco- the Bretton Woods system’s remains during the month of

September 1982. That is the prevailing opinion expressed bynomic progress of the developing countries is in the security
interests of the developed countries. The billions on this the highest financial circles in London and Switzerland. It

would be technically conceivable that “papering-over” agree-planet who live in the developing countries and whose exis-
tence is subjected to the constraints of the few who manipulate ments could postpone the general financial crash into early

1983; however, that “papering-over” would require an activeto their advantage the present-day economic system, have
pinned their hopes on the modest program put forward in role by the London and Swiss gentlemen who are presently

planning for the September crash.Nairobi [at the May 7, 1976 UN Conference on Trade and
Development] and elsewhere. Their determination is ada- This crash might be prevented. That prevention would

require a profound shift in U.S.A. monetary policy executedmant, inexorable, and relentless. The IMF and the Bretton
Woods monetary system must give way to alternative struc- during the present month. . . .
tures like international development banks, which are not
geared to the revival and reconstruction of Europe nor prefer- Collective negotiation of debt-reorganization

. . . Unless the bankers of the United States of America areential arrangements for the developed market economies, but
rather to the just distribution of the gains of an equitable collectively insane or babbling imbeciles, they will joyously

embrace a proper proposal for collectivefinancial reorganiza-global system.
The crippling problem of debt and the servicing of debt tion of the Ibero-American debt. However, they will probably

resist such a proposal to the teeth unless it is made by collec-has assumed a special urgency. Developing countries cannot
afford to depart from their basic and fundamental demand tive action of several prominent nations of Ibero-America

in concert.made in Manila and Colombo earlier this year calling for
measures of cancellation, rescheduling, and the declaration We now examine, one by one, the key aspects of such a

debt-reorganization negotiation.of moratoria. We must eschew all attempts to deal with this
problem by the divisive tactics of a case by case approach. We To put our minds into the proper frame of reference, we

begin by noting to what degrees the financial reorganizationcannot afford to mortgage the future of unborn generations to
the obligations of burdensome capital repayments and crush- of a nation does and does not parallel thefinancial reorganiza-

tion of a large industrial enterprise.ing debt servicing. The time has come for a debt morato-
rium. . . . In the case, a large industrial enterprise become techni-
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cally illiquid because of inability to carry currently contracted We design the debt repayment schedule accordingly.
In the case of a nation which appears technically an unsal-debt-service payments and that enterprise is economically

viable, it is in the interest of the creditors to provide generous vageable “firm,” we follow the same procedure as in the sec-
ond case, except that “common sense” may recommend to usterms of credit debt rescheduling plus new lines of medium-

to long-term credit for that enterprise. that a great portion of the debt were better simply written
off—a common condition among “least-developed nations”Among such classes of cases, we have two general catego-

ries of debt-reorganization problems. In one instance, the op- today.
In negotiations of such matters, we must be guided by anerating policies of the enterprise leave nothing important to

be desired; the illiquidity was caused either by a special cir- eye to the principle of equity. In much of the post-1974 period,
the condition of finances of developing nations would notcumstance beyond the firm’s control (such as a recession in

the economy), or by poor terms of financing. In the second have occurred but for the virtual thuggery of Henry A. Kis-
singer and others, in enforcing the irresponsible and incompe-instance, the essential viability of the enterprise can not be

realized without rather significant changes in operating poli- tent policies resolved at the 1975 Rambouillet conference
and subsequent such conferences. Many of the debtor-nationscies of practice.

We have another sort of case of corporate bankruptcy, were forced into refinancing debts at immorally usurious
rates, and with other lunatic arrangements, at the point of ain which the enterprise is not economically viable by any

reasonable standard of competitive viability. In such a case, gun—sometimes, quite literally, Kissinger’s guns. Such fea-
tures of the carried-forward debt of nations can not be consid-we minimize losses to all concerned by mercifully putting the

firm out of existence as quickly as possible. ered exactly a debt contracted in good faith. If there are any
complaints of losses from debt-renegotiation among credi-The difference is, no matter how lacking in economic

viability a nation may be, unless we are Adolf Hitlers, we tors, appropriate reference should be made to the injury to
the debtors imposed by the wicked Kissinger and others, atnever put a nation out of business “mercifully.” No matter

how bankrupt a nation may be, we are morally obliged, under Rambouillet and in related conspiracies.
The commercial banks of the U.S.A. (for example), heav-any and all circumstances, to make it economically viable at

whatever cost. ily exposed in Ibero-American debts, are frequently on the
verge of technical bankruptcy themselves, because of marginsIn the first kind of financial reorganization, in which the

economic policies require no significant alteration, the firm’s of debt in their portfolios which are already or imminently
in default. We propose to them, to help to save them fromfinancial management may have committed several varieties

of error. It may have used too much medium-term borrowing bankruptcy, if they will only be collectively reasonable, with
suitable help from their federal government.to cover long-term investments, or short-term borrowing to

cover investments. If an investment begins to reach profitable We propose to establish a mutually agreed cut-off date
for further accruals of existing contracts of indebtedness ofmaturity at about seven years of development, financing the

investment over a three-year term can be disastrous. Or, the Ibero-American republics. After that date, no further interest-
payments will accrue on those contracts. Effective that samefirm may have borrowed for things it should not have bor-

rowed for, which have no proper bearing upon its economic date, each of the debtor-nations will deliver to the creditor-
banks a portfolio of bonds equivalent in total value to theoperations—such as outside investments in real-estate or

something else, as investments for its financial portfolio. Or, accrued value of the previous debt-contracts up to the cut-off
date. The old debt is thus “sold” for the new debt.creditors may have been in a position to force upon the firm

unconscionable conditions. Or, a foolish government may Naturally, it is not quite so simple as that, but that is the
crux of the matter.have permitted cutthroat varieties of competition or foreign

dumping, forcing the firm to sell a competitively-produced The portfolio of bonds delivered by each debtor to each
creditor will have the following most notable features.product below its cost of production. Or, a foolish government

may have permitted a recession or depression to occur. 1. The interest-rates on the bonds will be nominal, approx-
imately 2% per annum.In such cases, it is sufficient to rewrite a new series of

debts, and debt payment schedules, to replace the previously- 2. The final date of payment of principal on the total
indebtedness will be significantly later than the schedule indi-existing debts and payment schedules. The new issues of debt

replace, or “buy up” the old. cated by the canceled contracts.
3. In some cases, there will be a period of grace, beforeWe take the same approach to debt-rescheduling in the

second variety of case. However, before we can determine payments mature—a deferred-payment provision.
4. Maturities of debt-payment will be determined by ma-what will be a feasible schedule of debt-repayments, we must

design a new program of investments and operating policies turity-dates of each of a series of bonds issued.
Unfortunately, more or less inevitably, some among thefor the enterprise. The reasonable performance of the enter-

prise under that new investment and operating program in- bankers of lesser intelligence will howl with protest: “We
are being cheated out of the interest-income we would haveforms us what a reasonable debt-payment schedule would be.
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A mass rally in Mexico City’s central square, the Zócalo, on Sept. 3, 1982, in support of President José
López Portillo’s nationalization of the banks. Inset: López Portillo (above) and LaRouche (below). The
detonation of the “debt bomb” which LaRouche had forecast, took place on schedule, and the world was
inches away from a financial meltdown. López Portillo’s efforts to implement a policy along the lines of
“Operation Juárez” were defeated, by the failure of other Ibero-American leaders to support him.

received under the old contracts.” Such imbecilic gentlemen and the commercial banks is so advanced, that the commercial
banks could not dispose of such a debt-reorganization by theirneed to have matters explained to them in very basic terms:

“Try to collect the old contracts, and you force us to default, own independent resources. If the problem were merely need
for debt-reorganization in foreign accounts of those banks,in which case your banks cease to exist.” The advantages of

the new arrangement may then begin to be apparent even to what is proposed could be accomplished through negotiations
with them. What is proposed would work to the advantage ofthe most stupid among New York bankers.

There are other important advantages, which require ex- the banks and the U.S.A., as well as Ibero-American repub-
lics, but this would require coordinated implementation of anplanation here. We identify some of these advantages first,

and explain how these advantages are developed in a later already overdue monetary and banking reorganizaion in the
United States.part of our analysis of this matter.

The new bonds will have low yield, but they will be dis- We are not insisting that acceptance of these proposals by
the United States, is the only hope for the Ibero-Americancountable for certain categories of issuance of new medium-

term to long-term loans. The new bonds will be a negotiable economies. It is the best alternative to be considered, and by
a wide margin. Were the U.S.A. to refuse, for a period of time,asset in that way, and should be a very high-grade variety of

asset for these bankers, provided they behave sensibly. the tasks of Ibero-American republics would be much more
difficult tasks, but the alternatives are both workable and in-Through a combination of debt-rescheduling and corre-

lated economic measures, the bankers involved will have a dispensable. Moreover, as we shall show, the steps to be taken
by those republics toward bringing about successful negotia-very important market for new lending on very sound terms

throughout much of Ibero-America. This lending may not tion with the United States are the same steps to be followed
should the U.S. refuse that proposed debt reorganization. . . .be significantly profitable in terms of income on the loans

themselves; however, this lending will be very rewarding to
the banks’ clients among U.S.A. capital-goods exporters, and, Ibero-American monetary order

In any case, the cooperating republics of Ibero-America,consequently, to the banks themselves.
Unfortunately, the rotted condition of both the U.S. dollar must each and collectively effect reforms of their credit, cur-
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rency and banking institutions identical in principle with what The effective control of such problems lies not in investi-
gating each matter case by case, but, directly the opposite, byhas been projected for the United States of America.

All that we have said respecting proper practices of the considering the pattern of decisions shown on the record, the
pattern of choices of favorable administrative decisions inU.S.A. apply to each and every case in Ibero-America, in-

cluding: respect to the total population of cases for such decisions. The
problem faced by this approach to anti-corruption enforce-1. In no republic must any other issues of credit be permit-

ted, as a matter of a punishable violation of the law against ment is often the indignant official’s retort, “prove one case
in which I have been corrupted, and naturally I shall resignimmoral usury, excepting: (a) Deferred-payment credit be-

tween buyers and sellers of goods and services; (b) banking immediately,” and so forth and so on. The policy ought to be
that an official in such areas is judged on performance by theloans against combined lawful currency and bullion on de-

posit in a lawful manner; (c) loan of issues of credit created pattern of his decision-making, not on the basis of a case-by-
case examination of his decisions.in the form of issues of national currency-notes of the treasury

of the national government. The problem becomes acute, if the government itself has
no clear policy—no clear, dirigistic policy. Then, in such2. Loan of government-created credit (currency-notes)

must be directed to those forms of investment which promote case, by what criteria as to pattern of decisions can an official
be judged? If a function operates under clear, dirigistic eco-technological progress in realizing the fullest potentials for

applying otherwise idled capital-goods, otherwise idled nomic objectives as to quantified priorities of national eco-
nomic development, then the officials of that function are togoods-producing capacities, and otherwise idled productive

labor, to produce goods or to develop the basic economic be judged as they attempt to fulfill such objectives in their
overall performance. They expedite what known national,infrastructure needed for maintenance and development of

production and physical distribution of goods. This is, at once, dirigistic policies inform them must be expedited preferen-
tially, and give lesser priority to those matters of decisionan anti-inflationary policy, and also a steering of limited na-

tional resources into those choices of governmental and pri- which are low on national-economic dirigistic priorities.
There is no greater root of corruption of governmental offi-vate-entrepreneurial ventures most beneficial to the nation as

a whole. cials than a lack of dirigism in national-economic policy.
6.Thepoliciesof taxationof thenationalgovernmentmust3. In each republic, there must be a state-owned national

bank, which rejects in its lawfully permitted functions those be designed to expropriate ground-rent and usury income, to
foster well-being of households, and to give preferential treat-private-banking features of central banking associated with

the Bank of England and the misguided practices of the ment to those classes of ventures which are established to be in
the relatively greater national interest. Economic-develop-U.S.A.’s Federal Reserve System over the period from the

latter’s establishment into the present date of writing. ment policies must inform taxation policies.
7. In a number of instances, it is simply desirable, or even4. No lending institution shall exist within the nation ex-

cept as they are subject to standards of practice and auditing indispensable, that a severe currency-reform be imple-
mented immediately.by the treasury of the government and auditors of the national

bank. No foreign financial institution shall be permitted to do Tax-evasion and the related problems of “black econ-
omy” are endemic problems of nations today. The curse ofbusiness within the republic unless its international opera-

tions meet lawful requirements for standards of reserves and Italy, for example, is that more than one-quarter of its national
income is sequestered in a black economy. Ibero-Americaproper banking-practices under the laws of the republic, as

this shall be periodically determined by proper audit (“trans- suffers infection with the same disease; the “black economy”
of the U.S.A. is greater in size than the entire national incomeparency” of foreign lending institutions).

5. The treasury and national bank, as a partnership, have of numerous nations.
This problem was addressed in a book written by thiscontinual authority to administer capital-controls and ex-

change-controls, and to assist this function by means of li- writer during 1980, A Gaullist Solution for Italy’s Monetary
Crisis. The proper execution of a currency-reform—the pur-censing of individual import-licenses and export-licenses,

and to regulate negotiations of loans taken from foreign chase of old lawful currency with new—can demolish as
“black economy” in the process. The essential thing, is thatsources.

Admittedly, the great problem in administering govern- the amount of currency presented for purchase by residents
or foreigners must be not in excess of an amount they mightmental functions of auditing, export-import controls, capital

controls, exchange controls, is corruption of governmental have accumulated lawfully without practices of tax-evasion
or violation of capital-controls, exchange-controls, and im-officials. Not astonishingly, the more elaborate the bureau-

cratic procedures employed in the intent to discourage corrup- port-export licensing. Often, the holder of “black economy”
gains would prefer burning the old money, rather than havingtion, the greater the incentive for corruption becomes. Sooner

or later, a frustrated applicant will reflect on the point, that it largely confiscated, and himself sequestered in prison for
offenses against the law.perhaps some official has a friend of a friend of a friend.
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Such a currency-reform cleans up the condition of a cur- interests of the member-nations and the continent as a whole.
3. To make more effective use of the limited resources atrency, and also provides the government and national bank

with an indispensable audit of the republic’s direct and im- their common disposal, to the equitable advantage of each
and all.plicit currency-related obligations, domestic and foreign. It

provides, at the same time, an improved accounting of the Taken as a whole, Ibero-America represents a spectrum
of existing and potentially existing capabilities of natural re-roster of proper taxpayers, and better estimates of the amount

of tax-liability those taxpayers represent. sources, agriculture, capital-goods industries, and other eco-
nomic resources. What is not immediately at the disposal ofA currency-reform is a necessary measure in the worse

cases of inflation; it serves as one of the indispensable weap- the republics taken individually, is in large part at the disposal
of those republics taken as a whole. Given the limited meansons needed to bring inflation under control.

8. Sovereign valuation of the foreign exchange value of a for creating technologically advanced industries of each and
all, the attempt of the republics to meet their needs in parallelnation’s currency must be established for Ibero-American

nations. The first approximation of the value of a nation’s represents a costly duplication of investment, by comparison
with the better use of limited resources if a rational divisioncurrency is the purchasing-power of that currency within the

internal economy of that nation. What are the prices of domes- of labor were to be developed among those republics.
What is required is: 1) Agreement to prefer trade withintically produced goods and services, relative to the prices of

the same quality of goods and services in other nations. The the community, rather than trade without it; 2) Medium-term
and long-term trading agreements, through which it will spe-emphasis must be upon domestically produced categories,

almost exclusively, at least for first approximation. cialize for export to members of the community, thus assuring
a medium- to long-term market for products of this sort, are

By this standard, many Ibero-American currencies are intended to foster the most efficient use of the limited capital
and credit available to each and all; 3) Fair-pricing agree-presently monstrously undervalued. The result of artificially

depressed valuations of national currency, is that the nation ments, combined with cohering tariff agreements, which have
the effect of establishing a customs union among the membersis being massively, savagely looted by foreigners, especially

foreign debt-holders. of the agreement.
If a sufficient portion of the Ibero-American nations enterThe determination of exchange-rates by the IMF, etc.,

has often represented, during recent years especially, nothing into such an agreement, the result is the assembly of one of
the most powerful economies in the world from an array ofmore nor less than pure and simple theft, on a massive scale,

by foreign lending institutions and others. individually weak powers.
Although the proposed customs union would developThis commonplace swindle of developing nations is

premised on the fallacious argument, that the value of a cur- quickly some of the same advantages as the European Com-
mon Market enjoyed prior to the electoral defeat of Presidentrency in international markets must be determined by “supply

and demand” for that currency, rather than the intrinsic value Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, the proposed customs union is not
modeled on the principles of design which informed the Euro-of that currency as a medium of purchase of domestically

produced goods and services in its country of origin. By ma- pean market.
That Common Market was based upon British-style cen-nipulating international exchange-markets, to artificially rig

“supply and demand” in a currency, a “case” for devaluation tral banking of the member nations, and was integrated with
Switzerland’s banking in a most highly significant manner.is presented as a demand upon the targeted victim-nation.

How much less domestic purchasing power does the Mex- The included objective, although not the objective of Presi-
dent de Gaulle, was the dissolution of the sovereignties of theican peso have today, at one-third its nominal exchange-rate

valuation, than a short time ago, at 24 pesos to the U.S. dollar? member-nations, by aid of such institutions as the European
Parliament and NATO. These features and included tenden-The devaluation has been outright swindle of the nation and

people of Mexico, almost at the point of a gun. cies of the European Common Market are abhorrent.
The keystone institutions of the proposed customs union

is the inter-republic bank. This bank is established by treaty,An Ibero-American ‘common market’
We propose that, within the Organization of American to function as the common facility of the national banks of

the participating sovereign republics. Its functions are, cate-States, such republics as may choose to do so, should form an
Ibero-American “common market.” This “common market” gorically, inclusively, these:

1. Inter-Republic Banking Functionswould be based chiefly upon these institutional features:
1. Bringing their respective, internal institutions of credit, (a) To serve as a central clearing-bank among the partic-

pating republics’ national banks.currency, and banking into order, as specified here, earlier.
2. Establishing a common banking institution to facilitate (b) To mediate exchange of credit and currency among

the national banks.exchange of credit, currency, and trade among them, and as an
institution of common defense of the financial and economic (c) To act as a clearing institution for settlement of multi-
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national agreements among members respecting tariffs and However, respecting financial relations within nations
outside the bloc, the sovereign member-republics seek to ne-trade.

2. Monetary Functions More Generally gotiate loans for capital-goods through the facilities of the
common bank, and to clear payments against such loansTo facilitate maintenance of parity of exchange-values

among the currencies of the member republics, and to defend through that same common bank. This strengthens the bank’s
power to maintain a common defense of the currencies andthose currencies as a bloc against external manipulations.

3. A Development Bank (Investment Bank) credit of the member-republics. Not only are the members
better defended, but the creditworthiness of each nation isThe bank serves as a coordinating agency for planning

investments and trade-expansion among the member-repub- increased; the creditworthiness of each and every nation of
the customs union is greater than it could be outside thatlics. To aid in implementation of such agreements, the bank

coordinates the mobilization of money-capital needed to en- customs union.
To aid this, a common currency of account should besure that all aspects of the agreed programs are adequately

supplied with investment-development capital. established for the customs union. Loans negotiated through
the common bank will be denominated for payment in this

There are two principal sources of money-capital for common currency of account.
However, the bank will not be responsible for the debt ofexpansion: intra-system, and foreign.

We have specified a monopoly for creation of money- sovereign republics. Rather, the sovereign republic will settle
its debt through its account with that common bank, and willcredit by sovereign governments, denying this power (e.g.,

outlawing the “Keynesian multiplier”) to any private agency. settle in denominations of the common currency of account.
This bank will soon become one of the most powerfulWe have thus ensured that the otherwise idled, salable goods,

goods-producing capacity, and labor of each and all nations financial institutions in the world, especially in the opinion of
capital-goods exporting nations. . . .shall be adequately employed, insofar as performance-worthy

borrowers-entrepreneurs are willing to borrow at low interest-
rates, to put those idle resources to work in a manner consis-
tent with national priorities for categories of development.

The establishment of a customs union of the type pro- A proposal to solve
posed, means that the currency-notes of each republic can be
issued as medium-term to long-term capital-goods export- Africa’s debt crisis
loans-capital to fund exports of its capital-goods production
within the customs union. We have eliminated the need for a by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
third-party lender among those republics. We have estab-
lished a greatly enlarged autarkical development-potential

The memorandum excerpted here was issued under the titleamong the members of the customs union.
This system of intra-bloc medium-term to long-term capi- “Resolving the Debt/Credit Crisis of Africa,” on April 23,

1986, by EIR Nachrichtenagentur GmbH. The maps havetal goods-export lending will operate soundly, on condition
that the payments for such loans are predefined in terms of been added.
the importing nation’s repayment through earnings from its
own capital-goods or other exports within the bloc. There is, According to data compiled by EIR, from census-data col-

lected by various international agencies, we have the follow-therefore, an underlying, medium-term to long-term barter
basis for these agreements. ing 1982 estimated comparisons of certain crucial statistics,

for North America (the U.S.A. plus Canada), western Europe,Furthermore, for this and related reasons, it is desirable
that the member-republics should prefer to purchase their and Africa (Table 1).

Although these comparisons are based on census figures,imports from within the bloc, rather than from without it. A
sharp and growing reduction in relative columns of imports which have a margin of inherent error, they are sufficiently

accurate to illustrate the essential point, and conclusively so.from outside the bloc should occur relative to existing catego-
ries of imports. The extra-bloc purchasing and borrowing po- Africa, which has an agricultural area twice that of the United

States and Canada combined, and an agricultural work forcetential of the bloc’s member-republics should be concentrated
for purchases of high-technology capital goods. 40 times that of North America, is starving.

If we deduct three regions of Africa, the MediterraneanThis is not a dilution of the sovereignty of the member-
republics. In negotiations for lines of medium-term to long- region, Nigeria, and South Africa, the picture of the rest of

Africa stands out more clearly (Tables 2 and 3, and Figuresterm credit, to implement multi-member-republic projects,
the representatives of each republic will negotiate sover- 1 and 2).

The reason that African food production is so poor, iseignly, but with backing from the common banking institu-
tion, and thus, implicit backing from other member-republics shown most clearly by comparison of energy consumption

per hectare of usable land area (Table 4).of the bloc.
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Africa, internallyPer-hectare development
(1982 estimated comparisons)

So.
Total Mediter. Nigeria Africa OtherNo. W. So.

America Europe Africa Africa
Land (million hectares)

Total 2,957 500 91 267 2,099Land (million hectares)
Agriculture 963 93 51 196 623Total 1,834 368 2,957 267
Population 507 52 85 35 335Agriculture (million 499 151 947 196
Over 15 years 242 15 44 18 165hectares)

oldPopulation 259 343 507 53
(millions) Work force (millions)

Total 171 6.5 32 12 120.5
Over 15 years old 168 221 242 18 Agriculture 109 1.6 17 4.3 86.1

Industry 20 1.7 6.9 10 14Work force (millions)
Infrastructure 0.6 — — 0.4 —Total 116 146 171 12
Raw materials 0.2 — — — 0.2Agriculture 2.6 10.6 109 4.3

Industry 36 61 20 3 Energy produced (trillion kilocalories)
Infrastructure 0.2 5.5 0.6 0.5 Total 5 1.4 1.0 1 1.6
Raw materials 0.1 0.9 0.2 — Non-thermal 0.2 — — — —

Electricity 2.4 0.3 — 1.3 0.8Energy produced (trillion kilocalories)
Total 20 8 5 1 Energy consumed (trillion kilocalories)
Non-thermal 3.5 2.6 0.2 — Total 2.8 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.4
Electricity 2.7 1.6 0.2 0.1

Energy consumed (trillion kilocalories)
Total 20 12 2.8 0.9

TABLE 4

Per-hectare energy consumption
(1,000 kcal./hectare usable land)

TABLE 3

World Average 16,463Population densities
North America 42,801(per 1,000 hectares usable land)

Western Europe (avg.) 89,447
World Average 333.99 Scandinavia 142,213
North America 233.40 Mediterranean 42,851
Western Europe 1,025.94 Other W. Europe 113,879
Africa 193.61 Africa (avg.) 2,887

Med. Africa 96.80 Mediterranean 2,673
Nigeria 616.61 Nigeria 6,027
South Africa 86.58 South Africa 4,640

China 12,865
North Asia* 500,201

*Chiefly Japan, Taiwan, South KoreaThe foregoing is made clearer, by considering also the
comparative figures for energy production per person (Ta-
ble 5).

The general problem of Africa’s economy, is a gross un- policies toward Africa are drastically changed, not less than
something between 50 and 100 millions Africans will die ofderconsumption of usable energy, both per person and per

hectare of usable land. The leading feature of this problem, is the effects of famine and epidemic diseases during the decade
or less immediately ahead, perhaps as much as twice thata monstrous underproductivity of agriculture. In other words,

the only major problem with Africa’s economy is a lack of number. Public health measures, headed by adequate diet,
safe water for drinking, cooking, and washing, and elemen-American and European industrial and agricultural technol-

ogy. In other words, those who propose to limit Africa’s eco- tary types of modern sanitation and inoculation, are at the
top of the list of rudimentary measures needed to prevent anomic development to so-called “appropriate technologies,”

are proposing the mass-murder of black Africans through genocide vastly greater than that suffered under the Nazi
regime.famine and disease. Unless present monetary and economic
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TABLE 5

Energy production and consumption per
person
(in 1,000 kcal./person)

Production Consumption

022,22494,32egarevAdlroW
009,38729,77aciremAhtroN

Western Europe (avg.) 23,219 37,496
457,87077,08aivanidnacS
716,12870,6naenarretideM

Other W. Europe 26,835 41,805

Africa 934,6125,21).gva(
Mediterranean 48,323 7,409

797,3753,41airegiN
251,92966,13acirfAhtuoS
053,42403,5aisAhtroN

The principal causes for the spread of famine and disease
on the present scale, do not originate within Africa itself.
The chief causes are those policies of supranational �nancial
institutions and international monetary agencies which have
come into being, since 1971, under the IMF’s “�oating ex-
change-rate system.”

1. African nations’ national currencies are forcibly re-
duced to a fraction of their true value, such that African ex-
ports generate much less than a fair level of national incomes,
and African imports from industrialized nations are exorbi-
tantly priced.

2. Africa’s export markets have been progressively re-
duced by the North American and European nations’ internal
policies, of shifting from industrial, to so-called “post-indus-
trial” economies.

3. Especially since 1979, and most drastically since 1982,
the external debt of African nations has been pyramided by
usurious re�nancing terms, externally imposed by interna-
tional monetary agencies, as “conditionalities” of the IMF
and World Bank. The debt-service on this pyramided indebt-
edness devours not only the African nations’ modest export
earnings, but also other portions of national incomes.

4. International monetary authorities have used the pretext
of certifying a nation’s creditworthiness, to impose sweeping
“conditionalities” upon governments of African and other
nations, and this to the degree that developing nations gener-
ally have been reduced to the same state of foreign subjuga-
tion which existed prior to independence. Worse, the authors foreign governments to control the policies and ministerial

appointments of African governments, by threatening to cutof these “conditionalities” are guided by genocidal, neo-Mal-
thusian “population” policies, to the degree that the “condi- desperately needed food supplies should the government fail

to comply with certain requirements of governmental policytionalities” imposed by the IMF and other relevant agencies
are precalculated to promote accelerated death-rates through and composition of government. This mechanism has been

used, repeatedly, to force African governments to abandonthe effects of famine and disease.
5. Since early during the 1970s, African nations’ depen- the kinds of developmental policies which might have allevi-

ated the misery of their populations.dence upon foreign food subsidies has enabled the relevant
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6. The most immediate and general need of Africa as a infrastructure-buildingprograms,nosigni�cant improvement
in agricultural output and industrial development is possible.whole, is a combination of large-scale and subsidiary projects

in development of basic economic infrastructure: waterways, 7. For various reasons, the optimal, principal source of
new energy supplies for most African nations, is nuclear en-ports, railways and tributary highways, freshwater manage-

ment,energyproductionanddistribution,sanitation,andbasic ergy, and the development of agro-industrial nuclear-pow-
ered complexes (sometimes called “nuplexes”) along coastsurbaninfrastructure.Over thepast15years, suchprojectshave

been opposed with increasingly ef�cient vigor, by interna- and major inland waterways. Smaller nuclear-powered gener-
ators, in the 100 megawatt or smaller range, are the mosttional banking and monetary authorities. Yet, without those
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general need. the international monetary authorities, token measures which
would have no more effect than a few drops of water in aProvided we might assume, that import of European and

North American agricultural and industrial technology might vast desert.
For the most part, most African governments know thisbecome available, on reasonable terms of trade andfinancing,

the principal remaining obstacles to economic development, to be true, and yet almost none of them dare to say so publicly.
The reason for this, is not properly called cowardice; moreare very poor life-expectancies and marginal education.

For example, European levels of technology cannot be than once, governments which challenged the policies of the
international bankers and supranational monetary authoritiesemployed generally, unless the young are provided a Euro-

pean quality of education through a school-leaving age of 16- have been overthrown, sometimes bloodily. Courageous
leaders have been assassinated; sometimes, members of their18 years, average. It is most difficult to support a new member

of society through the first 18 years of life, if the average life- families, too. At Colombo, in August 1976, the Non-Aligned
Nations bravely resolved policies which would have changedexpectancy of surviving infants is in the order of 40 years.

European technology requires a life-expectancy in the order the world very much for the better, but a few weeks later, only
one of those leaders dared to support the Colombo resolutionof between 60 and 70 years among households of the labor

force generally. openly at the General Session of the United Nations; a few
months later, the World Bank forced him into exile from hisThis relationship of interdependency, between education

and life-expectancies, is twofold. First, since the support of own nation. When Pakistan’s Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto attempted to act according to the spirit of the Colomboyoung persons, below 18 years, must come from the physical

output ofmembers of the labor force over18 years, the number resolution, Henry Kissinger threatened him, “We will make
a horrible example of you, Mr. Bhutto.” At Delhi, in 1983,of years of productive labor of each member of the labor force,

sets a limit on the level of education which can be provided to brave and good policies were adopted, but no one dared at-
tempt to implement the adopted resolutions. These are notthe young. Also, since the education and later skills-training

of youth constitute an investment by society, the “life of that cowardly people, certainly Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was
no coward; these are political leaders who know that theinvestment” is offirst-rate concern to the economy as a whole.

The longer the life-expectancy, thegreater theaverage relative forces behind the IMF “conditionalities” doctrine are killers,
who will overthrow governments, launch waves of assassina-productivity of the labor force as a whole.

Thus, both improvements in quality of nutrition and in tions, and even destroy nations, for the sake of defending
“conditionalities” doctrines. What can individual African na-public health measures of sanitation and immunization, ought

to be among the highest priorities for Africa as a whole. tions’ governments do, when much stronger governments are
afraid to challenge IMF and World Bank policies openly?

The fact remains, that unless those “conditionalities” poli-Can remedies be implemented?
What I have reported thus far, varies very little from what cies are overturned, there is no hope for the people of any part

of Africa. . . .leading Africans and others have stated publicly on many
occasions during the past 20 years. This has been emphasized If the present “conditionalities” policies are continued,

most of the population of Africa will be wiped out by thein several conferences of the Non-Aligned Nations, most em-
phatically at Colombo in 1976, and at Delhi in 1983. What is proverbial “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” The threat

of infectious disease, is far more menacing, more deadly, thanseldom said publicly, but which desperately needs to be said
openly now, is that there is no hope for any part of the conti- the effects of a thermonuclear war between the superpowers.

AIDS, a pandemic infection with a probable 100% rate ofnent of Africa, unless there is an early and sweeping overturn
of every policy resembling the present and recent policies of fatality, underscores that fact; the fact would be true, although

perhaps less immediately so, if AIDS had not erupted.the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. Within the
setting of the present policies of those institutions, no African During the past two decades, governments have submitted

to IMF and World Bank “conditionalities,” usually on thegovernment is capable of any economic undertaking which
could halt the spread of famine, disease, and bloody social presumption that by submitting to such demands today, gov-

ernments would survive until a future time, when the wrong-chaos throughout any part of the continent.
As I have indicated, there are measures which could put ness of the “conditionalities” policies might be generally rec-

ognized. The degree of suffering the nation endured becauseAfrican nations on an upward course, measures which are
objectively feasible, measures which most African govern- of the “conditionalities” policies, seemed a lesser evil than

the bloody chaos which would probably erupt if the nationments would approve as desirable options. Without such mea-
sures, the situation of the entire continent is much worse than resisted the “conditionalities.” True, governments foresaw

that IMF and World Bank policies would lead to murderousdesperate; the situation is utterly hopeless. Yet, no such mea-
sures will be allowed in any part of Africa, as long as the ruin during years ahead; one might hope that before that time

arrived, the IMF policies would be changed for the better.current policies of the IMF and World Bank remain in force.
A few token measures in such directions might be tolerated by Now, yesterday’s tomorrow is today. What might have
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been seen, a few years back, as a ruinous future, is the reality sentiment; it is very important that the pledged word of a
nation be as “good as gold,” so to speak. So, we prefer toerupting now. The spread of famine and epidemics is proceed-

ing at the gallop; famine and epidemic are becoming as imme- make arrangements, under which all or much of the future
interest payments on past debts are written off, but it is agreeddiate, and more deadly a threat, than the murderous threats of

the IMF “conditionalities” backers. Assuming the continua- that the total amount due up to the moment of declared bank-
ruptcy will be paid off in full, at some later date. In the casetion of “conditionalities” policies, most of Africa has several

years, perhaps slightly longer, before the fatal effects of the of certain nations, whose debt is essentially a carried-forward
debt from an earlier colonial period, in which the nation is“conditionalities” policies become irreversible. To that de-

gree, the time for nations to act against “conditionalities” is wretchedly poor, it is better for all concerned, that the debt
simply be written off entirely. In other cases, the nation itselfnow or never. . . .
would prefer to make an arrangement to repay all its past
indebtedness in full by some future date.The debt question

The aggregate foreign indebtedness of the developing sec- The technicalities of repayment, in such cases, are really
quite simple. The debtor nation issues a series of bonds, whichtor is in the order of $800 billion and even most of this amount

does not involve any net outlays to the debtor nations. Most it offers in place of its debt to date. By arrangements with
relevant governments, the value of these bonds is secured atof this indebtedness was imposed by pyramiding the refinan-

cing of old debts at usurious rates. What the lenders loaned par value, pending the scheduled date of payment on each
bond of the series. By means of this arrangement, the debtorthe nation, in recent years, was not money, but a mere book-

keeping entry! If a private lender had engaged in such usuri- has replaced the creditor’s non-performing financial asset
with a valuable asset. The intelligent creditor will gladly ac-ous practices within the United States, prior to 1979, that

lender would have been arrested as a “loan shark” and sent to cept this arrangement, even though it means that the debtor,
instead of not paying the old debt today, will actually pay theprison with the label of “member of organized crime,” as he

would have deserved: scarcely the quality of an “honest debt.” same amount some months or years in the future. The creditor
might prefer to have payment today, but since that is impossi-This developing-sector debt compares with more than $10

trillion of debt obligations of industrialized nations, the ble, the creditor, if he is rational, will realize that the new
arrangement is the best possible solution. . . .largest part of that $10 trillions owed by the United States!

The external debt of Africa, is the smallest part of the debt . . . Reorganizing the debt is not a major problem. The
major problem, is fostering a growth of the economies of theas a whole, and could be simply written off with no great

inconvenience to the banking system as a whole. developing nations to levels at which they could meet their
payments on the new series of bonded debts.Presently, virtually the entire international banking sys-

tem is bankrupt. That is, current liabilities exceed provable The principal means, through which we shall build up the
per-capita output-rates of developing nations, is the export ofcurrent assets by a substantial margin, especially so in the

case of the U.S. banking system. By ordinary standards of capital goods from industrialized to developing nations. For
that purpose, the exporting countries must extend trade-creditU.S. law, most U.S. banks are perpetrating a fraud, by contin-

uing to receive and issue credit when they are in fact already to the importing nations. This credit-mechanism requires the
following included measures:bankrupt. In this circumstance, there is only one sensible ac-

tion to be taken: reorganization in bankruptcy. 1. Values of currencies must be fixed at durable, long-
term values with respect to one another. The guaranteeingIf any private firm were as deep in bankruptcy as the

international banking system is today, the judge in bankruptcy powers, must aid this system of fixed parities, by establishing
afresh a gold-reserve basis for international trade, setting theproceedings would recommend a merciful extinction of the

firm, at whatever price sale of its assets would bring at public price of gold at levels consistent with the production of an
adequate supply of monetary gold.auction. When entire nations, or their banking systems, are

utterly bankrupt, such merciful extinction of the bankrupt 2. All nations must adopt measures which prevent both
economic (cost) and financial inflation of their currencies.entity is not morally permissible. Nations are people; only an

Adolf Hitler or his like, would propose to eliminate an entire This may begin with currency reforms. Anti-inflationary ac-
tion is sustained over the longer term, by aid of “dirigist”people as “useless eaters.” So, when nations, or their banking

systems, go into bankruptcy, we do not liquidate them at auc- policies of credit-issuance and taxation, to the effect of steer-
ing the largest portions of newly created credit and investabletion. We reorganize the nation, to put it on a sound economic

footing; in the course of this, we settle its debts at some frac- savings into technologically progressive forms of investment
in production of physical goods and development of basiction of the total nominal amounts, a fraction small enough to

permit the nation to restore its economy on a self-sufficient economic infrastructure. In other words, we must ensure that
the values of currencies are based on a hard-commodity value;financial basis.

Generally, debtor nations prefer to repay the principal a currency is valued in terms of the relative value of the
amount of physical goods that currency will purchase in thevalue of their debts in full. This is more than merely a noble
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nation which issues that currency. ity which has successfully ruined, altogether, the British econ-
omy, and has plunged the United States into a hopeless condi-3. The mechanism for generation of new credit, credit in

excess of producer’s credit to buyers or savings, must be only tion of bankruptcy, at least under present monetary and
banking rules.the lending of currency-notes issued by governments’ treasur-

ies through national banking systems. The loan of the newly Therefore, it will be argued that the superpowers, and the
nations under the domination of the Anglo-American influ-created credit, in the form of loan of currency-issues, should

be restricted to investments in production of physical goods ence, would refuse to allow the conditions needed for a Mid-
dle East economic reconstruction, with an emphasis on infra-or infrastructure, including credit for export of produced

physical goods. structure-building.
However, despite these and related objections—ideologi-4. This must be reenforced by trade-agreements among

governments, bilaterally and multilaterally, which have the cal, strategic, and other—the fact remains that the price of
not having what I would call, perhaps, an Oasis Plan for theeffect of stimulating international trade. Such agreements

should include multilateral agreements of co-sponsorship of Middle East, a peace settlement based on the Oasis Plan, is
beyond belief, not only for those living in that area, but formajor infrastructure projects of those types which are gener-

ally beyond the capacity of any one nation. any outside.
Let me review this, look at the world condition, and then5. Governments must work to establish an international

consensus respecting general goals of emphasis in advance- come back to the guts of an economic peace plan, an Oasis
Plan for the Middle East today.ment of technology. . . .

The superpowers look for new enemies
What has broken out is not “peace,” but probably a tempo-

rary accommodation based on respective desperation be-
tween two empires—the Anglo-American and the Muscovite.The ‘Oasis Plan’
What has been created is a condominium, which is partly a
recurrence, and partly wishful reaching for the goals of thefor Mideast peace
former Trust arrangement of the 1920s, and the hoax of wish-
ful Western thinkers in negotiations with Stalin during theby Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
Yalta period and immediately after. In the context of this
sentimental embrace of Gorbachov on the one side, and Brit-

On July 8, 1990, during the buildup to George Bush and ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and President Bush on
the other, the superpowers are looking for new enemies—Margaret Thatcher’s war against Iraq, Lyndon LaRouche

issued this call for an “Oasis Plan,” to provide the basis for especially the United States, the Anglo-Americans. The Brit-
ish, of course, find a traditional enemy in Germany, and area lasting peace in the Middle East. The following is edited

from oral remarks. (LaRouche was, at the time, in prison—a determined to frustrate it by any possible means; that’s the
leading tendency in London, the tendency which brought uspolitical prisoner of Bush and his Anglophile political

faction.) two world wars in this century, first by orchestrating World
War I, beginning with the overthrow of Hanotaux in France,

In reality, in absolute terms, this is the time to revive the and, second, with the New York-London, Harriman-Morgan-
Montagu Norman efforts to back [German Economics Minis-content of “peace through economic development” in the

Middle East. ter] Hjalmar Schacht in forcing Adolf Hitler’s dictatorship
upon the German people in the 1932-34 period.Many will object that this is a revival of what was most

recently described as the new Marshall Plan proposal of for- These forces, in Moscow, and especially the Anglo-
Americans, have adopted as their adversaries for economicmer Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres, and, for reasons

related to Peres’s sponsorship of these ideas, many will say warfare Japan, western Europe, and a few nations such as
India. They have adopted for their principal adversaries thetoday that an “Oasis Plan” of that sort is out-of-date, is un-

workable, should not be considered to be a politically practi- nations of the southern part of this planet—inaugurating a
North-South or a population-environment war.cal proposition. Peres is out of the prime ministership and, for

the moment, is not seen as likely to return, nor is an Israeli These are fanatical people in the West, oriented toward
the revival of pagan imperial Rome, who, like Hitler—whopolitician of his type on this matter likely to return.

The second difficulty, is the international financial situa- was of a similar persuasion—see the problems of modern
Europe as the undermining of pagan imperial Rome by thetion, particularly the absolute desperation—hysteria—of the

two great basket-cases of the English-speaking world: Great introduction of the Jewish monotheistic God and the political
triumph of that God in the guise of Christianity. Hence, theBritain and the United States. Both are determined to impose

upon the entire world the particular type of free-market insan- rationale of Hitler’s anti-Semitism and his stated goal of eradi-
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cating Christianity, once he had won World War II. terrible things. We can see some echo of that in Lebanon
today.We face a similar effort today, an attempt to eradicate

Christianity, for the enhancement of Gaia, or similar resurrec- Secondly, we can look at the Thirty Years’ War, 1618-
1648, in central Europe, and its devastation. One studies thistions of the pagan Earth Mother goddess, of the Ishtar, Shakti,

Astarte, Astar, Isis variety, and to do with the populations of best, we know from looking at all the facts available to us,
from the standpoint of Schiller’s studies in preparation for thethe developing nations at their whim.
composition of the Wallenstein period.

This is what we are headed toward in the Middle East.Wars against the developing sector
In this context, we have the Middle East conflict. The This is the model of that toward which we are headed, if we

do not break the pattern, if we do not oppose the obstacles ofform of North-South warfare—as proposed most vigorously
by the Anglo-Americans, but supported in the environmental- the type which I have named.
ist arrangement with Moscow—divides the developing sec-
tor, so-called, into regions, and poses the question of future What can be done

Now, we should take into consideration, on the relativelywars in the form of regional out-of-area deployments by
NATO forces. Thus, the discussion of out-of-area deploy- hopeful side, the fact that we are near the end of the present

Anglo-American monetary and financial system. The Unitedments back in 1982, since 1982, and most freshly at the recent
NATO affair. States is about $21 trillion bankrupt; the infrastructure, agri-

culture, manufacturing, and related things in the United StatesSo, everything is geared for that kind of deployment—
military and other—against the nations of the southern part are collapsing; the productive potential of the United States

is ruined, as a result, most emphatically, of the past 12 yearsof this planet.
Now, given forces in the northern part which think that of deregulation, the Volcker measures, environmental radi-

calism, and so forth.population wars, or wars of devastation which lead to mass
reduction of population, elimination of nations, in the horrible The United States would have to be changed from the

outside, as would Britain. Britain could not be revived as aaftermath of short or prolonged wars, see the Middle East as
a cockpit, in which this regional management, population and viable economy on its own powers, and its ability to steal

from other parts of the world—the principal source of Brit-environmental management policy, might be introduced. In
other words, there are people in the Anglo-American area, ain’s wealth over the past 200 years—is no longer a credible

option. The United States’ options—despite its temporaryand in Moscow, who would be presently delighted to have a
new Middle East war in one form or another—either a new success in reducing Central and South America to a collection

of colonies—for the longer term, are not good ones. A For-Lebanon, throughout the Middle East, or a so-called conven-
tional war. They would not be upset to find the war leading, tress America is not a tenable proposition.

The only thing that could get economies going is the re-say, before a truce period, to an exchange of lethal missiles,
possibly biological warfare weapons, warheads, between Iraq placement of central banking of the British style, usury of the

Lombard style, by a resumption of national banking, as inand Israel, and so forth. Anything to set into motion the pro-
cess of population reduction, not so much through warfare the national banking of the administration of U.S. Treasury

Secretary Alexander Hamilton, or the work of Friedrich Listitself, but through the efficient forces in the aftermath of war-
fare, in the Lebanization of the entirety of the Mideast. and others in Europe.

Governments can generate credit, and successfully, on
condition that the flow of this credit generated by the mone-The price of failure

Although to some, an Oasis Plan seems an unlikely propo- tary processes of the government, is restricted to infrastruc-
tural and other investments that are inherently sound na-sition under the present circumstances, the price of failing to

implement such a program is beyond belief. Therefore, the tional investments.
Such is the condition of the infrastructure for the Middleemphasis should be: There is no obstacle so great, or so diffi-

cult, that we should not seek to overcome it in order to further East, including Israel. Israel cannot accommodate its new,
augmented population without a major transformation in in-economic cooperation of the type indicated here.

The penalty, finally, can be viewed, in terms of analogies, frastructure—it just is untenable. You cannot solve the prob-
lem with only housing; you need new infrastructure in thewith two aspects of European history.

One should think, first, of what happened to Europe from form of transportation, energy, water management, and so
forth. For Israel and for Jordan, what comes to mind immedi-the late 13th century into the middle of the 14th: The rise of

usury and the politics of usury, under the Guelph leadership, ately are such projects as the Dead Sea development. A chan-
nel from the Mediterranean into the Dead Sea, which per-of the so-called Lombard bankers, led to the depopulation of

Europe by probably 50% over that period, if one measures forms the function of being a new industrial center, for the
obvious mining and metal processing and other industry,population by the number of parishes which vanished from

the map, culminating, of course, in the Black Death and other which is based on a combination of water and nuclear energy
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as the basis for an industrial boom in that region, shared the Soviets—upon the Middle East. Otherwise, we get hell
for all concerned, and because of the follies of the parties inamong the peoples who live from Jordan and the Dead Sea,

all the way down to the Gulf. The production of so valuable the Middle East which reject this alternative, which accept the
Anglo-American-Soviet peace plan, they willfind themselvesa commodity as water, by means employing, as its energy

basis, or power basis, high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear with the same fate as the brave leaders of the forces which
sank in the swamps of the Thirty Years’ War. We must have it.reactors, is the obvious central proposition for that region,

which could be the beginning of a greening of the Middle East The opposition to an economic solution comes mainly
from two sources: from the environmentalist fanatics—theon a larger scale. By entering into cooperative agreements on

economic development, with a group of local powers in the Nazis of the 1990s are the environmentalist fanatics, includ-
ing their animal rights fanatics, who are determined to destroyregion, we create an economic common interest on which

political agreements may be premised. Judaism and Christianity for the sake of the pagan Mother
Earth goddess whom they worship. That is the Nazism of theThe other aspect to be considered in an Oasis Plan for

the Middle East, is that unless we provide rational solutions, 1990s. The other opponent is Adam Smith and his kind: the
assumption that we must maintain, perpetuate the presentparticularly those based on the wonders of science and techno-

logical progress, then the result must be mass insanity. If the monetary and financial structures which ought to be swept
from the face of the Earth in mass bankruptcy.rational world is not provided to the desperate, then they will

seek solace and power in the ultimate irrationality. That’s the The very fact that mass bankruptcy is erupting, in the
existing monetary institutions, creates the opportunity for es-lesson of history; that’s the lesson of what is happening in the

Arab world, from the Atlantic outposts of the Islamic world, tablishing alternatives, in the form of Hamiltonian, shall we
say, national banking. So, therefore, if we are sufficientlytoward the East. Unless we change the course of events, we

go down. determined, and as determined as fear of inaction motivates
us to be, then we shall move seriously on an Oasis Plan forAs part of the same package, therefore, such projects as,

say, a high-speed rail project between Dakar, Senegal, and the Middle East, and use the Oasis Plan as the basis for a
political solution, a political solution as an alternative to aDjibouti, along an old project—over 120 years old in de-

sign—could be implemented, changing the prospects for the new Thirty Years’ War, a new Dark Age, in that region.
Sahel region, the sub-Saharan nations, and so forth, and make
possible the otherwise impossible: The reversal of the expan-
sion of the Sahara desert and the beginning of development.
The opening of large-scale water projects in Africa, including Grand strategy for
the rational use of the excess of rainfall upon Zaire, for the
nations to its north—these kinds of things must be done. Even developing Eurasia
though these are somewhat beyond the range of the Middle
East per se, they are nonetheless part of the project which by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
immediately affects it.

Here are excerpts from “The New Role for Russia in U.S.The economic road to peace
These kinds of things should be done, things which I’ve Policy Today,” by Lyndon LaRouche, EIR, Aug. 25, 1995.

proposed over the years, from 1974 all the way to the present,
as Middle East solutions. I say again, that I’ve been told, The present writer’s televised Berlin address of Oct. 12, 1988,

signalled this proposed application to the new Russia of therepeatedly, that an economic-based solution is not possible,
that you must have a political solution first and then bring in tradition of American System political-economy. In that ad-

dress, which was broadcast to a national U.S. television audi-an economic-based solution. My experience of the past 16
years in particular, and my study of the experience of the years ence that same month, the imminent collapse of the Soviet

system and reunification of Germany was announced and abefore this, says: Those who have insisted upon a political
solution first, before considering an economic alternative, policy of reconstructive cooperation toward eastern Europe

was identified. That policy of reconstruction was later elabo-have failed. That experiment has failed. We must have the
economic basis established, and establish the political agree- rated in significant detail, beginning November-December

1989, in policy statements and prospectuses issued under thements on the basis of those political agreements being impera-
tive to establishing the necessary economic cooperation and rubric of “the European Productive Triangle.”

This Productive-Triangle policy anticipated all the princi-to achieving the benefits of that economic cooperation.
Therefore, I would say in summation, that we must have pal features, and more, of the later “Delors Plan.” It proposed

that the emergent world-center of economic progress, sincethese solutions as the alternative to the kind of Malthusian,
neo-Malthusian Dark Age solution imposed as the so-called Charlemagne, the approximate spherical triangle whose api-

ces are Paris, Vienna, and Berlin, be mobilized as the pivotalpeace plan by the superpowers—the Anglo-Americans and
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technology-driver for all Eurasia, and that this triangle be the basic economic infrastructure is greatly more efficient. In con-
trast, the lack of such infrastructural maintenance and devel-hub of a network of railway-spined developmental corridors,

extending eastward and southward, across Eurasia, through opment in high-density China and India of that period, dem-
onstrates, with the force of a hammer, the roots of poverty insuch routes as Berlin-Warsaw-Moscow, Kiev, and so on, to

the Pacific and to the Indian Ocean. Although the principles the lack of essential infrastructural development. . . .
In summary, the developmental strategy we have termedembodied in the Productive-Triangle proposal are either un-

known or unfashionable in the classrooms and professional “the developmental corridor,” is a way of creating the advan-
tages of a relatively Japan-like density of population and pro-journals of the past quarter-century’s west European and

North American academia, there is nothing in that proposal ductive activities, within a relatively small portion of a large
territory. All other geographical considerations being equal,which is not implicit in established American System tradi-

tional doctrine and practice. . . . the development corridor would reach, as we have noted,
typically, about fifty kilometers either side of a central trans-
port-spine of waterways, rails, pipelines, and trunk power-Infrastructure policy

Let us summarize the implications of the “Productive Tri- lines. The development of the larger territory is accomplished
somewhat as railway development opened up the westernangle” program for the vast reaches of eastern Eurasia, and

thereafter conclude this introduction by focussing upon the United States: by criss-crossing vast expanses with develop-
mental corridors.mathematical problems posed by the notion of science-driver

principles in modern economy. Without placing the emphasis upon infrastructural devel-
opment so defined, a successful reconstruction of RussiaThe most conspicuous obstacle to the successful eco-

nomic development of Russia’s vast potentials, greets one as would not be possible. Without the use of such modern forms
of development corridors reaching from Berlin to the Pacificone flies east of Warsaw: great, undeveloped spaces, whose

want of elementary infrastructural development, is the crucial and the Indian Ocean, the required rate and degree of eco-
nomic development needed to satisfy the requirements of theobstacle to successful, modern technological investment in

the productive powers of labor. This is the characteristic fea- populations of China and the Indian subcontinent would not
be possible. . . .ture of that vast land-bridge area which development must

traverse to reach the densely-populated regions of the Pacific
and the Indian Ocean littoral. This was the key problem ad-
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dressed by the LaRouche “Productive Triangle” proposal for
post-Soviet reconstruction of Eurasia.

The principle can be traced in western Europe’s cumula-
tively successful development since Charlemagne. First, it
was inland waterways, roads, and market-fairs; later, it was
more inland waterways, and then railways. . . .

The upshot of that successful economic history of western
Europe and North America, is that one does not attempt to
develop broad expanses economically. Rather, one traverses
those expanses by development corridors, whose width is
normally approximately a hundred kilometers, approxi-
mately fifty kilometers either side of a spinal artery of trans-
port, such as a navigable inland waterway, a trunk railway,
or, superseding rails, magnetic levitation transport.

The principle involved is conveniently illustrated by ref-
erence to data for five nations, from the 1967-70 interval.
These are, the three model industrialized nations of that pe-
riod: Japan, West Germany, and the U.S.A., and the two ar-
chetypical developing nations, China and India. Since the
levels of technology among the first three, were comparable
at that time, the similarities show more brightly the signifi-
cance of the crucial differences in population-density: Japan’s
habitable territory: extremely high density, relatively speak-
ing; West Germany: high density; the U.S.A.: low density.
High density of population is a marked economic advantage:
Transport between points of production and consumption,
traverses shorter average distances, and the employment of
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Terrorist threat comes
from Britain and Israel
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

When the news was issued by a United Nations spokesman, could be construed, as an action in favor of Iraq, or in revenge
for what was done to Iraq—that that could be construed as athat UN Secretary General Kofi Annan had been successful,

in his mission to solve the Iraq crisis peacefully, through trigger point for launching hysteria, which would result in an
actual bombing of Iraq, not over anything to do with negotia-diplomatic means, most of the world breathed a sigh of relief.

There were two forces, however, which greeted the news as tions, but simply as a knee-jerk reflex.”
“The second thing we were concerned about,” he contin-a challenge, and responded with a vengeance. The British and

Israeli governments, which had been the motor force behind ued, “was that—Remember that the entirety of this Iraq crisis
does not come from anything that was done by Iraq. As athe campaign to orchestrate a U.S.-led bombing raid against

Iraq, had to resort to other means, to try to achieve the same matter of fact, Butler, this Australian, who’s a Brit, simply
created this crisis. This UN chief inspector created this crisisgoal.

That the British and Israelis would move, came as no by a provocation, in order to assist an Israeli-intended bomb-
ing, simultaneously, of targets in Iraq and Iran, using eithersurprise to Lyndon LaRouche, the one public figure who had

consistently called the shots in the entire scenario, beginning aircraft attacks, or missile attacks, Israeli missile attacks, with
the possible option of, also, attacks on Syria, invasion oflast October, for a new Iraq crisis. As LaRouche had reiterated

since the first hoked-up crisis over inspections, terrorist at- southern Lebanon, and deployment of air attacks against Su-
dan from bases in Eritrea.”tacks by British-controlled assets, and/or an Israeli threatened

strike against Iraq (or Iran), were options being actively LaRouche summed up: “These were the tactics: the
global Armageddon policy, which senior Israelis warned uspursued.

In a radio interview with “EIR Talks” on Feb. 25, was likely, beginning last October; that Netanyahu and his
lunatics are determined to, working closely with groups suchLaRouche explained how such options could trigger the mili-

tary action which Kofi Annan’s diplomacy had otherwise as—nuts like Falwell and Robertson in the United States,
who are absolute crazy lunatics, who are the supporters ofaverted. After discussions with European associates,

LaRouche said, “we came to the conclusion that my estimate the idea of blowing up the Dome of the Rock in Israel, in
Jerusalem, which is one of the most important Islamic holyof the danger that the British would respond to President Clin-

ton accepting a peace arrangement, by launching directly sites in the whole world, blowing it up as a way of starting
a general war. And, the idea is, that at that point, in anythose international terrorist organizations which are head-

quartered in London—Arab and other terrorist organizations, such general war, that Israel would take the lid off its nuclear
and thermonuclear arsenal, and use that as an umbrella,chiefly Arab and other Islamic groups—against the United

States’ interests, or simply to destabilize the whole picture in a protective umbrella, for Israeli non-nuclear assaults on
neighboring countries. ”the Middle East, with the point that a terrorist incident which
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EIR has pulled together the documentation in this issue, signed by Saudi terrorist supporter Mohammed Al-Massa’ari
(a long-time collaborator of Britain’s Lord Eric Aveburywhich substantiates every iota of LaRouche’s warning. The

terrorist threat was articulated in the form of a fatwa issued and Labour MP George Galloway), and Omar Bakri, leader
of the Al-Muhajiroon and organizer of terrorist organiza-by ostensibly Islamic terrorists. As Hussein Al-Nadeem’s

report chronicles, the terrorist threat was signed by a virtual tions’ rallies in Britain. The fatwa was supported by some
60 organizations that are based in the United Kingdom. (Forarmy of terrorist assets, every one of which operates in broad

daylight in London. a profile of the British-safehoused terrorists, see EIR, Jan.
2, 1998.)Furthermore, the Israelis did indeed escalate tensions,

as Prime Minister Netanyahu reiterated his threats to bomb The fact that the authors of this declaration claim to be
supporters of Iraq against the United States and its allies,Iran. According to UPI, on Feb. 23, when Netanyahu as-

sumed that a diplomatic solution had been reached with Iraq, fits into the desired equation. They state that “the military
strike against Iraq is war against Islam and Muslims worldhe said that the major danger was actually “Iran’s atomic

bomb,” and he has told foreign ambassadors that Israel’s wide.” “We the undersigned call upon the Muslims around
the world, including the Muslims in the U.S.A. and in Brit-right of self-defense included “a right to launch a pre-emp-

tive strike.” ain, to confront by all means, whether verbally, financially,
politically or militarily, the U.S. and British aggression andNot only: as Dean Andromidas writes in his article in

this section, the Israelis may also have been planning a to do their duty in relieving the Iraqi people from the unjust
sanctions.” In the same press release, Al-Massa’ari givesterrorist hit themselves. Behind the curious story of Israeli

Mossad agents arrested in Switzerland allegedly for at- further justifications and instructions to Muslims living in
the United States and the West: “You have first to renouncetempted espionage, may lie a botched assassination attempt

against an Iranian diplomat. One sure consequence of the the residency or acquired citizenship, and then start military
activities if physically capable. You are then at liberty tomost recent Mossad fiasco, is that Israeli Mossad chief

Danny Yatom will be replaced, perhaps by someone who fight them everywhere in the world or re-enter the realm
clandestinely and wreak havoc, obviously facing charges aswill share Netanyahu’s commitment to use tactical nuclear

weapons in a regional war. spy, terrorist, . . . etc.”
Such British propaganda is aimed at demonizing every

Muslim in the West as a potential murderer and terrorist,
while promoting the “clash of civilizations” hysteria, through
putting the issue in the terms of “America and Britain against
Islam.” (The fact that the fatwa attacks Britain, as well asLondon’s terrorists
the United States, presents no conundrum to the British
controllers of terrorism; their loyalty is not to the Britishissue threats to U.S.
Isles or its people, but to their own oligarchical power.)

Another such fatwa was issued by London-based terror-by Hussein Al-Nadeem
ists on Feb. 23, the same day that President Clinton endorsed,
in principle, the agreement between the United Nations and

International terrorist organizations headquartered in Lon- Iraq. This time, the fatwa was given wide publicity and
support by the London-based Arabic daily Al Quds al Arabi.don are threatening to launch new atrocities against the

United States and its allies—atrocities which could, as Lyn- The fatwa was published under the title “World Islamic
Front’s Statement Urging Jihad against Jews and Crusaders.”don LaRouche has warned (see accompanying articles),

serve as the pretext for an Israeli “preemptive strike” against The fatwa calls for killing Americans, because of their
“occupation of the holy Arab Peninsula and Jerusalem andIraq, Iran, and/or other Mideastern nations.

On Feb. 10, a group of well-known London-based “Is- oppressing the Muslim nations,” and states in conclusion:
“On this basis, and in compliance with God’s order, welamists” and Islamic organization issued a press release in-

cluding a fatwa (religious ruling), under the title “Muslims issue the following fatwa to all Muslims: The ruling to kill
the Americans and their allies—civilians and military—isin Britain Declare War against the U.S. and British Govern-

ments.” The press release stated: “The fatwa is Jihad against an individual duty for every Muslim who can do it in any
country in which it is possible to do it, in order to liberatethe U.S. and British governments, armies, interests, airports,

and institutions, and it has been given by the most prominent the al-Aqsa Mosque and the holy Mosque [Mecca] from
their grip, and in order for their armies to move out of thescholars of Islam today, because of the U.S. and British

aggression against the Muslims and the Muslim land of lands of Islam, defeated, and unable to threaten any Muslims.
. . . We—with God’s help—call on every Muslim who be-Iraq.” The fatwa, which EIR cannot trace to any Muslim

source or authority other than London’s “scholars,” was lieves in God and wishes to be rewarded to comply with
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God’s order to kill the Americans, and plunder their money,
and whenever they find it.”

The signatories were:
Sheikh Osama Bin Laden, the Saudi moneybags who Swiss police catch

financed the training of the Afghan mujahideen beginning
in 1980, and who deployed them to blow up the U.S. military Mossad in dirty tricks
barracks in Dharhan, Saudi Arabia, in 1996. Bin Laden
currently resides in Afghanistan, but maintains a lavish man- by Dean Andromidas
sion in London.

Ayman al Zawahiri, Amir of the Islamic Group respon-
On Feb. 26, Switzerland’s Federal Prosecutor’s Office an-sible for the November 1997 massacre in Luxor, Egypt.

Residence: Switzerland. nounced that it had arrested an agent of the Israeli Mossad
and had issued arrest warrants for four others. While the SwissAbu Yasser Rifai Ahmad Taha, leader of the Islamic

Group. Residence: London. authorities acknowledge that the Israelis are to be charged
with espionage, they have not confirmed widely circulatingFazul Rahman, the Amir of the Jihad Movement of Ban-

gladesh. reports that the Iranian Embassy was the target of the Mos-
sad’s operations. The Mossad agent was arrested on Feb. 19,Sheikh Mir Hamza, secretary of Jamiat ul Ulema e Pa-

kistan. only hours before UN Secretary General KofiAnnan departed
from New York for his 11th-hour diplomatic mission to Iraq,
to avert a war. Were the Israeli agents planning a major provo-The CIA memorandum

The two fatwas were the subject of CIA testimony on Feb. cation that would ignite the Middle East conflagration, which
the British have been planning for the last several weeks?23 before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Terrorism. Sen.

John Kyl (R-Ariz.), the chairman of the committee, held hear- Perhaps the assassination of an Iranian diplomat?
In a press conference in the Swiss capital, Bern, Federalings on the danger of terrorism in the United States. At his

request, the CIA Counterterrorism Center sent the subcom- Prosecutor Carla Del Ponte said that the arrest took place
in the early hours of Feb. 19, after police, alerted by amittee a memorandum, entitled “Fatwas or Religious Rulings

by Militant Islamic Groups against the United States.” The suspicious neighbor, discovered five men illegally attempt-
ing to eavesdrop on a private residence in Bern. The Swissmemorandum stated that “a coalition of Islamic groups in

London, and terroristfinancier Usama Bin Laden, have issued authorities have officially stated that police stopped the five
men outside the residence. One was taken into custody andseparate fatwas, or religious rulings, calling for attacks on

U.S. persons and interests worldwide, and on those of U.S. the names of the others taken. When the police discovered
that they were all Mossad agents, arrest warrants were issuedallies.” It added that “both fatwas call for attacks to continue

until U.S. forces ‘retreat’ from Saudi Arabia and Jerusalem. for the other four.
Although Del Ponte said that the Mossad target was not aThe fatwa from the groups in London also calls for attacks

until sanctions on Iraq are lifted.” The memorandum stressed, diplomat, and the Swiss Foreign Ministry denied news reports
in both Israel and Europe that the target was Iranian interests,“These fatwas are the first from these groups that explicitly

justify attacks on American civilians anywhere in the world. she did say, “We have enough elements to prove that Mossad
is involved. We also have a confirmation” of this.Both groups have hinted in the past that civilians are legiti-

mate targets, but this is the first religious ruling sanctifying Swiss Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Yasmine Chatila
told Reuters in Bern, “Our government vigorously protestssuch attacks.”

The memorandum continued, identifying once again the against this attack on Swiss sovereignty and international law
by a member of the Israeli secret agency. This is an unaccept-fact that the groups are based in London: “While the religious

clerics who issued these rulings are not named, the two groups able event. We expect Israel to apologize.”
In Israel, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu confirmedconsider the fatwas to be legitimate. The group in London

made reference to unnamed religious authorities in Lebanon, the arrest of an Israeli citizen in Switzerland, and said Israel
was dealing with the case through diplomatic channels.Jordan, and ‘Palestine.’ ”

A fatwa is usually issued by a public and recognizable Various intelligence sources point to the ominous nature
of this affair. One Bern-based source with close ties to Iran,high Islamic authority representing a major Islamic institution

in a leading Muslim country. EIR has not found any such told EIR that Iranian diplomatic sources informed him that the
Iranian Embassy was the target of the Mossad surveillance.Islamic authority which has ever made such a fatwa. There-

fore, the only remaining sources for these fatwas are British: Others speculate that the target could have been an individual,
who later could be exposed as an arms dealer trying to sellprobably “Imam” Eric Avebury, or “Sheikh” George Gal-

loway. technology for “weapons of mass destruction.”
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It is widely reported in the Israeli press, but not confirmed Netanyahu is expected to name a new chief as early as the
first week of March. The choices do not bode well for peace.by the government, that the Swiss arrest was the real reason

that Mossad chief Gen. Danny Yatom announced his resigna- At the top of the list is Brig. Gen. Meir Dagan (reserve),
Netanyahu’s adviser on terrorism, an assassination specialisttion on Feb. 23—three days before the Swiss announced the

breakup of the Mossad operation. But why he resigned, is who shares Netanyahu’s extreme views. Dagan has been
closely associated with Infrastructure Minister Gen. Arielnot as important as the fact that his resignation could further

Netanyahu’s plans to install his own man as Mossad chief. Sharon, who uses his post to give backing to the fanatical
settlers movement, and who, as Defense Minister in 1982,Whoever replaces Yatom, could very well serve to consoli-

date Netanyahu’s plan to seize control of the Israeli security crafted the disastrous invasion of Lebanon.
Next is Shabtai Shavit, who stepped down two years agoestablishment, and by so doing, gain control over the Israeli

nuclear button. as Mossad chief, and is close to Netanyahu. In late February,
Netanyahu appointed him as emissary to Jordan’s King Hus-Netanyahu has been trying to replace Yatom, an appointee

of peace accord architect Shimon Peres, for months. Offi- sein. As Mossad chief, he promoted ultra-right factions
throughout the organization, including Yahuda Gil, as one ofcially, Yatom resigned as a result of the report from the gov-

ernment-appointed commission to investigate the Mossad’s his operatives.
A third choice is Efraim Halevy, a former deputy Mossadfailed attempt to assassinate Hamas leader Khaled Mashaal

in Amman, Jordan. That bungled attempt, frustrated by Jorda- head. Although considered close to the Prime Minister, he
served for many years as secret emissary to Jordan’s Kingnian police, was seen as an unpardonable outrage, not only

by Jordanians and the rest of the international community, Hussein, prior to the signing of the Israeli-Jordanian peace
treaty.but also within Israel. It was widely believed in Israel that

Netanyahu set up the investigatory commission in order to The fourth is Uri Saguy, a former Israeli Defense Forces
intelligence chief. Although he worked closely with Rabin,whitewash his own role and scapegoat Yatom. It certainly

is typical of Netanyahu’s method, to turn one of his own he is also said to be “liked” by Netanyahu. Politically on the
right, Saguy retired from the IDF after failing to be appointeddisastrous failures to his advantage.
as deputy chief of staff. The Jerusalem Post recently reported
that Saguy had met privately with Netanyahu, and it is plausi-Why dump Danny Yatom?

Danny Yatom was named chief of the Mossad by then- ble that he will be appointed to a senior post.
Other candidates include several senior active duty mili-Prime Minister Peres, shortly before his government narrowly

lost the elections to Netanyahu in 1996. Yatom, a retired ca- tary officers who currently hold operational and other high
positions. The naming of any one of them would intersect areer military officer, was close to Peres, and had also been

the personal military adviser to Peres’s predecessor, Prime series of changes in the military leadership expected over the
next weeks. Netanyahu wants to use these leadership changesMinister Yitzhak Rabin, who was assassinated on Nov. 4,

1995. Peres appointed Yatom in order to reorganize the Mos- to enhance his own direct influence in military-security deci-
sion-making. Netanyahu has been maneuvering to get Maj.sad, to better cohere with the thrust of the peace process, since

it was well known that the most hawkish factions, many of Gen. Shaul Mofaz, currently one of the deputy chiefs of staff,
appointed to a top military post. Mofaz shares many of Neta-whom opposed the Oslo peace accords, dominated the organi-

zation. The reorganization took on added urgency after Rab- nyahu’s extreme views.
Another choice, from the Army, is Ilan Biran, the Directorin’s murder by ultra-right-wing fanatics, who obviously en-

joyed links with both international and Israel intelligence General of the Defense Ministry. Biran is reportedly Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai’s secret candidate for Armedservices.

As Mossad chief, Yatom launched the investigation that Forces Chief of Staff, to replace Lt. Gen. Amnon Lipkin-
Shahak, whose term is expiring. Also in the running is Gen.led to the November 1996 arrest of Yahuda Gil, who, for

20 years, had been pocketing thousands of dollars that were Amiram Levine, Army commander for the Northern Opera-
tional Command. Netanyahu mentioned his name severalsupposed to pay off a high-level Syrian military officer, whom

Gil claimed was his informant. The informant never existed, months ago for a possible senior Mossad post. He served with
Netanyahu in the Sayeret Matcal, an Israeli commando unit.but Gil manufactured intelligence from him: false informa-

tion which nearly led to a Syrian-Israeli military conflict. Gil Two others possible candidates are Maj. Gen. Matan Vil-
na’i, who is currently a Deputy Chief of the General Staff, andwas linked with ultra-right Mossad factions, and especially

former Mossad chief Shabtai Shavit, who is now among Neta- Gen. Doron Rubin (reserves), a former head of IDF training.
Opponents of Netanyahu’s insanities prefer to see Generalnyahu’s favorites to replace Yatom.

Yatom stood in the way of Netanyahu’s plans to establish Vilna’i tapped for Armed Forces Chief of Staff. If Netanyahu
moves him to the Mossad, it could open the way for Mofaz toa new, American-modelled National Security Council, to

oversee all Israeli intelligence operations. be appointed to the top military post.
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humanitarian catastrophe.”
By Feb. 23, New Vision reported: “Fear of war looms over

the Ugandan border districts of Kitgum and Kotido following
a build-up of troops and heavy weaponry by the SudaneseLondon’s Museveni
government and the rebel SPLA. . . . Security forces said
fighting is imminent. . . . ‘The troops and arms build-up hasreadies E. Africa war
reached a crisis level. It is a matter of days before a full-scale
fighting breaks out there.’ ”by Linda de Hoyos

The Kivu front
The assault on Kivu is necessitated by the fact that militaryEtienne Tshisekedi, leader of the Union for Democracy and

Social Progress (UDPS), was summarily arrested in Kinshasa activity against the Rwandan occupation of eastern Congo-
Zaire and increasing insurgency in Rwanda itself against theon Feb. 12, along with 35 party leaders and workers, by the

military government of the Democratic Republic of the Rwandan Patriotic Front, have cut the trade routes from east-
ern Congo-Zaire to Kampala and from there to Mombasa.Congo, led by Laurent Kabila. Defending this action against

pressure from the United States and other locations, Kabila The road from Gisenyi to Kigali is cut, and insurgent activity
has made it very difficult for trucks to circumvent the road.declared that he had rejected pressure for democracy, and that

noelectionswillbeheld inCongo-Zaireuntil“peaceprevails.” Hence, Kabila’s “peace”—or, war—is actually a precondi-
tion for the quick extraction and transport of eastern Congo-Diplomatic sources from Africa and Europe now confirm

that Kabila’s “peace” will be gained by more war, as has now Zaire’s enormous mineral wealth by the British Common-
wealth companies that financed the Rwandan-Ugandan warbecome the norm in East Africa since the 1990 British-backed

invasion of Rwanda by Ugandan forces which ultimately led against Zaire.
The hype is now building for a Ugandan invasion of Kivu.to the 1994 holocaust and the taking of Kigali by the Ugandan-

Rwandan Patriotic Front of Paul Kagame, and the 1996-97 In mid-January, the Ugandan press began targetting Congo, in
preparations for military operations across the border. “MoreZaire war which installed Kabila in power in Kinshasa.

The center for the impending regional holocaust is Kam- than 1,000 defeated West Nile Bank Front rebels are report-
edly regrouping in a national park in the Democratic Republicpala, Uganda, where President Yoweri Museveni is amassing

militaryequipmentandaregionaldefenseforcefora two-front of Congo, security sources said yesterday,” one article said.
It claimed that the 1,000 rebels had merged with 4,000 otherwar against the Kivu provinces of Congo-Zaire to the west,

and Sudan to the north. In January, according to eyewitness “ex-Mobutu soldiers, SPLA deserters, and some Hutu ex-
tremists,” and are grouped in the Garamba national park.reports, tons of military equipment and weapons arrived at

Mombasa port in Kenya, and were loaded onto trucks headed Then, on Jan. 29, while visiting the eastern city of Bukavu,
Kabila accused France, the UN High Commission for Refu-for Kampala.
gees, and the Catholic charity Caritas of aiding the Mayi-Mayi
rebellion in eastern Congo, which is fighting the RwandanThe Sudan front

The Kampala press is now whippping out propaganda to occupation army. “All the evils originate from this,” he said.
Congolese Interior Minister Gaetan Kakudji told reporters theprepare the population for war. On Feb. 16, the Ugandan gov-

ernment paper New Vision announced that Ugandan troops same day that “in the east a war is beginning,” and that Kabila
is considering a state of emergency over Kivu.had been sent to the border with Sudan, following reports that

the insurgent Lord’s Resistance Army, whose offers for nego- Residents of the province are already under a terror re-
gime. On Jan. 27, Congo government troops arrested localtiations have been spurned by Museveni, had crossed into

Uganda from Sudan. But counterinsurgency is only the pre- chiefs of Kivu, including Mwami Desiré Kabare Rugema-
ninzi of Kabare and Mwame Pierre Weza III of Walungu,tense. On Feb. 12, New Vision had reported that the “battle

for the largest southern Sudanese city of Juba is imminent,” and two of Kivu’s leading intellectuals, Ruhigita Bulangalire,
rector of the Evangelist University of Africa in Bukavu, andfollowing the capture by John Garang’s Sudanese People’s

Liberation Army (SPLA) of the town of Wau. But the assault Masu Rugamika, rector of the University of the Great Lakes in
Goma. During Feb. 18-22, Congolese troops, led by Rwandanon Juba cannot take place without the regional force, and anti-

aircraft weapons to back it up, mobilized by Museveni. Tutsi officers, carried out house-to-house searches for weap-
ons in the cities of Bukavu, Goma (still continuing), and theFor this mission, Museveni lists among his backers the

Netanyahu government of Israel, the British House of Lords, northern city of Bunja Kiri, which is believed to be the strong-
hold of the Congolese Mayi-Mayifighters. Since no one keepsand British intelligence’s fifth column in the United States,

led by Roger Winter, director of the U.S. Committee on weapons in their homes anyway, the soldiers are entering
homes, stealing what they can, and raping the women, accord-Refugees. On Sept. 17, 1997, Winter demanded an invasion

of Sudan, even though, he said, “I know it will mean a ing to Kivu sources.
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As Dowling describes it, when the conference reinstated su-
pervised ivory trading, “the African delegates danced through
the conference hall singing the liberation anthem, ‘Ishe
Komberera Africa’ (God Bless Africa!), watched by stony-
faced delegates from America and Europe.”New Dowling exposé hits

Dowling reported how Johan Rupert, son of South Afri-
can billionaire and WWF patron Anton Rupert, approachedPrince Philip’s WWF
Channel 4. Channel 4’s head was also approached by one-
time WWF official Lord Aubrey Buxton, Extra Equerry toby Roger Moore
Prince Philip, of the Barclay banking family, and one of the
most powerful figures in British broadcasting. According to

Kevin Dowling, the Irish filmmaker, has recently exposed EIR sources, Robin Renwick, the former British ambassador
to South Africa and later ambassador to Washington, alsohow a small group of modern-day British imperialists, operat-

ing through Prince Philip’s World Wildlife Fund (WWF), hovered in the background of the cover-up for the WWF.
Renwick is an important establishment figure whose job insabotaged in 1997 the production and broadcast on Britain’s

Channel 4 of Dowling’s documentation on ties of the WWF Washington was to deploy the U.S. Anglophile elite to control
American policy, an easy job under George Bush, but moreto the “Third Force” death squads operating in South Africa.

Dowling’s article, entitled “Environmental Movement and difficult under the first Clinton administration. Renwick is
also with the Compagnie Financière Richemont (of RupertCovert Action, a Natural History of the Wilderness of Mir-

rors: The Secret History of a Revolution,” appeared in the fame) and Robert Fleming Bank.
Jan. 5 issue of the Paris-based Intelligence newsletter.

In 1989, Dowling produced “The Elephant Man,” a film A ‘virtual empire’ is being created
As Dowling describes it, aside from the WWF-Operationdescribed as “pivotal” by the WWF’s Sadruddin Aga Kahn,

in campaigns to save the African elephant. However, what Lock dirty operations, the real issue is the “virtual empire”
being created around nature parks worldwide. As he statedDowling learned in researching that film led to his next one,

“Tenpence in the Panda,” an explosive exposé of the WWF. In in Intelligence newsletter, “To the eyes of a previous age,
the huge areas of land the former colonial powers havea campaign called “unprecedented” in the history of Britain’s

Independent Broadcasting Authority, the WWF spent a re- required the developing world to set aside for nature would
look more like an empire than a mere ‘estate.’ It may, inported $350,000 in an attempt to kill or censor the film. Cru-

cial background research was provided by Dowling for EIR’s fact, be useful to regard the World Conservation Estate
(WCE) as a new and unprecedented form of empire, a virtu-groundbreaking Oct. 28, 1994 Special Report, “The Coming

Fall of the House of Windsor.” ally real one.”
The WCE is a concept sponsored by the InternationalDowling’s article begins with an account of how the South

African Kumleben Report, from a government investigation Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), a sister organi-
zation of the WWF, for accounting the new domains pre-into intelligence involvement in using the underground trade

in ivory to finance covert activities, was circulated at the June viously known as Crown Lands in the Empire. “This green
archipelago of national parks, national forests, national mon-1997 Zimbabwe meeting of the Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). In his opening address uments and national landscapes occupies more land than In-
dia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Afghan-to that meeting, Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe called

the ban on ivory trading an act of “ecological colonialism,” istan, Iran and Burma put together,” according to the
Intelligence article. “When a further 40,000 less fiercelyand demanded a partial overturning of it.

The Kumleben Report addressed the involvement of guarded areas were included in the reckoning, the area taken
up by the World Conservation Estate more than doubled. ByPrince Philip’s colleague, Prince Bernhard of the Nether-

lands, in putting together, with covert WWF support, “Opera- 1989, it had already extended across some 10% of the earth’s
land surface.”tion Lock,” which linked former British Special Air Services

(SAS) agents to Craig Williamson, South Africa’s liaison to The personnel of the new “virtual empire” overlap heavily
with the old empire’s intelligence hands. When Dowling cov-British Intelligence. Operation Lock was ostensibly designed

to intercept black-market ivory trade networks operating in ered Northern Ireland in the 1980s, he ran into MI6 operative
Michael Oatley. By the early 1990s, Oatley, by then retiredsouthern Africa; in fact, it ended up in assisting the retooling

of apartheid-era covert assets along the lines of the instigated from British SIS, was working for Kroll Associates in Lon-
don, handling raw intelligence sent back by Operation Lock.“tribal warfare” that exploded around the early 1990s “Third

Force” random killings. Zimbabwe government officials had A Northern Ireland-based assistant of Oakley, MI6 officer
Gordon Shepherd, ended up as WWF-International’s Direc-already, years before the CITES conference, charged that Op-

eration Lock was a plan to destabilize all of southern Africa. tor of Communications.
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London panics at prospect of victory
by Gen. Oviedo in Paraguay’s elections
by Dennis Small

In London’s lexicon, “democracy” and “free elections” are guay’s internal affairs, with plentiful U.S. State Department
backing, and to use a pliant President Juan Carlos Wasmosysupreme values, right up there with “free trade” and “global-

ization.” Unless, of course, “free elections” mean that your to oust Oviedo. That achieved, and the principle of “limited
sovereignty” established, the British figured they were on theman is going to lose. In that case, you have to cheat.

Take the case of Paraguay. short road to eliminating Paraguay’s military altogether, and
to imposing unrestricted free trade across the Mercosur re-Paraguay is scheduled to hold Presidential elections on

May 10. The candidate of the ruling Colorado Party is Gen. gion. In a word, the British thought they were home free.
They were wrong.Lino Oviedo (ret.). Immensely popular, he is the hands-down

favorite to win the elections, according to all accounts. But On Sept. 7, 1997, the Colorado Party chose Oviedo as their
Presidential candidate—over the protestations of Presidenthe is, to quote the London Economist, a “virulent nationalist.”

So he has to be stopped—while somehow keeping up the Wasmosy, who is also of the Colorado Party, and today a
bitter factional opponent of Oviedo’s; and of the Anglophilepretense of “democracy.”

This is the quandary that London and its Anglophile cour- U.S. ambassador to Paraguay, Robert Service, who intoned
that Oviedo “doesn’t have democratic credentials.”tesans in Washington are increasingly facing all across Ibero-

America, as a result, ironically enough, of the successful ap- As a result of Service’s patronizing remarks, Oviedo’s
popularity rose by 8% in the polls.plication of their own policies over recent years. The world

financial crisis, and Britain’s ongoing drive to use campaigns Paraguay is an independent-minded country, that twice in
the last 150 years has been devastated by invading foreignaround “democracy, human rights, and globalization” to de-

stroy the institution of the nation-state, are driving country armies, and therefore much values its sovereignty. General
Oviedo is a spokesman, albeit an unsophisticated one, for thatafter country to the brink of annihilation. Lawfully, this is

bringing nationalist forces to the fore, often based on a civil- nationalist tradition which identifies itself with 19th-century
President Carlos Antonio López (1844-62), who transformedmilitary alliance to withstand the foreign assault.

Such is the case in Colombia, where the Presidential cam- Paraguay into the second most industrialized nation of the
Americas, after Abraham Lincoln’s United States.paign of Gen. Harold Bedoya (ret.), sacked seven months ago

by the narco-government of Ernesto Samper, is now threaten- In an interview published on Oct. 2, 1997, Oviedo stated:
“Carlos Antonio López was a great President because undering to storm the Presidential palace—via the ballot box. Gen-

eral Bedoya is rallying the nation against the twin scourges his tenure Paraguay became the richest, most prosperous
Latin American country. He demanded that Paraguay’s sover-of drugs and terrorism—both run out of London—sending

a wave of panic through that control center (see article in eignty be respected. . . . I plan to restore sovereignty, self-
determination, and security in this country.”this section).

What followed Oviedo’s remarks, beginning the very next
day, were a series of actions to stop him at all costs, whichNationalism that won’t go away

Paraguay is also threatening to spin out of British control. have made a mockery of London’s much-ballyhooed promo-
tion of “democracy and globalization.”Two years ago, in the third week of April 1996, a British-

orchestrated democratic “coup” was executed to force Gen-
eral Oviedo, then the head of the Paraguayan Armed Forces, ‘Globalized democracy’

Oct. 3, 1997: President Wasmosy orders the disciplinaryinto early retirement. Run through the networks of the Inter-
American Dialogue, the Washington-based think-tank which arrest of General Oviedo for 30 days, for statements to the

press which are deemed “prejudicial to the President.”promotes London’s policies across the Americas, that opera-
tion succeeded in ousting Oviedo for supposedly being “anti- Oviedo’s lawyers file diverse appeals.

Oct. 29, 1997: tired of waiting on the courts, Wasmosydemocratic.” As an EIR feature reported at the time (see Docu-
mentation), London orchestrated an alliance of Paraguay’s orders loyal police and Army troops to surround Oviedo’s

home and arrest him. Oviedo was not there.neighbors in Mercosur (the Southern Cone Common Mar-
ket)—Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay—to intervene in Para- Nov. 2, 1997: Justice Minister Sebastián González Ins-
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frán resigns in protest against Wasmosy’s unilateral action. costs, brings dangers of its own. ‘The risk is of forcing the
country’s still-weak democratic institutions, especially theNov. 4, 1997: Raquel Marı́n de Oviedo, the general’s

wife, informs the press that Oviedo has gone into hiding, justice system, beyond their limits,’ said political analyst Car-
los Martini.”because “they want to kill my husband. . . . We have informa-

tion that they are trying to eliminate him, either through an And if that happens, how can London continue to use
“democracy, human rights, and globalization” as a batteringarrest or by kidnapping either one of his children or me, in

order to force him out of the political arena.” ram against the institutions of the nation-state, in the rest of
Ibero-America?Dec. 12, 1997: The Supreme Court rules that the Presiden-

tial arrest order against Oviedo is valid, and can be extended
from 30 to 90 days at the President’s whim. That same day,
Oviedo turns himself in at the Army’s First Infantry Division,

Documentationto serve his sentence.
Dec. 15, 1997: A former Paraguayan diplomat files

charges against Oviedo, accusing him of trafficking in toxic
wastes in 1990. The diplomat assures the court that Green-
peace, the radical environmentalist group run by Prince
Philip’s networks, “has films and other evidence” in its pos- The British ‘one world’
session.

Jan. 8, 1998: A military court complies with a Supreme coup against Paraguay
Court ruling, that pending charges against Oviedo are to be
handled by civil courts.

In its May 17, 1996 issue, EIR ran a feature on the previousJan. 10, 1998: The military court reverses itself and, in
violation of the Supreme Court, reopens the Oviedo case. month’s British operation to oust Gen. Lino Oviedo, noting

that it hearkened back to the 19th-century Triple AllianceLate January 1998: In an unprecedented procedure, law-
yers for President Wasmosy file motions on behalf of the War, in which London’s puppets Argentina, Brazil, and Uru-

guay decimated the then-developed nation of Paraguay. Ex-supposedly independent military tribunal, to keep the case in
their hands. Through various motions, the Presidential legal cerpts follow.
team disposes of four different civil judges who were handed
the case, one after the other. In 1846, the United States consul in a certain South American

country reported to the State Department that this was “theJan. 30, 1998: The fourth judge, Angel Cohene, rules
against the President’s lawyers, and is about to free Oviedo. most powerful nation in the New World, after the United

States. Their people are the most united. . . . Their governmentThat day, troops loyal to Wasmosy carry out tank and air
maneuvers, which “convince” an appeals court judge to re- is the richest of all the states of the continent. . . .”

That same country was South America’s most developedmove Judge Cohene from the case. Presidential lawyer Julio
Vasconsellos explained the incident matter-of-factly: “We nation at the time of the U.S. Civil War. It was the second in

the sub-continent to build a railroad, which it did in 1856. Bywere not going to comply with any order to free him by the
judge [Cohene], because it would be lacking in validity, and the 1850s, it was self-sufficient in food, had a totally literate

population, and was industrializing at a healthy pace. More-the Constitution authorizes non-compliance with orders that
lack validity.” over, it did this with aggressively protectionist economic poli-

cies modeled on the American System of political economyFeb. 2, 1998: President Wasmosy orders radio statio Ra-
dio Uno AM shut down, for running a program making fun of Alexander Hamilton.

Because of those achievements, that highly developedof the military threats against any and all judges who might
rule in favor of Oviedo. country was then subjected to a British-sponsored invasion

by three of its neighbors, and a war of extermination followedFeb. 3, 1998: President Wasmosy backs down and re-
verses his decision to shut the radio program. Numerous Para- from 1865-70, which killed off half the population, including

80% of all males. The explicit justification of that war was thatguayan politicians, journalists, lawyers, and others had de-
nounced the measure as unconstitutional and arbitrary. it was necessary to stamp out all vestiges of protectionism, and

impose the British doctrine of free trade.
This was the infamous Triple Alliance War, perhaps theNow what?

The Financial Times of London summarized Britain’s most atrocious population war of the nineteenth century. And
the enemy that the British targetted for destruction, was thequandary on Jan. 20. Opposition candidate Domingo Laino,

whose campaign “centres on a pro-free market, anti-corrup- nation of Paraguay. . . ..
Starting with the government of Dr. Gaspar Rodrı́gueztion platform,” would be far better than the “fiery populism”

of General Oviedo, they note wistfully. “But [President Was- de Francia (1813-40), the Paraguayan state maintained a
virtual monopoly over all the country’s fertile lands, as wellmosy’s] strategy of blocking the candidacy [of Oviedo] at all
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as over foreign trade. It also controlled currency issuance saw the construction of roads, bridges, canals, and other vital
infrastructure. The military complex at Humaitá was builtand circulation, keeping it free from London’s manipulation.

Export of gold and silver was prohibited, a policy which with the help of many foreign engineers, technicians, and
doctors, as were the Ibycuı́ iron works and several other tech-broke the cycle of dependence on credit from Buenos Aires-

based merchants. nologically advanced projects. The country had both a navy
and a merchant marine.Dr. Francia also prohibited the contracting of foreign

loans, a policy continued by Carlos Antonio López (1840- The 1855 completion of the Asunción arsenal represented
a significant advance in the development of forging and smelt-62), and his son Francisco Solano López (1862-70). This was

true heresy, since the country had no foreign debt! These ing technologies. The government built railroads and ammu-
nition factories, extended telegraph lines, and established in-and other measures eliminated the role of local oligarchies as

dominant economic or political forces in the country. . . . dustries for the production of paper, sulphur, dyes, textiles,
ceramics, and lime. Many of these projects were the resultIt was under the protectionist regimes of the two López

governments, that Paraguay’s most dramatic transformation of Francisco Solano López’s 1854 tour of several European
capitals, during which he contracted hundreds of highlyoccurred, much to Britain’s horror. Carlos Antonio López’s

government maintained a 25% tax on imports of any prod- skilled technicians to come to Paraguay for the purpose of
launching these modernization projects. When he was nameducts the country already produced, or that were considered

luxury goods in a poor country such as Paraguay. But there President in 1862, Solano stepped up the rate of national de-
velopment, especially strengthening and modernizing thewere no import tariffs on agricultural and industrial machin-

ery, or on other goods not produced domestically. Everything Armed Forces, as an institution capable of defending na-
tional sovereignty.was paid for in cash. The lack of foreign debt meant that

the nation’s financial future was not mortgaged to foreign in- Carlos Antonio López used to say that he was not a man
of the Enlightenment, but rather a student of St. Augustine.terests.

Paraguay became self-sufficient in food production, and At the beginning of his Presidency in 1840, ninety percent of
Paraguay’s population was illiterate, a situation which had tolaunched an industrialization campaign that was extraordi-

nary, compared to its neighbors. The decade of the 1840s change if the country were to progress. Schools, he said, “are
the real monuments which we can offer to national freedom.”
He built new schools and libraries, and hired foreign profes-
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sors to participate in the education process. Education was
extended to rural areas. The founding of the Teachers College
by the Spanish intellectual Idelfonso Bermejo, was an impor-
tant achievement. Through a scholarship plan, López sent
Paraguayan students to Europe and the United States, and
rewarded inventors and others who introduced innovations in
the production process. . . .

In April 1830, Brazil’s consul in Paraguay, Correı́a de
Cámara, reported to his secretary of state that “the only way
. . . to get rid of this nascent colossus [Paraguay], is through
a quick and well-coordinated invasion. . . .”

The war against Paraguay was the biggest genocide in the
history of this hemisphere. In five years, the Triple Alliance
exterminated 50% of Paraguay’s population, calculated at
about half a million before the war. By 1870, the population
totaled 194,000, of which 180,000 were women and 14,000
men. Of those, there were only 2,100 over the age of 20. Aside
from those who died in combat, thousands more died as the
result of wounds, hunger, and cholera epidemics.

But if it was the greatest genocide, the war was also an
example of heroic resistance. . . . Despite the lack of re-
sources, Paraguayans resisted until, literally, the last man, and
in some cases, the last child. The devastation of the country
was total: The war achieved what the “allies” could not obtain
by any other means: the destruction of the country’s military
capabilities and the imposition of “democracy” based on
free trade.
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General Bedoya readies ‘new war
of independence’ for Colombia
by Javier Almario

In launching three senatorial slates and several more for the held today, coming in third place behind Horacio Serpa Uribe,
candidate of narco-President Ernesto Samper Pizano’s gov-Colombian House of Representatives, the Presidential candi-

date of the Colombia Force movement, retired Gen. Harold ernment, and behind Andrés Pastrana, candidate of the oppo-
sition Conservative Party. However, there is a lot of nervous-Bedoya, opened another round in what he is now calling “a

new war of independence” for Colombia’s future. During an ness in the Serpa Uribe and Pastrana camps, since another
series of private polls, conducted for the purpose of findingopen-air speech on Feb. 7 in the Bogotá neighborhood of

Timiza, Bedoya stated that “we are living under an empire out what the average Colombian’s true preferences are, re-
vealed that Bedoya is actually running in first place—some-worse than the Spanish: an empire of drug trafficking, of

narco-terrorism, of corruption.” thing unheard of in a country whose political machines have
traditionally managed to keep the Presidency passing backReferring to the final battle waged between the forces of

“The Liberator,” Simón Bolı́var, and the colonial Spanish and forth between the Conservative and Liberal parties, like
a ping-pong ball.troops, Bedoya added, “We are the forces of Bolı́var, who

stand at the Bridge of Boyacá, and on the other side stand the
corrupt ones. I am heading up this new war for Colombia’s Death threats

The analysts of the Serpa and Pastrana camps are espe-independence, for honesty, for change.”
Bedoya’s words are not intended as symbolism. The cially concerned that Colombian youth might opt to vote for

Bedoya, over their own discredited candidates. Colombia’smovement his candidacy has generated, seriously threatens
to shatter the control of the traditional political machines, oligarchy has responded in two ways: 1) by threatening to kill

Bedoya (who has risked his life repeatedly in 40 years ofwhich have either tolerated or been openly complicit with the
drug trade, and with narco-terrorism. This same machinery, combat in defense of his country), and 2) by pulling together

a political alliance of all those who fear Bedoya, to preventrun from London, is trying to carry out a plan to dismember
the national territory of Colombia, handing over sections to the general from takingfirst or second place in the Presidential

election in May, which would force a run-off. Bedoya, mean-the narco-terrorist FARC and ELN, on the pretext of sealing
a “peace agreement,” which can only end up with the final while, seeks a majority vote of more than 50%, in hope of

taking the Presidency on the first round.dissolution of the nation itself. Bedoya is the only Presidential
candidate who has opposed this so-called “indigenous” The magazine Cambio 16 published in its early Febru-

ary edition, a less-than-subtle death threat against Bedoya,peace plan.
At the same time, a new expanded edition of EIR’s book in apparent response to the general’s insistence on using

speech which the Colombian oligarchy considers “politicallyThe Plot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and Nations of
Ibero-America, has begun to circulate in the capital city of incorrect.” Magazine director Patricia Lara Salive wrote:

“Bedoya instigates violence, to the point that at least twoBogotá. The Plot explains how this “peace plan” is part of
the British Empire’s world strategy to eliminate nation-states Presidential candidates (Bedoya included) could end up as-

sassinated. . . . The path you appear to have chosen, General,through the deployment of terrorists, separatists, indigenists,
ecologists, and so forth, while turning the United Nations is not one of votes, but of deaths,” Lara concluded omi-

nously.into a global government, a new version of the Roman
Empire. To put Lara’s threat in the proper context, it should be

remembered that when Conservative opposition leader Alv-Bedoya’s popularity continues to rise, despite the fact
that the media refuse to cover most of his tours and electoral aro Gómez Hurtado was assassinated in 1995, the same maga-

zine published a lengthy report, by columnist Antonio Cabal-activities. Several polls have indicated that Bedoya would
win 17% of the national vote were the Presidential elections lero, which practically justified the murder because Gómez
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“instigated violence.” Colombians are unable to walk the streets, for fear of being
murdered by the drug traffickers. Some call this a “democ-Years ago, Patricia Lara was identified by the U.S. State

Department as an agent of the Cuban intelligence service racy,” says Bedoya, but I call it a “narco-ocracy,” a govern-
ment of and by the corrupt. The drug trade has broken thisDGI, and for this reason was prevented from entering the

United States. Although today, for political reasons, Lara has country, and I refuse to go to my grave with the knowledge
that I did nothing to stop it on my conscience.been granted a U.S. entry visa, the suspicions about where

her loyalties lie have not faded. Thus, the general asks in all his meetings, I have assumed
my responsibility; the question is, who will govern with me?Lara’s threat occurs in the midst of intense diplomatic

efforts on the part of El Tiempo director Hernando Santos, Bedoya calls on each person he addresses to be “an apostle
who can multiply the vote, who can send out this message ofto oust Bedoya from the three top positions in the Presidential

polls. Santos, who has already set as a goal that Bedoya be hope, of confidence, that the nation will be saved, of faith that
we are going to win.”permitted to obtain no more than 1 million votes in the May

elections, is trying to forge a pact among the so-called “minor Bedoya also reminds his audiences that there are fewer
than 100 days left before the Presidential elections, and thatcandidates”—former Prosecutor General Alfonso Valdi-

vieso, former Foreign Minister Noemı́ Sanı́n, the son of these 100 days will determine whether Colombia will con-
tinue to exist as a nation, or will crumble into pieces in theformer President Carlos Lleras Restrepo, Carlos Lleras de

la Fuente, and former Bogotá Mayor Antanas Mockus— hands of the narco-subversives and the narco-rulers.
Says Bedoya, in the past six months, we have made aaccording to which a single candidate would be put forward

to garner the collective vote of these four Lilliputians. miracle: We are building a movement of builders. As in the
struggle for Colombia’s independence, we have no otherSantos’s efforts have already led to Lleras’s resignation,

and to Valdivieso’s decision to commit political hara kiri, by choice but to win, and we have less than four months to do
so. Evil cannot defeat the good, he warns. If we recover ourattacking Bedoya in public. Valdivieso had won significant

political prestige by having backed legal investigations government, we will restore security, rebuild infrastructure
so that we can have highways, railroads, and ports; we willagainst current President Samper Pizano and against a group

of politicians who had taken drug money in their 1994 elec- give education and medical attention to all Colombians, not
just to the rich; and we will protect our agriculture so thattoral campaigns. However, Valdivieso flinched when the

time came to put Serpa Uribe in the dock. Serpa was Samp- Colombia can return to producing its own food.
On Jan. 29, in the city of Barranquilla, Bedoya explaineder’s campaign manager in 1994, and then his powerful Inte-

rior Minister. Today, he is the ruling Liberal Party’s official to reporters the reason why he travels with bodyguards. He
stated that, in a “narco-ocracy,” if he did not have protection,candidate, and Samper’s intended successor to his Presi-

dency. Valdivieso is the dissident candidate of the Liberal he “would pass into history as one more martyr of the violence
the corrupt people in power have generated. Ask yourselves,Party.

In a Feb. 18 column in El Tiempo, Valdivieso virtually who murdered Alvaro Gómez, while Horacio Serpa was Inte-
rior Minister? Who murdered [witness] Elizabeth Montoyaclimbed into bed with narco-candidate Serpa, by joining

the narco-government’s attack against Bedoya. Colombians de Serria, or Serpa’s chauffeur, at the moment he was going
to expose crimes?”should be alert, wrote the former Prosecutor General, to

“prevent that, because of confusion and discontent with the Serpa was exonerated by the Attorney General of charges
of illicit enrichment in favor of the Samper Presidential cam-Samper government, they choose a false alternative. . . .

There is no question that Colombia needs a change . . . but paign, thanks to the fact that a key witness was threatened
with death, and refused to testify; also thanks to the fact thatthis zeal and this discontent must not lead us into a worse

fix.” Valdivieso went even further, attacking Bedoya for Serpa’s chauffeur, who was present when Samper received
the drug traffickers’ donations to his campaign, was killed;opposing Colombia’s 1991 Constitution, which Valdivieso

knows perfectly well was written to favor the very drug also thanks to the fact that Montoya de Serria was assassi-
nated, and couldn’t testify—as she had planned—to the dona-traffickers he himself has battled for years. It is an open

secret that many of the delegates to the Constitutional As- tions that she, her husband, and other drug-trafficking friends
had made to the Samper campaign.sembly which drafted the 1991 Constitution were threatened

and/or bribed to approve a ban on extraditing Colombians Alvaro Gómez was assassinated while organizing a civil-
military alliance to overthrow the illegitimate Samper regime.wanted for crimes committed abroad.
The hysteria against Bedoya is thus not because of one or
another statement he has made. Rather, it is because, thisWhy all the hysteria?

The hysteria of Colombia’s political elites against Bedoya time, the “coup” could take place within the electoral process
itself—that is, if the Colombian oligarchy, always under in-is in direct response to his political message to the country.

In his speeches, he emphasizes that Colombia has lost its struction from London, decides to allow the elections to
proceed.freedom, that it has become “a jail with 36 million prisoners.”
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tem. The “Asian” financial crisis is not “Asian” anymore, and
those who claimed that Ibero-America’s future depends on
embracing the policies of globalization, have been thoroughly
discredited. Nations are crumbling, and there is no fixing the
old system. This is the context in which Argentines, and Ibero-British fume against
Americans, will look to leaders such as Seineldı́n, just as more
and more Americans are looking to Lyndon LaRouche.Argentina’s Seineldı́n

The British know that Seineldı́n is widely respected
throughout Ibero-America, not only as the hero of the Malvi-by Cynthia R. Rush
nas War, but because he has dared to publicly attack, begin-
ning in the 1980s, the new world order associated with former

In early November 1996, Argentina’s Army Chief-of-Staff U.S. President George Bush and Britain’s Margaret Thatcher.
He has also publicly identified himself with LaRouche and hisGen. Martı́n Balza became the highest-level military officer

to visit London since the 1982 Malvinas War between the friends in Ibero-America, circulating LaRouche’s Resumen
Ejecutivo de EIR magazine, and authoring, from prison, antwo countries. Amidst the public displays of friendship and

high honors accorded to Balza, the British delivered one introduction to The Plot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and
the Nations of Ibero-America, published by EIR in 1993.distinct message to their guest: continuing relations between

Argentina and Great Britain, broken in April 1982, is contin- The fact that Seineldı́n has never renounced his principles
provokes tremendous teeth-gnashing among his enemies. Thegent on guaranteeing the complete destruction of the nation-

alist military movement led by Lyndon LaRouche’s friend Noticias editorial admits as much, when it writes that, “like it
or not, Seineldı́n and his ideas” are the reason why there stilland Malvinas War hero, former colonel Mohamed Alı́

Seineldı́n. isn’t full “reconciliation” in Argentina, by which it means
total acceptance of the “democracy” the globalists have triedAt the time of Balza’s visit, Seineldı́n had been in prison

for six years, serving a life sentence for his leadership of to impose. As Rosendo Fraga complains, Seineldı́n’s follow-
ing isn’t just found in the Army; he is seen as the “anti-modelthe 1990 nationalist uprising against the Army’s corrupt

high-command. The Armed Forces had been annihilated by . . . the expression of the values of nationalism, confronting
globalization.”years of demilitarization policies—which Balza obediently

continues to implement to this day—and there was little or The virulently anti-military Moreno Ocampo is the most
hysterical about Seineldı́n. One of the prosecutors in the 1985no chance that Seineldı́n was ever going to be released

from jail. The former Army colonel was, de facto, a British trial of former members of the military junta which took
power in 1976, he has worked for over a decade in the London-prisoner of war.

One might assume that this provided a certain degree of directed campaign to dismantle the Armed Forces, and more
recently, the police force of Buenos Aires province. In hiscomfort to London. But today, almost a year and a half later,

British assets in Argentina who hate Seineldı́n are anything article in the Noticias feature, he says that what most impres-
sed him about Seineldı́n’s 1991 trial for rebelling against thebut complacent about his role. Look at the weekly magazine

Noticias, which dedicated almost the entirety of its Feb. 7 Army high-command, was that “he didn’t show the slightest
bit of remorse.” He “owes society a display of remorse,”issue to attacking the imprisoned nationalist, justifying itself

with Napoleon’s maxim, “Know thy enemy.” Noticias trot- Moreno hissed.
But Seineldı́n told Noticias, “I do not repent of anything.ted out two of the most rabid, British-backed proponents of

globalization and destruction of the institutions of the nation- . . . I am a Christian nationalist. I still consider myself an
idealist, still prepared to give my life for my Fatherland. Istate to rant against Seineldı́n: Luis Moreno Ocampo, Trans-

parency International’s president for Latin America and the am a militant of the Pope, a man who confronts Anglo-
Saxon imperialism, a man who fights alone. . . . I am theCaribbean, and Rosendo Fraga, an anti-military think-tanker

associated with the Swiss-based Geopol, an international number-one enemy of the system. . . . They can’t make be
bend, and so they are going to leave me in jail all of mynetwork which includes enemies of LaRouche.
life, until I die.”

Nor does Seineldı́n mince words in discussing General‘The number-one enemy of the system’
In one sense, Seineldı́n’s situation is far worse today than Balza or President Carlos Menem. Menem, he told the Noti-

cias reporter, “is the biggest traitor in Argentina.” He prom-it was in 1996. He has no political movement to speak of, isn’t
likely to be pardoned, and is a lone voice in the increasing ised to defend the Armed Forces, but lied. As for Balza, “he

didn’t participate in the fight against terrorism, and supportedeconomic and political chaos characterizing Argentina. Yet,
the British still fear him. the Proceso [the 1976 military coup]. . . . He has no authority

to say anything. I didn’t abandon the Fatherland. . . . He did.Why? Because Argentina, like all of Ibero-America, is
reeling from the meltdown of the international financial sys- . . . [Now] he defends international goals.”
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Nationalism explodes in Mexico
against foreign invasion of Chiapas
by Hugo López Ochoa

On Feb. 15, millions of Mexicans watched with astonishment, they want to seize the territory, the oil, the uranium . . . and a
passage across the Isthmus [of Tehuantepec].” He denounceda prime-time television documentary, in which dozens of

well-armed foreigners—bearded, disheveled, and dressed in the idea of Indian “autonomy” as “an attack upon the territo-
rial integrity of the nation.” As did other Catholic bishops,the classic attire of the 1960s counterculture—are seen block-

ing a team of reporters from TV-Azteca’s Hablemos Claro the Bishop of Aguascalientes, Rafael Muñoz Nuñez, declared
that “there is ample evidence that there is international inter-program from entering the town of La Realidad, the symbolic

headquarters of the narco-terrorist Zapatista National Libera- ference” in Chiapas, and that there are “many foreigners” in
the EZLN.tion Army (EZLN).

The foreigners, ostensibly journalists, members of non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), and observers of the LaRouche: It’s a foreign invasion

A single television show allowed millions of Mexicans to“peace process,” gave orders to nearby Indians to use tree
trunks to try and anchor the helicopter in which the TV-Azteca finally realize the accuracy of the charges made since 1980,

and with increasing intensity after 1994 when the EZLN madeteam arrived. The blonde and palefaced hippies confiscated a
TV cassette, and believed they had seized all evidence of its existence public, by EIR and its founder, Lyndon

LaRouche, and by the Ibero-American Solidarity Movementwhat occurred.
Shouts, in English, of “Watch out! Look out!” were heard. (MSIA) of Mexico: that the EZLN is a foreign occupation

army which seeks to separate off the southeast of Mexico inManuel de la Torre, director of the Hablemos Claro program,
reported that he was brought by a man with the accent of order to hand the oil over to British companies, by fabricating

an ethnic, non-Mexican identity for an entire group of citi-a Spaniard, to a radio transmitter, over which the Spaniard
warned, in English, of the helicopter’s presence. Another of zens. Since 1994, EIR has charged that Ruiz is the actual

commander of the EZLN, and a poster of the MSIA pro-the foreigners placed his weapon against a wall hung with
posters of the ELZN’s “Marcos” and “Che” Guevara. A claimed: “Wanted for Treason: Commander Samuel Ruiz.”

In a radio interview with “EIR Talks” on Feb. 18,woman with a German accent attempted to force the director
of the TV program, Lolita de la Vega, to leave the helicopter. LaRouche comented: “First of all, I know a good deal about

this. I was thefirst to, or one of the leading voices in the UnitedOne could hear her saying, in terrible Spanish: “Don’t you
know that this is an autonomous zone?” States to warn against this operation, back in 1982. I published

a report that arrangements were being prepared to destabilizeTV-Azteca later broadcast exposés of the leading role
played by foreigners in the conflict in Chiapas: clips of Zapati- and take over the oil-rich area of Chiapas state in Mexico, and

to use some kind of tricks to grab it.sta marches in which foreigners can be seen directing contin-
gents of Indians, who are carrying banners, or simply march- “Well, those tricks came along: An international terrorist

organization, called the São Paulo Forum, which is nominallying. At points, TV-Azteca froze thefilm, circled the foreigners
present in the frame, andflashed their names across the screen. Brazil-based, but is headed by Fidel Castro, invaded Chiapas

province, with a bunch of people who claimed to be ‘indige-Spaniards (perhaps from the Basque terrorist-separatist group
ETA?) and Germans dominated the stills. nous Indians,’ which was not true. They weren’t.

“You had a bishop there, a Catholic bishop, nominallyOn Feb. 18, the Chiapas state legislature declared the com-
mander of the EZLN, the Catholic Bishop of San Cristóbal Christian, but I don’t think actually so, called Samuel Ruiz,

who I refer to preferably by the European designation ofde las Casas, Samuel “Samiel” Ruiz, to be a “traitor to the
nation.” Sections of the Catholic Church, political parties, ‘Samiel’ Ruiz. . . . If you see the relevant part of the bullet-

making scene in Der Freischutz, the opera of Weber, you willleading businessmen, and others denounced the foreign inter-
vention. know what I mean. . . . Samiel is a name which is often used

to designate a satanic figure of magic, and it’s what SamielIn El Occidental on Feb. 6, the Cardinal of Guadalajara,
Juan Sandoval Iñiguez, charged that powerful foreign inter- Ruiz has turned out to be.

“Now . . . since the 1950s, Castro has been a protégé of aests are blocking resolution of the Chiapas conflict, “because
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French-based organization called the Synarchists, which was invading southern Mexico. And they say that human rights
demand that the Mexican government not interfere with andeployed in that area, through people like Paul Rivet, Jacques

Soustelle, the guy who tried to organize the assassination of invading army of terrorists backed by Castro. And the Mexi-
cans don’t like that very much. Do you blame them?”President de Gaulle of France, and a guy from also the same

pedigree, Jean de Menil, the husband at that time of the re-
cently deceased Madame Dominique de Menil of Houston, ‘Should a foreign enemy dare . . .’

The video’s content is so offensive to Mexicans, that oneTexas, an acquaintance of the Bush family.
“So, what comes in there, and makes it obvious, is, you of the Zapatistas in the Party of the Democratic Revolution

(PRD), Gilberto López y Rivas, invited to participate in Ha-have not only the no-good organizations, called NGOs, from
the United Nations, coming down there, like a pestilence, to blemos Claro program, stomped off the set shouting that it

was a “vile manipulation.”push this thing; you have intervention from people in the
United States, but heavily from Europe. You have, for exam- The same reaction erupted when the facts of French and

British control over Castro and the EZLN (see EIR, Jan. 23,ple, the organizations of the Catholic Church in Germany,
intervening. But mainly what you had, is the wife of the former pp. 20-35) were presented in conferences in Mexico. The pro-

EZLN PRD members had to shut up, or, those who daredPresident of France, Danielle Mitterrand, coming down there
and making a massive intervention, an atrocious one, which speak, ended up walking out, to the jeers of other participants.

Exemplary was what happened in Mexicali, Baja Californiacaused a real reaction from the Mexican government. . . .
“But, that’s the problem. And so the Mexicans realize, that on Feb. 17, after MSIA leader Alberto Vizcarra presented

EIR’s material to 150 people. As the PRD members presentif this is allowed to continue—And it is allowed to continue
precisely because of foreign pressure, principally from this slinked out, a journalist stood and recited the words of Mexi-

co’s national anthem: “Mexicans: to arms! . . . Should a for-French-centered synarchist crowd, which has a big base in
the Caribbean area, and also from sympathizers and fellow eign enemy dare profane your soil . . . remember, O Beloved

Country, that Heaven has given you a soldier in every son!”thinkers of those guys inside the United States itself, who
are all pressuring Mexico to respect the human rights of an These electrified responses of the population have thrown

the Zapatistas and their narco-terrorist São Paulo Foruminvading army of terrorists coming from places like Belize,
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friends into hysteria; they are now accusing the Mexican gov-
ernment of feeding a “xenophobic,” “vile,” “chauvinist,”
campaign which seeks to bring back “bygone eras of sick and
anti-foreign nationalism.”

To this, Government Secretary Francisco Labastida
Ochoa said on Feb. 17, “We Mexicans cannot forget the les- Terrorist outbreak
sons of our history; foreign interventions have been tragic
for Mexico.” The reference was to those who supported the targets South Asia
French invasion of Mexico which imposed Maximilian Haps-
burg as emperor (1863-67), and to the loss of more than half by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan Maitra
the national territory in the U.S.-Mexican War of 1847-48,
orchestrated by the southern slave-owning interests. He said

At least 30 people were killed when a series of bombs went offthat the government “will not tolerate any violation of the
Constitution,” which prohibits foreigners from intervening on Feb. 14 in the southern Indian textile city of Coimbatore, in

the state of Tamil Nadu. Since then, more bombs have gonein Mexico’s internal affairs, and defended the government’s
decision to deport, since December, nearly 20 foreigners off and caches of arms, bombs, and explosives have been

unearthed. The bombs were not aimed at any individual, butcaught acting on behalf of the EZLN in Chiapas.
This was the government’s response to the EZLN’s cate- were placed in busy streets to kill at random and generate

terror.gorical rejection on Feb. 16, of four amendments proposed
by the government to the bill drafted by the Congressional Al-Umma and the Jihad Committee, two Islamic groups

identified with riots in November 1996, have been bannedConcordance and Pacification Commission (Cocopa), to im-
plement the so-called “San Andrés Larrainzar Accords” by the government of Tamil Nadu, following the reported

discovery by police of an “explosive factory” in the areassigned by the government and the EZLN in 1996. The juridi-
cal interpretation of these accords contained in the Cocopa where these organizations are active.

Coimbatore has become communally hypersensitive andbill, Labastida said, “does not correspond to the spirit and
letter of [said accords]; its vagueness could endanger the unity thus easy picking for any terrorist group, within or outside

India. There is little doubt from the way these bomb explo-of the Mexican state, the integrity of national territory, the
rights of all Mexicans, and reopen conflict on land tenure.” sions were carried out, that the killing groups are supported

and instigated from outside. Indian intelligence has alreadyThe EZLN had taken advantage of the arrival in Chiapas
on Feb. 16, of 200 members of a so-called International Civil named Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), charging

the agency with trying to disrupt India’s parliamentary elec-Commission for Observation of Human Rights, an interna-
tional front for pro-Zapatista NGOs, to announce its rejection tions, thefirst phase of which started two days after the explo-

sions took place.of the amendments. That day, to the war cry of “All or noth-
ing!,” Commander Ezequiel said at a demonstration in San The problem is that identifying any terrorist group as a

beneficiary of the ISI, in the present context, means almostCristóbal de Las Casas, that the EZLN will allow “not a
comma, nor a period, nor an accent, nor a word, nor a letter nothing. The ISI, which was transformed into its present

amorphous form in the early ’90s, following the collapse ofwhich is not included in what the legislators of Cocopa drew
up.” His speech was couched in the Marxist verbiage of the the Soviet Union, is heavily infiltrated by terrorists and for-

eign intelligence, particularly the British MI5. How it got tofirst documents of the EZLN in 1994, when it declared: “We
wantasocial revolution inwhichtheproletariat takescontrol.” be what it is, is well known by now. In the ’80s, the Western

countries poured money and arms into the Pakistan-Afghani-The EZLN decision to force a confrontation was presaged,
when Ruiz, in an attack on the Army, told the Italian daily La stan theater, to drive the invading Soviet forces out of Afghan-

istan, and they conveniently looked the other way when theStampa on Jan. 21: “The collision is inevitable, and thus the
future will be decided in a few weeks.” On Feb. 19, acting as Afghansi terrorists, as they are called, were trained and sus-

tained by the ISI with the same arms that had been designateda spokesman for the EZLN during a trip to Europe financed
by the International Coordinator of NGOs of Support and Aid to be used against the Soviet Army.

The ISI and the Afghansi were allowed to generate “oper-for the Third World, Ruiz declared from Switzerland that “the
EZLN no longer has confidence in the authorities.” ational money” from drugs cultivated in Afghanistan. There

was no accountability and there were no checks and balances.That same day, in his capacity as Supreme Commander
of the Armed Forces, President Ernesto Zedillo warned Army The Western nations, as well as all anti-Soviet forces in the

region, paid no attention to the monster being created. Theyofficers that there are people willing to use Indian women and
children as “cannon fodder,” and who wish to see the Army were interested only in the bottom line, which was to batter

the Soviet Army in Afghanistan.“brutally repressing” Indians, to thus feed conflict and divi-
sion. The Army must avoid all such provocations, he said. Following the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, and
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the subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union, ISI became a Indian states caused a fragmentation of political forces there.
This in turn has provided ample opportunity to various terror-part of the international drugs-arms network operating in the

region. British intelligence and the Israeli Mossad, among ist “ethnic” outfits, such as the Naxalites and Tamil Tigers, to
develop a strong network. The terrorists consider the rise ofothers, work closely with the ISI, as they also do with the

terrorist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), or Tamil the BJP in southern India as a threat to their operation. Their
likely plan is to unleash terrorism throughout southern India,Tigers, to physically eliminate political leaders whenever

required. The same groups are also used to supply arms to by instigating the fanatic fringe within the Muslim commu-
nity against the pro-Hindu leanings of the BJP, to create a fearvarious separatist groups, large and small, operating in the

subcontinent. In other words, wherever ISI’s paw marks can psychosis. The Tamil Tigers and the other London-controlled
terrorists have all the reason to step on the accelerator now.be found, one can be sure that London is aware, if not

in control. Speaking at the 15th Asian Regional Conference of Interpol
in Canberra, Australia, on Feb. 24, India’s Central Bureau ofIn Coimbatore, the Tamil Tigers are also active. The Ti-

gers, who have been identified by Washington as a terrorist Investigation (CBI) chief, D.R. Karthikeyan, urged Interpol
to keep a tab on all the arms and ammunition sold worldwide,outfit, continue to get their support from London. Front orga-

nizations of the Tigers, such as the World Tamil Association in order to track down the terrorist buyers. He said that India
has become a victim of international terrorism.(WTA) and the World Tamil Movement (WTM), operate

from London, while the Federal Association of Canadian
Tamils (FACT) operates from Canada. Recently, in an inter- Why now?

At this writing, the Tamil Tigers are fighting for sheerview with the Indian daily The Hindu, Sri Lankan Foreign
Minister Lakshman Kadirgamar said that the strategy “is to survival within Sri Lanka. Colombo has stepped up military

pressure and President Chandrika Kumaratunga has an-curb their fundraising.” Despite requests from the Sri Lankan
government in Colombo, however, Tamil front organizations, nounced that the terrorist menace will be eliminated in 1998.

Washington’s labelling of the LTTE as a terrorist outfit is alsosuch as WTA and WTM, continue to raise money in the
United Kingdom. going to affect the Tigers. Simply put, the Tigers are now

desperately trying to get arms into Sri Lanka, so that their
comrades can continue fighting. They are still raising moneyNew threats to religious harmony

The Coimbatore riots and bombings are developing a per- internationally by becoming an important part of the global
narcotics-trafficking network. But the problem they face, ismanent rift between the Muslims and Hindus, who were living

in southern India in peace and harmony, unaffected by the how to get large amounts of arms into Sri Lanka on a regu-
lar basis.1947 partition of the subcontinent which deeply scarred rela-

tions between these two dominant religious groups in the One safe passageway for the Tigers was to ship arms from
southern Thailand and Singapore to the northeastern coast ofnorth. A few months before the Coimbatore riots, the state of

Karnataka, which borders the Coimbatore district of Tamil Sri Lanka. This route had been used for a long time, and the
British arms suppliers had delivered the goods to Singapore.Nadu, experienced riots and a breakdown of relations between

Hindus and Muslims. However, this route became too exposed and the Indian Navy
cut it off. A number of mid-sea encounters with the IndianJust to the west of Coimbatore is the state of Kerala, with

a significant Muslim population. Over the years huge sums Navy have forced the Tigers to abandon this route.
Subsequently, the Tigers, helped by the terrorists fromof money have been sent to Kerala from Kuwait, ostensibly

to strengthen Islamic institutions in the state. In addition, a northeast India, such as the United Liberation Front of Asom
(ULFA), National Socialist Council of Nagaland (NSCN-M),large number of Muslims from Kerala go to the Gulf emirates

and Kuwait, as migrant workers. Money sent back by these People’s Liberation Army (PLA) of Manipur, and Tripura
National Volunteers (TNV), were receiving their arms alongworkers has improved the standard of living of their relatives.

This is being exploited by a fanatic fringe within the Hindu the east coast of Myanmar. On Feb. 9, a joint operation by
the Indian Army, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard, calledcommunity, often instigated by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak

Sangh (RSS), the shadowy organization that provides the Operation Leech, intercepted a posse of gun runners with
two trawlers and two small boats. The Operation Leech teamleadership support to the largest parliamentary political party,

the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). seized 145 weapons in all—rocket launchers, M-series of
rifles, AK-47s, heavy machine guns, pistols, and 40,000Following the weakening of the Congress party, the only

national party till the end of ’80s, southern Indian states have rounds of ammunition, including 200 AK-47 magazines.
Reports indicate that the arms were heading toward thebeen dominated by regional parties with narrow objectives.

However, the rise of the BJP throughout southern India during southeastern coast of India, from where they would travel by
fast boat across the Palk Strait to northern Sri Lanka to thethe last two years has created a new situation, with long-term

political ramifications. Tigers. Some of these arms were also marked for the Naxalites
operating in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh.The absence of a strong national party in the southern
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Australia Dossier by Robert Barwick

Constitutional Convention run by Crown
The big concern of many delegates

opposed to a direct election model wasHer Majesty’s lackeys ensured that it did not adopt a republic,
that it would require a “codifying ofbut retained the British parliamentary system. the powers of the President.” Under
the Westminster system, Australia’s
Governor-General, as the representa-
tive of the Queen, is ostensibly a fig-Australia is set to remain a colony tions that he was the “Goanna” (“Mr. urehead, but one who commands “re-
serve powers,” powers which are ill-of the British Empire, following the Big”) of the Australian underworld

who was alleged to be involved indecision of the Constitutional Con- defined, but crucial. For example, in
1975, on orders from the Crown, thevention to retain the British parliamen- drug-running, racketeering, murder,

and pornography rackets. Former Newtary system as its form of government. homosexual Governor-General Sir
John Kerr sacked the democraticallyOn Feb. 13, the convention wrapped South Wales Premier Neville Wran,

Turnbull’s deputy in ARM, playedup ten days of intense debate by voting elected Australian Prime Minister
Gough Whitlam, who was trying to as-to hold a national referendum on good cop to Turnbull’s bad cop

throughout the convention: Turnbullwhether Australia will adopt an Aus- sert national sovereignty over Austra-
lia’s vast mineral wealth. Codifyingtralian citizen as head of state and be- was described as “arrogant” and a

bully, because of his arm-twisting tac-come a “republic,” or whether the the powers of the President, U.S.-
style, would remove the clandestinecountry will remain a constitutional tics toward other delegates, while

Wran was the mediator. Betweenmonarchy. However, in the planned intrigues that characterize the power
structure of a parliamentary system; areferendum, rather than voting yes or them, they had the greatest impact at

the convention: Turnbull is beingno on whether to become a republic, coalition of the ARM and the ap-
pointed parliamentary delegates en-the people of Australia will be asked called the “father of the republic.”

From the beginning, the Constitu-to vote for a specific model of republic, sured its defeat.
Another stated concern of oppo-in which the head of state, the Presi- tional Convention was stacked to give

the ARM, and other defenders ofdent, will be appointed and dismissed nents of direct election of the President
was the potential for the office to beby a majority of the parliament. the parliamentary system, maximum

power. The government of avowedThis model is contrary to what filled by an opponent to the establish-
ment. As an example, some delegatesopinion polls show the vast majority pro-monarchist Prime Minister John

Winston Howard mandated that halfof people want in a republic, which is singled out Independent Federal MP
Pauline Hanson, who has gathered aa President directly elected by a major- the delegates would be elected by the

general population via a non-compul-ity of the people, i.e., the end of the sizable following for her populist at-
tacks on Aboriginal land rights and tar-British parliamentary, or Westmin- sory postal ballot, and half would be

appointed by the government; most ofster, system. At the convention, the iff cuts. But the establishment’s real
fear was expressed by former Gover-fiercest opposition to direct election the appointees were state and Federal

parliamentarians, most of whom vig-came not from the monarchists, but nor-General Bill Hayden, who pre-
dicted during the convention that Han-from another group of loyal assets of orously defend the parliamentary sys-

tem. Voter participation in the electionthe British Crown: the Australian Re- son would dissipate as a political
power, because of her lack of “intel-publican Movement (ARM). was less than 50%, figures unheard of

in Australia (which has a compulsoryThe ARM is the baby of merchant lectual force.” The problem, Hayden
warned, is that the resulting void willbanker Malcolm Turnbull, the long- voting system), but perhaps indicative

of a realization among the populationtime in-house lawyer of press baron be filled by a force which does have
such potency.Kerry Packer, Australia’s richest man that, in the Westminster system, the

subjects have no say anyway. To fur-and a personal friend of the royal fam- Hayden was unmistakably refer-
ring to Lyndon LaRouche’s Austra-ily (Packer shares a box with the ther shore up the parliamentary model,

Howard appointed the nation’s high-Queen at the Royal Ascot races). Turn- lian co-thinkers, the Citizens Elec-
toral Council, a Federal political partybull became famous by defending est-ranked Privy Councillor, National

Party MP Ian Sinclair, as conventionPacker when the billionaire was forced which has just announced a slate of
32 candidates for the next election,to appear before the 1983 Costigan chairman, rather than allowing the del-

egates to elect their own chair.Royal Commission to answer allega- which could be held as early as July.
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Yeltsin exhibits “worrying eccentricity,” Shevardnadze will not rule for long. He will
Laith Shubeilat under and his “political powers seem to be failing soon be replaced by the supporters of late

Gamsakhurdia.’ ” Gamsakhurdia and thehim too.” A Russian political scientist fromarrest in Jordan
the talking heads circuit, was quoted: “Yelt- late Chechen Gen. Jokar Dudayev were

close acquaintances.sin will die a President. The only questionLeading Jordanian opposition figure and
is when.”Schiller Institute collaborator Laith Shubei-

The Feb. 18 Financial Times reported onlat was arrested in Ma’an on Feb. 19, after
the State of the Federation speech, that thespeaking during Friday prayers at the local Pope moves ahead with“frail figure of Mr. Yeltsin” was able tomosque. Later that day, demonstrators gath-
“fleetingly shed the bumbling incoherence Christian-Islamic dialogueered in front of the mosque, protesting possi-
which has characterized some of his recentble U.S. military action against Iraq, despite
public appearances.” In an editorial, the Pope John Paul II moved ahead on severalthe government’s recent ban on all demon-
Times said that if Yeltsin wanted to dismiss fronts in February to consolidate a dialoguestrations. One protester was killed when au-
ministers who fail to secure growth, “he between Islam and Christianity. He met withthorities tried to break up the rally.
should, in justice, consider firing himself, Iranian Foreign Minister Kamal Kharrazi,Shubeilat, who heads the country’s
since his endless intrigues are what makes the first Iranian official to be received at the30,000-member engineers association and
it so difficult for any group of ministers to Vatican since the election of President Sey-is a former member of Parliament, had ear-
succeed. His subordinates cannot tell him yed Mohammad Khatami. According tolier in the week protested the government
this. Maybe, [IMF Managing Director] Mi- Iranian sources for the Italian news agencyban on all demonstrations. He is being
chel Camdessus . . . will dare to do so.” ANSA, Kharazzi delivered to John Paul II ablamed for instigating the disturbances. Al-

message from Khatami concerning the dia-though no charges have been filed against
logue among religions. Last October, Kha-him, it is widely believed that he will be
tami sent a message to the Pope, stressingaccused of inciting to riot or sedition, and UN observers kidnapped that, “The followers of divine religionslèse-majesté. He is currently in an Amman
should work to spread peace and stability inprison, and can receive visits only from in tumultuous Georgia
the world.”his lawyer.

On Feb. 16, John Paul II received theThese developments reflect the fact that Four United Nations observers were kid-
credentials of Ambassador Husein-Fuadthe political and social system in Jordan is napped on Feb. 19 in Zugdidi, western Geor-
Mustafa Kabaziya of Libya. The Holy Seereaching a boiling point, as a result of ten- gia, near where Russian forces police a dis-
and Libya established diplomatic relationssions generated by the Iraq crisis. Sources engagement line around the Republic of
on March 10, 1997. During the meeting,in Jordan expect the government to declare Abkhazia (part of Georgia). The Georgian
John Paul II echoed the ambassador’s wordsa state of emergency, or martial law, until Foreign Ministry said that local women and
regarding “the will of the Libyan people tothe crisis is over. One indication of the ten- children were also taken hostage, by a band
contribute to peace in the world.” Christianssions in the country, is the fact that a chief of 10-20 attackers. The kidnappers are re-
and Muslims, he said, “have many things injustice has been sacked for trying to defend portedly “Zviadists,” from the legions of the
common, as men and as believers. . . . [Thisthe laws guaranteeing freedom of the press. late ex-President Zviad Gamsakhurdia. The
dialogue] presupposes the capacity to recog-The judge had ruled that the government’s Foreign Ministry called the attack “a contin-
nize God with humble submission and toamendments to the press law, limiting free- uation of the Feb. 8 terrorist act against the
bear witness to Him through word and deed.dom, were unconstitutional. He was sacked country’s President [Eduard Shevardnadze]
. . . In a world that desires unity and peace,after only two and a half months in office. and is another expression of international
faith must favor understanding among peo-terrorism.”
ples and promote dialogue, so that differ-By Feb. 16, Georgian police had de-
ences and conflicts may be resolved not bytained six of the 26 members of the Shevard-London press chorus means of destruction but through mutual co-nadze hit squad, most of whom appeared to
operation.”hums dirge for Russia be Zviadists, and uncovered a “gigantic”

Also in February, the Vatican an-weapons cache, according to Russian TV.
nounced the reform of the Constitution ofOn the occasion of Russian President Boris On Feb. 11, a person calling himself “Sal-
the Vicariat, the Catholic leadership of theYeltsin’s State of the Federation speech, but man Raduyev,” head of the paramilitary
city of Rome, whose bishop is, of course, thealso coinciding with the International Mone- “Army Named after Dudayev,” claimed re-
Pope. The new Constitution states: “To-tary Fund delegation’s invasion of Moscow sponsibility for the attempt on Shevard-
wards the followers of Islam and other reli-and Russia’s heightened role in attempts to nadze, which is likely a diversion, but Kom-
gions present in Rome, an attitude of wel-defuse the London-orchestrated Iraq crisis, somolskaya Pravda noted that, “two days
come and social solidarity is to beleading British press outlets proclaimed before the assault (Feb. 8) ‘Raduyev’ [the
developed, together with dialogue and col-Yeltsin as good as dead already. The Econo- original Chechen guerrilla named Raduyev
laboration.”mist of Feb. 14 set the ghoulish tone, writing, is believed dead] predicted, ‘This upstart
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Starr’s Justice Department:
‘Hitman’ Ewing and his thugs
by Edward Spannaus

“I believe that we look at the Department of Justice as our upon the career prosecutors who make up his staff. New
York Post columnist John Crudele, who used to be a regularmodel,” said Whitewater independent counsel Kenneth Starr

on Feb. 19, 1997, in describing how he had organized his beneficiary of leaks from Starr’s office, wrote on Feb. 18,
1997, that Starr’s resignation would have absolutely no effectinquisition against President Bill Clinton. “While the Justice

Department does not command an independent counsel, the on the course of the Whitewater investigation. Crudele’s
sources told him that Starr “has not done the actual prosecut-Justice Department and its values and its culture” guide the

independent counsel, Starr declared. ion of any of the Whitewater-related cases, and wouldn’t in
the future.”And, we shall see how true that statement is.

Starr described how he had recruited “richly experienced A few days later, Crudele went further, and also pretty
much admitted that his source was Hickman Ewing. Crudeleprofessional prosecutors, career Justice Department law-

yers,” and cited particularly his two deputies: W. Hickman declared that Starr’s resignation could turn into “the White
House’s worst nightmare,” because the Whitewater investi-Ewing in Little Rock, Arkansas, and Jackie Bennett in

Washington, D.C. Starr boasted to the Fairfax Country, Vir- gation would be taken over by the “tough-as-nails criminal
prosecutor” Ewing.ginia Bar Association that “we are trying to be a faithful mi-

crocosm of the Justice Department.” “Ewing flat-out thinks Bill and Hillary Clinton are cor-
rupt,” Crudele wrote, adding the admission: “I know, becauseStarr’s comments drew little attention at a time when the

news media’s focus was on Starr’s controversial and soon- I’ve discussed the matter with him.”
Ewing had just brought in two more veteran Federal pros-rescinded resignation, in order to take a position at Pepperdine

University in California, a position financed by Richard Mel- ecutors with whom he had worked in the past: Thomas
Dawson, from Justice Department headquarters and laterlon Scaife, the “Daddy Warbucks” of Clinton’s worst ene-

mies. But, in fact, Starr’s office is made of up some of the Mississippi, and Solomon Wisenberg, who went from DOJ
headquarters to being a Federal prosecutor in North Carolinabiggest thugs among the Justice Department’s stable of career

prosecutors. They are heavily Southern, and conservative, and then Texas. Jackie Bennett, a DOJ veteran who worked
under Ewing in Little Rock, was about to move to Starr’sand many have carried out racist targetting of black and His-

panic elected offcials in the past, as part of a program which Washington office to run the investigation there—which Ben-
nett still does today. Bennett and Ewing were both involvedwas known inside the FBI as “Operation Fruehmenschen”

(i.e., “early” or “primitive man”). in the Whitewater-related trial of Susan McDougal, James
McDougal, and former Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker in
Little Rock in 1996.Why Starr could resign

In a sense, Starr himself is irrelevant; he has never prose- Hickman Ewing has been with the Justice Department for
over a quarter-century, since 1972, beginning as an Assistantcuted a criminal case in his life. He is totally dependent
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U.S. Attorney in the Western District of Tennessee; in 1981, panic Congressman.
Bennett still maintains his reputation for bullying andhe was appointed as United States Attorney for that district

by President Ronald Reagan, and remained in that position browbeating witnesses. “Everybody has the same complaint
about him,” Arkansas Weekly editor Max Brantley recentlyuntil 1991.

Ewing was described in a 1996 Wall Street Journal article told the Washington Post. “He screams and berates witnesses.
He’s a schoolyard bully. Just about any defense attorney inas having “always pursued political corruption cases with a

religious fervor—zealotry, some say—befitting his funda- Little Rock came away from Bennett feeling abused or
worse.”mentalist faith.” Ewing has tried over 100 criminal cases, and

he has targetted and convicted a governor, ten sheriffs, and a
host of lesser public officials. Udolf: Experience in illegal tactics

Bruce Udolf, hired by Starr last summer, had been aEwing played a prominent role in the targetting and prose-
cution of Rep. Harold Ford, the popular black Congressman Federal prosecutor in Miami, also specializing in “public

corruption” cases. In Florida, Udolf prosecuted three judges,from Memphis, who underwent a ten-year ordeal of abuse
and prosecution, from 1983 to 1993—most of which was five mayors, several city counsel members, and policeman.

In one case, that of Hialeah Mayor Raul Martinez, Mar-under then-U.S. Attorney Hickman Ewing.
Ford’s case has been described by Judge Ira Murphy, a tinez was convicted, but he won his appeal. Martinez was

tried a second time, resulting in a hung jury. And then, Udolfformer Tennessee legislator and judge, as “one of the most
egregious cases in the harassment and abuse of a black elected prosecuted Martinez yet a third time. The third trial ended

in an acquittal on one count, and a hung jury on the other five.official in the history of the United States Justice Department,
where for no apparent reason other than racism, revenge, and “If independent counsel Kenneth Starr was looking for

a prosecutor with experience in ruthless and illegal tactics,jealousy over the advancement of black elected officials, a
man was persecuted.”1 he found him in former northeast Georgia district attorney

Bruce Udolf,” said an editorial in the Atlanta ConstitutionFord, after having served three terms in the Tennessee
State Legislature, was elected to the U.S. Congress in 1973, on Feb. 14, 1998. “From seeking search warrants based on

mere speculation to throwing an ordinary citizen in jail ondefeating a Republican. After years of investigation, Ford was
indicted in 1987, and he went to trial in 1990, which ended in a bogus charge . . . Udolf’s actions depict a prosecutor so

determined to get a conviction he was willing to disregarda hung jury and a mistrial.
Ewing’s office had unsuccessfully tried to hold the trial the U.S. Constitution’s Bill of Rights.”

In one case in Georgia which has been recently publi-in a white area at the other end of the state. For the second
trial, Ewing’s office maneuvered to transfer the trial to a pre- cized, Udolf was found liable by a jury for violating a

defendant’s civil rights in a 1985 case; he was ordered todominately white area outside of Memphis. And still, the jury
acquitted Ford of all charges. pay $50,000 in damages.

So, despite Ewing’s best efforts, until he decided not to
seek reelection in 1996, Ford remained in the U.S. Congress. Emmick: help for drug pushers

Michael Emmick came to public attention recently whenAmong others in Starr’s stable of Justice Department
prosecutors are the following: Susan McDougal, imprisoned by Starr and Ewing for refusing

to cooperate with their investigation, stated that Emmick had
sent her a letter threatening to bring additional criminalBennett: a schoolyard bully

Jackie Bennett, who now runs Starr’s Washington office. charges against her—for criminal contempt and obstruction
of justice—if she still refused to cooperate. McDougal hasAfter serving as a prosecutor in Indiana, Bennett came to

Justice Department headquarters in 1985, where he worked emphasized repeatedly that Starr’s office simply wants her to
lie, and that she fears they will charge her with perjury if shein the Criminal Division’s Public Integrity Section, prosecu-

ting, or overseeing prosecutions of, elected officials. tells a truthful story which does not conform to the story that
Starr and Ewing want her to tell.Among those he has directly prosecuted was U.S. Rep.

Albert Bustamante, in San Antonio, Texas in 1993. Represen- Emmick was also the attorney who detained Monica Lew-
inksy on Jan. 16, after Lewinsky had been lured into an FBItative Bustamante charged that the Justice Department was

retaliating against him, because of his support of Hispanic trap by Linda Tripp; among other things, Emmick threatened
Lewinsky’s parents, as well as Monica herself.FBI agents in an equal-opportunity lawsuit against the FBI.

At his trial, Bustamante’s attorney called Bennett a “bully” Emmick, who was also only hired by Starr last summer, is
a 15-year veteran of the U.S. Attorney’s office in Los Angeles,who had stormed into San Antonio from Washington, intim-

idating witnesses to try and make his case against the His- and has been chief of its public corruption and government
fraud section since 1990.

In one case prosecuted by Emmick in Los Angeles, a judge1. See the Independent Hearings to Investigate Misconduct by the U.S. De-
partment of Justice, the Schiller Institute, Aug. 31-Sept. 1, 1995. dismissed an indictment against a female sheriff’s deputy on
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tax charges, and concluded that “the government’s intent was stealing money.
But in the 1991 trial, in which Emmick was the chiefcallous, coercive, and vindictive.” The court said that prose-

cutors had “used threats, deceit, and harassment techniques” prosecutor, all the defendants were acquitted, and Emmick
was accused by the defendants of leaking information againstagainst the woman in an attempt to win her cooperation before

Emmick prosecuted her. The court said that prosecutors had the officers.
Emmick used drug dealers such as Ricky Ross as wit-“violated the due process clause.”

According to defense lawyers in Los Angeles who have nesses against the cops and deputies; later, Emmick appeared
as a “character witness” on behalf of convicted drug traf-dealt with Emmick, he was known there for using very rough

tactics, including indicting a target’s parents, spouse, and so ficker Ross.
During the preparation of the Los Angeles Sheriff’s reporton.

As a Federal prosecutor, Emmick also went after a group on the allegations of the San Jose Mercury News series, a
police officer who had been involved in the initial stages ofof Los Angeles County deputies and a police officer who were

accused of corruption in the wake of raids on the Blandón- the Blandón-Meneses investigation, Jerry Guzzetta, was in-
terviewed. The Sheriff’s report states:Meneses drug ring in 1986—the drug ring which provided

the drugs to “Freeway Ricky” Ross, and which was the subject “Guzzetta expressed very strong feelings about the fate
of the majority of law enforcement officers who investigatedof the famous 1996 San Jose Mercury News series on the CIA

and crack cocaine. (Although, in reality, as EIR has shown, it Blandón. He stated, “Every policeman who ever got close to
Blandón was either told to back-off, investigated by their ownwas not the CIA, but George Bush and his “secret govern-

ment” apparatus which was behind the Contra/drug oper- department, forced to retire, or indicted.”
You, the reader, have now met a few of the Justice Depart-ation.)

A number of people believe that these prosecutions were ment thugs who make up Starr’s office. There are others, as
well, but you now have some idea of what Starr meant, whenpart of a cover-up of the U.S. government’s role in the

Contra-linked drug ring. The deputies and detectives were he proclaimed that the “values and the culture” of the Justice
Department are what guides his own office.accused of beating suspects, planting drugs on suspects, and
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State legislators battle
to end prison privatization
by Marianna Wertz and Rochelle Ascher

The interviews, below, with Tennessee State Rep. Joe Towns would privatize 70% of the state’s prisons.
Troupe is fighting privatization not only in Missouri, asand Missouri State Rep. Charles Quincy Troupe, reflect the

intense battle that is now raging across the United States, to he indicates in the interview, but nationwide. Last December,
he put a proposal before the 21st Annual Legislative Caucusdefeat the scourge of privatization of the penal system.

Though privatization hasn’t yet entirely taken over our pris- meeting of the National Black Caucus of State Legislators
(NBCSL) in Milwaukee, demanding that all African-Ameri-ons and jails, the growing threat has prompted honest legisla-

tors—those who still represent their constituents and not the can elected officials act immediately to put a halt to this new
form of slavery. He has circulated his draft legislation (seemonied interests behind the manifold privatization scams—

to begin a real grassroots fight. box) for adoption in the 44 states where there are Black Cau-
cuses.The facade of respectability surrounding the privatizers

began to crack last August, when a videotape taken at the The Schiller Institute has been actively involved in aiding
these efforts, and we invite other state legislators to join inBrazoria County Detention Facility outside Houston, Texas,

showing guards at a private prison beating prisoners, kicking the fight. For more information, the authors can be reached at
(703) 771-8390.them in the groin, and subjecting them to dog attacks, circu-

lated nationwide (see EIR, Sept. 5, 1997). As Representative
Troupe discusses, the fallout from that incident prompted the
company, Capital Correctional Resources, Inc., to turn tail
and run in January, completely abandoning its facility in

Interview: Joseph TownsTexas, after Troupe and other state legislators, from Okla-
homa and Massachusetts, yanked their prisoner-victims out
of CCRI’s bloody hands.

EIR spoke on Feb. 23 with Brazoria County Judge Willey, Tennessee State Rep. Joe
Towns (D-84—Memphis)who said the former CCRI facility, with 4-500 beds, is now

being used to house county prisoners, though the county may was interviewed on Feb. 18
by Rochelle Ascher andseek another private company to take over in May, when the

CCRI contract runs out. Marianna Wertz.
One of the centers of the fight is Tennessee, home to the

world’s biggest prison privatization company, Corrections EIR: What is the current
status of any legislationCorporation of America (see EIR, Dec. 12, 1997). CCA

thought its home state, where it controls most of the legisla- that’s pending on the issue
of prison privatization intive leadership, should have been an easy target. But that

has not been the case. As EIR reported, the state’s residents, Tennessee?
Towns: What has been presented is not actually a bill. Weparticularly African-Americans, are up in arms in opposition

to what they rightly view as a proposal to reinstate slavery have been presented with a proposed document that embraces
the characteristics of what the bill will look like. So, you don’tin the state.

CCA’s proposed plan to privatize all the state’s prisons have an official bill that has been filed. But you have meetings
and discussions on the document, from which the bill shouldwas smothered by opposition last year, when it was first

brought before the Select Oversight Committee on Correc- be drafted. It’s kind of like “Catch 22.”
tions in October. Today, as Representative Towns reports,
rallies with hundreds of people are occurring repeatedly in EIR: Is that document something that would privatize all

prisons in the state?the state, aimed at stopping a new version of that bill, which
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Towns: What it would do is privatize about 70% of the pris- Towns: Right. They believe that what they’re doing is taking
care of their friends, by buying from their friends. That’s whatons in Tennessee. That 70% would exclude the people with

AIDS, it would exclude your high-maintenance prisoners and was told to me.
so on. About 70% of the system would be privatized and it
would exclude some other areas of the Tennessee penal EIR: As I understand it, CCA is a real power in Tennessee,

because that’s where its headquarters is.system.
Towns: They’re no power to me!

EIR: You’ve been leading a fight against this. You had a big
meeting, I understand, last week, to drum up opposition to EIR: I understand some of their friends are coming down

hard on you.this privatization plan.
Towns: That is correct. We also had a major press confer- Towns: I’m the kind, when you push me, I push back. There

are some people that may be a little irritated, but I’m nobody’sence against it at the state capitol yesterday—probably 300
people or more. whipping-boy. Everybody is equal here. I work for the people

of District 84. They are my boss and I work for poor people
and people that are underserved across the state. I’m not wor-EIR: Tell us about it.

Towns: There were quite a few people who spoke. Rep. ried about anybody coming down on me, because they’ve got
the right one, and I enjoy fighting.John Mark Windle [(D-Livingston)] spoke. Sen. [Speaker

Pro Tem Robert] Rochelle spoke against it. I spoke. There
were several other speakers. A lot of people, as well as EIR: The fact that you still have few private prisons in Ten-

nessee indicates the people don’t really want it.myself, called it a private scam, referencing privatization.
Nowhere in the community where we’ve gone and conversed Towns: We don’t need it. It’s actually going to exploit peo-

ple and cost us more money. You’re exploiting people andwith people, relative to this issue, have we found one person
who is for privatization. That’s black, that’s white, that’s you’re perpetuating human misery and suffering. There are

no incentives for people to be gotten out of jail. In fact, thatAsian, that’s the people of the community. Nobody seems
to be for it. If you’re the average Joe, the average citizen, privatized penal system becomes a hotel room that I want to

keep filled. If I’m the private owner of that place, I’m goingwhich is me, no one is for it.
But if you’re a business person, you may find something to try to keep your butt in there as long as I can, because I’m

getting paid for you. There are no incentives in the systema little bit different. But I have not found any business persons
to converse with me positively towards privatization, things at all.

Another thing is that it hurts the legitimate businesses.of that nature, as well as how the savings have taken a drastic
nose-dive, in terms of how they started off initially. It’s gone The cheap labor puts other businesses out of business. You’re

making furniture, and I have privatized prisons, and I havefrom a projected savings of $140 million down to $25 million.
But the Corrections Corporation of America has not indicated labor in there that we’re paying 30¢ an hour for. I can put your

butt out of business, because you can’t compete with me.exactly where the savings are.
What the employees of the penal system stated is, that if That’s what slavery was founded on: cheap to no-cost labor.

You’re putting legitimate people out of business, instead ofthe system would allow the employees to run the system, that
they could save the money by not buying food, clothing, etc. paying people $8, $10 an hour. How can you compete with

that?For everything that they buy, they are paying double and
triple the price to some of the friends of the people that are
supporting this legislation. That’s what was said by the state EIR: When I [Rochelle Ascher] attended the debate that oc-

curred at the Black Caucus Legislative Retreat, the Tennesseeemployees at the rally yesterday. They feel that the money
that’s spent in the Tennessee penal system could considerably State Employees Association, and a lot of the people in the

room, who were employees of the Department of Corrections,be reduced, if the people that are in charge, the directors and
so forth—if politics, in other words, were taken out of the raised several things to James Ball, who was there represent-

ing CCA. They raised that there was no guarantee of theiroperation of the penal system—if those persons could go and
buy food and what they need, where they need to buy it, for jobs, that there was no guarantee of their pensions, that there

was no guarantee of their retirement; and they cited the factthe best price. They can’t do that.
that CCA in particular, and these other privatized companies,
tend to replace state workers with employees at lower pay,EIR: You’re saying that, even though it isn’t run by private

companies, it still can’t go to the lowest bidder? and if they do save money, it’s by lowering the wages of the
Department of Corrections personnel. Was this brought up atTowns: That’s exactly right.
the rally yesterday? Were a lot of the people at the rally people
who work for the state?EIR: And that’s because of who controls the state gov-

ernment? Towns: Most of the people attending the rally were state
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employees. If you are a business person, your highest cost, Another thing is that those inmates who file a lawsuit,
they’re going to reject that liability as well. If I file a lawsuitafter your capital equipment, is going to be your labor cost.

It’s a natural progression that they’re going to downsize, lay on the privatized situation, they don’t want that liability. They
want the state to pick up that liability. So the state will be heldoff people, or reduce salaries, orfire people and bring in others

at new salary caps. That’s part of the reason for the pandemo- accountable for something that they are doing that’s wrong.
As we know, CCA has a history of mistreating prisonersnium, because we know that that’s one of the things that

they’re going to do. across the country.
The other thing that privatization does, is it jeopardizesYou get a climate of welfare reform, but you’re inducing

people to go back on the welfare rolls. What I said in one the attorney-client privilege. A man is incarcerated. He goes
into a privatized situation and he can actually be shippedof the meetings was that privatization of a penal system

breeds crime itself. It breeds crime, because eventually those anywhere within that privatized system, 200 miles away.
What lawyer is going to defend him 200 miles away? Thatpeople that you’re putting out of a job, they’re going to get

involved in something, in order to live, that may not alto- should be ruled unconstitutional, because he’s entitled to due
process. He has appeals that are still going on, all kinds ofgether be legal.
paperwork that is being filed in the locality where the alleged
crime took place.EIR: You just mentioned this question of AIDS and so forth.

From what I understand, CCA will not allow any AIDS pris- Then you also create a hardship on the families of the
people that are incarcerated, because they have to travel tooners into any of their prisons. I also understand they have a

medical cap of $3-4,000 a year. So the state ends up with all these places. They’ve gotten the schedule of their lives accus-
tomed to going and seeing their children or fathers or mothersthe prisoners who are extremely expensive. Is that what you

were referring to when you said the 70%? within a certain perimeter, and you disrupt that, which is not
fair. You’re penalizing people who aren’t criminals. They’reTowns: That’s absolutely right. We call that cherry-picking.

They want to cherry-pick the best, if you will, criminals, or caught up in the system because of someone who’s done
something.the lowest-cost-to-maintain inmates, as well as just cherry-

pick over the entire population of inmates. It’s like a crazy
man’s deal. That’s exactly what you would want to pass off, EIR: Do you expect the bill to actually come up in this ses-

sion of the legislature?is that high liability. So they go in with an assurance of so
much profit, but if you’re going to save the people of the state Towns: I don’t expect that sucker to rear its ugly head ever

again. We’re going to try to kill it, gut it.of Tennessee some money, you would definitely want those
type of prisoners to go. It’s a unilateral deal that does not
benefit anyone but the profiteers that are involved in the priva- EIR: What other plans do you have for mobilizing the popu-

lation?tization of the system.
Towns: Town hall meetings across the state, keeping it on
the minds of the people through the press; also, having more
citizens to storm the capital about it. Things like that. Active
protest.

Draft legislation
EIR: Are you also fighting privatization on a broader level
in the state, beyond the prisons?

The following draft, which is being circulated in 44 Towns: In terms of charter schools, I am. I’m meeting this
weekend with probably 500 or more people on charterstates by Missouri State Rep. Charles Quincy Troupe,

is titled “An Act Relating to the Department of Correc- schools. Charter schools are just a backdoor approach to pri-
vatization. These are two of the most controversial and siz-tions”:
zling issues in this administration at present. So, I’m definitely
fighting those, because it’s not right.Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the state of

Missouri, as follows:
EIR: Has the Black Caucus taken a stand on this?
Towns: Individually, Black Caucus members are against it,Section 1. Notwithstanding any other law to the

contrary, the department of corrections shall not be au- the ones I’ve spoken with are diametrically opposed to it. I
feel like the Black Caucus as a unit will come out, but as ofthorized to delegate, privatize or otherwise enter into a

contract with a private entity for the operation of any yet, no.
office, bureau or division of the department without
specific authority to do so by statute. . . . EIR: At the retreat, I saw a wholesale explosion of the popu-

lation.
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Towns: The people are not for it, on this issue. Charter EIR: That was my next question. Can you tell me what hap-
pened there?schools they’re not for either, on both sides of the House.
Troupe: The only thing I can think that happened is that the
publicity and all of the problems, the shortcomings of theEIR: There have been a lot of charges against CCA. As you

mentioned, there have been lawsuits, charging brutality operation in Texas hurt the whole privatization issue, so they
had to serve somebody’s head up for the program.against prisoners. There’s a major lawsuit against the CCA

facility in Youngstown [Ohio]. Have spokesmen for CCA
denied any of these charges? EIR: So, Capital Correctional Resources, Inc. (CCRI) pulled

out of Texas and shut down all their private prisons lastTowns: No one has publicly denied any charges that have
been leveled against CCA, to my knowledge, and I try to keep month?

Troupe: I think they pulled out by agreement, that somebodyup pretty well. To my knowledge, no one from the company,
no official representative, has denied any allegations relative had to go, to make [Texas Gov. George W.] Bush look good.

That’s what I think it was. I think it was more of a show thanto their abusing people or inmates, or relative to all the infrac-
tions that they have been alleged to have committed. anything else. I don’t know if the county or the state bought

those prisons and are now going to operate those prisons as
publicly owned and operated prisons. If that is the case, then
I see it as progress. If they are just going to create a subsidiary

Interview: Charles Quincy Troupe to CCRI to come in and operate those prisons, then I don’t
see that as being any progress.

EIR: Are your prisoners all back in Missouri?Missouri State Rep. Quincy
Troupe (D-St. Louis), a 24- Troupe: Yes. We made a decision that we’d rather have our

prisoners in tents than to have them in Texas.year veteran of the Mis-
souri Legislative Black
Caucus and chairman of EIR: Will your bill be coming up this year?

Troupe: Oh yes, it should be coming up the latter part of thisthe Social Service and
Corrections Committees of month. I’m looking at it kind of favorably. If I get it on the

floor, I know I can pass it.the House Appropriations
Committee, was inter- The other good thing is, we cut $27 million out of appro-

priations for corrections and prisons and put it in social ser-viewed on Feb. 20 by Mari-
anna Wertz. vices. The governor took $30 million out of social services

and put it in corrections. I took $27 million back out of correc-
tions and put it back into social services, with a unanimousEIR: What is the status of your bill to stop prison privati-

zation? vote for 1998.
We are trying to slow down the expansion. We’re tryingTroupe: It’s waiting on the Committee on Corrections. It’s

waiting for them to do the hearing. As soon as they schedule to look at alternative sentences and we’re trying to kill a $125
million prison here in Missouri.a hearing, then we’re going to start looking at what’s going on.

The general attitude is that nobody wants prison privatization. If we do that, that’s going to be an awesome, awesome
turn of events that might just shatter the governor’s wholeIt’s just a matter of educating the people.

The big problem we have is that the prison privatization “economic development” program, which is rooted in build-
ing prisons in rural areas, to provide jobs for those communi-industry is so tied in to law enforcement, so tied in to the good

ol’ boys club—in other words, they are a part of that national, ties, to stabilize those communities. The urban people are the
ones that are occupying those prisons and it really borders oninternational network, and it’s hard for local people to come

out against it. When they come in, they come in with such overt, gross racism.
weight and they come in on top. Either they come in through
the governors or the speakers and the senators, and then the EIR: It sounds like a prison police state.

Troupe: It is. But you know, even the white people are be-weight of that is usually so awesome that most legislators and
many senators just don’t rebel against it. Plus, they spend a ginning to see it now. Rural white people are saying, we’re

creating a police state. They see it now. That’s the beauty,lot of money, they buy up people. Like in Tennessee, they
bought up everybody in Tennessee, all the leadership in the and that’s the salvation, in all of this, that they are beginning

to see it. They benefit from it, but they see it. And now thatHouse is bought. You’ve seen signs of that happening all over
the country. they see it, the urge to do something about it is going to grow.

I think you’re going to see a lot of rebellion across the countryBut it’s interesting that they closed down their operations
in Texas. with these legislatures.
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National News

that Demjanjuk was, beyond a doubt, not sponded by declaring that the exclusion was
nothing less than McCarthyism. Of course,“Ivan the Terrible.” Nonetheless, it pro-

ceeded to have him stripped of his citizen- we opposed the corrupt Democrats who
worked with the Republicans to jailship, and encouraged Israel to seek his extra-GOP neo-cons push

dition on war crimes charges, the only LaRouche and other innocent people, shesanctions vs. Russia capital crime in Israel. said. But it has now been revealed that the
same people who put LaRouche in prisonWith the OSI providing the Israeli courtCongressional Republicans, aided by Rev.

with its doctored evidence, Demjanjuk was are the ones who are going after PresidentSun Myung Moon’s Washington Times, are
convicted and sentenced to hang. However, Clinton.on a war-footing to impose trade sanctions
determined sleuth-work by Demjanjuk’s Meantime, in Norfolk, LaRouche Dem-against Russia, for allegedly selling missile
family and his Israeli appeals attorney, ocrat Lorene Marable-Safivinia declared hertechnology to Iran. A Feb. 24 Times article
Yoram Sheftel, proved to the Israel Supreme candidacy for state party chairman on Feb.reports that the Senate is expected in early
Court in 1993, that the U.S. Justice Depart- 19, vowing to stop the “New Era” Demo-March to debate a companion bill to one
ment had evidence showing that one Ivan crats from destroying the party, and pledgingpassed in November in the House.
Marchenko was, in fact, the Treblinka to take on the phony Christians, such as Vir-The issue is being given big play by the
butcher. An angry U.S. Sixth Circuit appeals ginia-based evangelist Pat Robertson.neo-conservatives just before the next bi-an-
court, which had upheld the deportation or-nual meeting in Washington of the U.S.-
der, blasted the OSI for its “fraud upon theRussian Joint Commission on Economic and
court,” and ordered the deportation reversed.Technological Cooperation, headed by Vice
Judge Matia, in restoring Demjanjuk’s citi-President Al Gore and Prime Minister Vik- Union Pacific’s losseszenship, upbraided OSI lawyers for actingtor Chernomyrdin. The Gore-Chernomyrdin
“with reckless disregard for their duty tocommission’s scope is very broad, including are in the billions
the court.”such areas of cooperation as space research. The estimated losses from nine months of

The Washington Times has previously re- broken-down rail service from Union Pacific
tailed the lie that Russian Space Agency add up to over $2 billion to the national econ-
head Yuri Koptev was involved in the omy of the United States; over $1 billion in
Iranian missile technology transfer—de- losses were in the state of Texas alone. UP’s
spite official Moscow denials—usually on head office, based in Omaha, Nebraska,LaRouche Democrats aim
the eve of Koptev’s visits to the United maintains that major improvements may be
States to work on space cooperation affairs. to revive Virginia party noticeable by April 1, but no one is holding

their breath. Until March 15, UP is required,A ruling Feb. 24 by Northern Virginia’s 10th
Congressional District Democratic Com- by order of the Federal Surface Transporta-

tion Board, tofile weekly reports on its oper-mittee in favor of six LaRouche Democrats
who had been barred from joining the ations.

Union Pacific operates some 36,000Loudoun County Democratic CommitteeDemjanjuk regains
(LCDC), has reversed a longtime pattern miles of track through 23 Western states; itU.S. citizenship of McCarthyite discrimination against became the largest U.S. rail company after

acquiring Southern Pacific in SeptemberJohn Demjanjuk, the naturalized Ukrainian LaRouche, a Loudoun County resident and
Presidential pre-candidate, and his associ-immigrant who, in 1979, was targetted by 1996. UP’s rise to the top was achieved by

downsizing track, staff, and equipment allthe corrupt Justice Department’s “Nazi- ates. The decision opens up the potential for
the party to correct the fatal errors it madehunting” unit, stripped of his citizenship, along the way, to the point of serious delays,

jam-ups, and high accident rates.and deported to Israel, where he was sen- with the 1996 ruling of then-Democratic Na-
tional Committee Chairman Don Fowler totenced to death for war crimes, had his U.S. When the 1997 harvest came on, UP

hauling delays meant back-ups in grain stor-citizenship restored by Federal Judge Paul exclude LaRouche delegates from the na-
tional convention, a ruling that was integralMatia on Feb. 22. age, to the point that millions of bushels

ended up piled on the ground in Nebraksa,The dramatic 18-year-long case, meant to the “New Era” policies which led the party
to defeat at the polls.to be a showcase for the Office of Special Kansas, Minnesota, and elsewhere. Houston

became a choke-point for UP shipping gen-Investigations, instead exposed the depths The current leadership of the LCDC had
refused in December to accept the applica-of corruption in the Justice Department’s erally.

In Texas, a leading freight corridor forpermanent bureaucracy. The OSI accused tions of six LaRouche Democrats to join the
local party on the grounds that they allegedlythe retired Cleveland auto worker, on the ba- all of North America, UP operates about

6,350 miles of track, and employs aboutsis of forged documents from the Soviet supported Republicans. Nancy Spannaus,
the LaRouche Democrat who is runningKGB, of being “Ivan the Terrible,” one of 7,900 people. But for months, thousands of

rail cars were stalled, sitting in yards in thethe most sadistic gas chamber operators at against Republican Rep. Frank Wolf (his
backing comes from the Hunt Country gen-the Treblinka concentration camp. Within Houston area; and shipping delays and acci-

dents are common.months, the OSI itself uncovered evidence try and populist pseudo-Christians), re-
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Editorial

A new blow for justice

When a group of distinguished state legislators and oth- The Fruehmenschen cases, for example, continue
to be pursued, and even expanded, by the racist crew iners, with the aid of the Schiller Institute, pulled together

two days of independent hearings in August-September the DOJ’s permanent bureaucracy. Bad as that is, it
leaves them open and vulnerable to counterattack, and1995 “to investigate misconduct by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Justice,” there were three types of cases of injus- to cleaning out the whole apparatus.
As for the LaRouche case, this too is a live politicaltice on the agenda. First, there was Operation Frueh-

menschen, an FBI program dedicated to entrapping and issue, and overripe for being overturned. Note that the
deliberate, evil withholding of vital information onindicting black elected officials. Second, there was the

LaRouche case, identified by former U.S. Attorney Demjanjuk—a withholding which could well have led
to his execution in Israel—occurred almost two decadesGeneral Ramsey Clark as representing “a broader range

of deliberate cunning and systematic misconduct over a ago, even longer ago than the LaRouche case was initi-
ated. And the issue involved, of witting misconduct bylonger period of time, utilizing the power of the Federal

government, than any other prosecution by the U.S. suppressing the truth, has been exhaustively docu-
mented in the six volumes of evidence filed with thegovernment in my time or to my knowledge.” Third,

there were the cases brought by the DOJ’s Office of Federal court in Richmond, Virginia, although never
actually heard.Special Investigations (OSI), the so-called Nazi-

hunters. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. has been quoted as
saying that the “arc of the universe is long, but it bendsWhile the panel wrote no formal finding, it did au-

thorize the circulation of videotapes and transcripts of toward justice.” The business of correcting evil, and
creating institutions to protect and nurture the good,the proceedings, which underscored the point, made by

former South Carolina Congressman James Mann, that was never meant for those with short attention spans,
or for the faint-hearted. The victories of the civil rights“justice must finally be returned to the Department of

Justice.” movement in the 1960s were actually prepared by
battles that were waged by Frederick Douglass andThe first stunning victory in restoring justice in

these three cases, occurred on Feb. 22, 1998, in U.S. those who worked with him in the 19th century, if not
earlier. The injustice in France’s notorious DreyfusDistrict Court. Almost 22 years after the OSI began its

prosecution against Ukrainian-American auto worker affair was not corrected in the courts for more than
ten years.John Demjanjuk, and 20 years after the OSI had learned

without a doubt that Demjanjuk was not the man they To many, it may seem that the battle for the exoner-
ation of LaRouche and his associates, five of whomsought, Judge Paul Matia restored Demjanjuk’s U.S.

citizenship, which had been withdrawn by the OSI’s are still in prison, is so uphill as to seem hopeless.
This victory in the Demjanjuk case should help jolt“reckless disregard for their duty to the court,” in with-

holding exculpatory evidence concerning Demjanjuk’s people out of such a view. The battle for truth and
justice is not only a necessity, but it is winnable. Thisreal identity.

In other words, the crime committed by the Justice is a war in which the laws of the universe are on
our side.Department has finally been overturned. While none of

the principals involved in this crime has been threatened It may be that the Department of Justice decides
to fight against this long-overdue act of justice. If thatwith punishment, a huge step forward has been taken.

This action should give those concerned with jus- is the case, it should only intensify our determination
to clean out the filthy crew, whose actions even todaytice, renewed hope and energy in their drive to re-estab-

lish justice in this nation. against the President, are a source of shame to us all.
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